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Abstract

Manitoba Hydro is Canada's largest hydro utility company currently owning foufteen

hydropower-generating stations with a total capacity of over 7500 MW. Both emergency

intake gates and spillway gates are used in each. These are hxed-wheel gates with wheels

mounted on both sides that roll on roller path plates. Environmental corrosion along with

high wheel loads cause differences in the prof,rle of the roller path surface. Combined

with the relatively high torsional stiffness of the gate end girders, a condition of wheel

load redistribution occurs where some wheels are relieved of load while others are loaded

beyond their maximum design values. These loads can be as high as two to three times

larger as the original design loading. Failure of one wheel could jeopardize the overall

operation of the gate. Furthermore, the fiequent opening and closing of these gates result

in changes in the stress profile in both wheels and roller paths that, potentially, could lead

to failure. Currently, design guidelines for gate wheels and roller paths do not consider

the fatigue life of these elements. It is this lack of knowledge in the structural

performance of gate wheels, which constitutes the basis of the present research

investigation.

An experimental investigation was carried out at the University of Manitoba in

Winnipeg, Canada, which involved the testing of three wheels and six plates under cyclic

loading. One of the wheels, R¡, wâS made of cast iron while the other two wheels, R2 and

R3, were made of high carbon steel. The material in two of the roller path plates, P¡ and

P2, wâS medium carbon steel with no heat treatment. The material in the other four plates,
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P3 to P6, was heat-treated stainless steel. Eight cyclic tests were conducted, two on each

of Rollers R¡ and Rz and four on Roller R¡. The wheels were subjected to radial

compressive loads of approximately 753 kN to 903 kN that remained fairly constant

while the wheels were "rolled" over the roller paths for a number of cycles that also

varied from 200,000 to a million cycles. At the end of each cyclic test, the test setup was

dismantled and indentation profiles were measured in roller paths. Scanning electron

microscope tests were also conducted on all specimens to measure the extent of damage

in specimens.

A finite element (FE) analysis was conducted on a three-dimensional contact stress model

of a roller and a plate using the ANSYS@ finite element program. The stress-based multi-

axial theory was used to assess the fatigue life of rollers and roller paths. Very high

strains were observed in Roller R1, whereas, much lower strains were found in Rollers R2

and R3 as compared to Roller Rr. Likewise, high strains were observed in Plates Pr and

P2, whereas, lower strains were found in Plates P¡-Po. Large visible cracks were observed

in Roller Rr and in Plates Pr and P2, whereas, no sign of any crack or damage was

observed in Rollers Rz and R3 and in Plates P¡-Po. Plates P¡ and P2 exhibited a maximum

indentation of 1.48 mm and 1.21 mm, respectively, after one million and 0.82 million

cycles, while the stainless steel heat-treated plates suffered a much smaller surface

indentation, which ranged from 0.02 mm to 0.12 mm after 400,000 cycles. The test

results demonstrated that the cast iron wheel and Plates Pl and P2 performed very poorly

under fatigue loading while high carbon steel Rollers Rz and R3 performed extremely

well.
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The FE results indicated that high stress values in contact areas, both in rollers and in

plates, were critical. The maximum values of all types of stresses were found in these

zones. The trend of stresses found in the contact area of roller and plate were consistent

with those found in the literature. Laboratory test results and FE results were in good

agreement.

The fatigue lives of Roller Rr and Plates Pr and P2, under the influence of both normal

and tangential forces, was half a million cycles. The fatigue lives of Rollers R2 and R3

and Plates P3-P6 were very high as compared to those of Roller Rr and Plate Pr.

Laboratory test results, visual inspection and SEM results of rollers and plates supported

the fatigue analysis results. High principal compressive and tensile contact stresses under

the influence of both normal and tangential forces, evidenced by both FE results and

literature review, were the main cause of fatigue failure of roller and plate. High contact

stresses are fatal to the fatigue life ofrollers and plates.
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Chapter I Introduction

l.L General

This chapter introduces the main topic of this doctoral thesis and highlights the need for

conducting research on hydraulic gate rollers and roller path plates. Background

information and lack of knowledge concerning fatigue life of rollers are discussed.

Finally, the research objectives and the outline of this doctoral thesis are clarif,red.

Manitoba Hydro is Canada's largest hydro utility company currently owning fourteen

hydropower-generating stations with a total capacity of over 7500 MW (Polyzois and

Lashari 2006). Each hydroelectric generating station has two types of gates: emergency

intake gates and spillway gates. These two types of gates have a very distinct purpose,

although they provide the same basic function of holding back high volumes of water.

The purpose of the emergency intake gate is to cut off the flow of water to the turbine

during maintenance procedures or in case of malfunction. Spillway gates, on the other

hand, are in place to regulate the elevation of the body of water both upstream and

downstream. The type of gates used at Manitoba Hydro generating stations are fixed-

wheel gates. The only exceptions to this are the intake gates at the Great Falls, which

have a roller train system (Doucet 2000).

Fixed-wheel gates have been extensively used in many water-resource development

projects all over the world. Many types of gates have been invented and have become



unpopular, but fixed-wheel gates have remained as one of the most widely used type of

gates with many applications. The term fixed-wheel gate applies to a rectangular gate

with wheels mounted on the gate, as contrasted with an earlier type using roller chains

independent of the gate leaf (Sagar 1989). As shown in Fig. 1.1, the hydrostatic load is

transferred through a skin plate, onto a structural system of diaphragms, horizontal

girders, and vertical end girders that are supported on wheels (Polyzois et al. 1995). The

water thrust on the gate is transferred by the wheels to the roller path plates in the gate

slots, fastened to track bases embedded in concrete of the structure, and the wheels rotate

on the track as the gate is operated. The advantage of providing wheels is that the

frictional forces to be surmounted during gate operation are relatively of much smaller

magnitude as compared to sliding friction in slide gates, and enables the gate to be self-

closing under gravity without a push force from the hoist (Sagar 1989).

TYPICALWHEEL
(gTHUS PER S!DE)

DOWNSTREAM
SKINPI.ATE
CUTAWAY

Fig. 1.1 Vertical lift fixed-wheel gate-downstream elevation (Polyzois et al. 1995)

==-_= ===========l====, - - ====- ----T- ---t-
: HORIZONTAT GIROERS/' HORIZONTAL GIRDERS-
Il\

=== == = == === = ==r:===========-==OVERALL GATE DIMENSIONS: WIDTH - ¿1í},{

i HEIGHT - s7,-1'
= = = = = = = = = = = = = ==:- 

_=:- _....= _-:--_-
GATE TOTALWEIGHT: 160,000 LB

ì

= = = = = = = = = = = = = =_________-
I
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Consequently, the wheel is a critical component of the gate assembly. Environmental

corrosion and high wheel loads cause differences in the profile of the roller path surface.

Combined with the relatively high torsional stiffness of the gate end girders, a condition

of wheel load redistribution occurs where some wheels are relieved of load and other

wheels are loaded beyond the maximum values for which they have been designed. As

shown in Fig 1.2, these loads can be as much as two to three times larger than the original

design loading. Failure of one wheel could jeopardize the overall operation of the gate

(Polyzois et al. 1995).

457 mm

1956 mm

1829 mm

1372 mm

l1l8 mm

965 mm

8ó4 mm

7ll mm

787 mm

<-
<-
#
.fr
<-
<-
<-

459.5 kN

/t43.0 kN

443.0 kN

¡143.0 kN

436.8 kN

443.5 kN

4E3.1 kN

<- 79.8 kN

<- 305.6 kN

+ 80.1kN

# 378.1 kN

{- 489.3 kN

# 476.0 kN

# 43s.9kN

# 3E7.0 kN

# 360.3 kN

{- lt92.lkN

¡- okN
HYDRosrArIc (a) (b)

LOAD

Fig. 1.2 End section of the vertical lift fixed-wheel gate (a) Normal load, all wheels

bearing evenly (b) Overload, bottom wheel not bearing (Polyzois et al. 1995)

While the design of various gate structural components is carried out based on

established national standards, the design of gate rollersr involves the use of an empirical

formula, based on Brinell hardness, to obtain the initial roller diameter and the tread

rA roller is defined as a cylindrical solid with a height to width (aspect) ratio of less than or equal to unity.
The rollers tested in this research program are actually wheels. Because Manitoba Hydro refers to them as

rollers in their specification documents, the term "roller" has also been used in this thesis.
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width Qlloonan and Strange 1934). Tread surface Hertzian contact stresses and subsurface

shear stresses are computed using methods developed by Thomas and Hoersch (1930).

Although the Noonan and Strange (193a) formula was based on tests involving small-

diameter cylindrical forged steel rollers, it has been subsequently adopted for the design

of large-diameter crowned wrought-steel wheels, some in excess of 760 mm (30 in.) in

diameter. The applicability of this formula to crowned wheels is questionable.

Furthermore, this formula provides no information on the fatigue life of rollers or the

relationship between the safe working loads and ultimate load capacity of the wheels,

thereby making the safe wheel capacity unknown (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994).

1.2 Research Objectives

The main objectives of research reported in this thesis were:

(a) To review current design standards of rollers used by Manitoba Hydro;

(b) To test rollers and roller path plates under fatigue loading;

(c) To perform finite element analysis of rollers and roller path plates;

(d) To assess fatigue life of rollers and roller path plates; and,

(e) To recommend design guidelines.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The following is a brief description of the contents of each chapter in the thesis:

Chapter I Introduction



Chapter 2 covers the literature review related to current design standards of rollers;

previous work done by Muzyczka (1992) at the University of Manitoba; and, various

theories dealing with the metal fatigue and contact fatigue of steel rollers.

Chapter 3 describes in detail laboratory tests conducted on rollers and roller path plates

under cyclic loading. A unique test set up was designed and developed in order to

evaluate the fatigue perfotmance of rollers and roller path plates. The details of each

component of the test set up are mentioned using detailed diagrams. This chapter also

describes the scanning electron microscope (SEM) testing program conducted on pieces

taken from rollers and roller path plates after the completion of laboratory cyclic testing.

Chapter 4 presents detailed discussions on the results obtained using laboratory testing

of rollers and roller path plates under fatigue loading and scanning electron microscope

testing.

Chapter 5 encompasses the analysis of the rollers and roller path plates using ANSYS@

finite element software and results obtained are compared with those obtained through

laboratory testing.

Chapter 6 covers details on the metal fatigue theory and fatigue life assessment of rollers

and roller path plates.

Chapter 7 summarizes the whole thesis with a retrospective view on the research study

and draws conclusions from the work. Recommendations for the design guidelines are

also highlighted in this chapter.

Chapter 1 Introduction



Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Review of Current Design Standards

The current design practice in Manitoba Hydro (1986) calls for crowned wheels to be

designed in accordance with the criteria outlined by Skinner (1957) in his ASCE Paper

No. 3000 "Fixed Wheel Gates for Penstock Intakes." These criteria were developed on

the basis of work conducted by Noonan and Strange (93\ who devised an experimental

procedure to study the relationship between the load on cylindrical steel rollers and

deformation or pennanent set of the rollers. As a result of their work, a method for

evaluating the critical stress causing permanent set in steel rollers was developed. The

critical stress, ocr, was expressed in terms of the Brinell hardness number (BHN) as

follows (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1993):

ocr = 24.5'BHN - 2200 (psi per inch diameter per inch width) 2.1

The critical stressl is then equated to the projected area of the cylinder (product of the

cylinder diameter and tread length). Knowing the critical stress, for a given diameter of a

roller, the required tread width may be computed. The Noonan and Strange (1934)

experiments were based on the assumptions that testing of plates to find the load at which

they will become permanently deformed by hardened steel rollers is analogous to the

testing of metal by means of a hardness machine and follows from conclusions reached

by Wilson (1927). The testing involved solid steel rollers ranging in size from 38 mm

(1.5 in.) to 254 mm (10 in.) in diameter with a height-to-width aspect ratio ranging from

0.25 to 0.5. For design purposes, the authors recommended that a safety factor of 2 is

rA sample calculation illustrating the application of Eq. 2.1 is included in Appendix A.



adequate since failure in the rollers is local. The empirical Eq. 2.1 presented by Skinner

(1957) originated from work done by Noonan and Strange (193a) on behalf of the U.S.

Bureau of Reclamation (Muzyczka 1992).

There are, however, important limitations to the work of Noonan and Strange (I93\.

Their experimental work involved only solid cylindrical rollers and roller plates made of

stainless steels, commercial grades of steel and bronze. It is therefore questionable

whether the results of this study are applicable to crowned cast iron and carbon steel

wheels. Also, the diameter of typical vertical lift gate wheels used in hydro-electric

generating stations range from 685.5 mm (27 in.) to 838 mm (33 in.) with aspect ratios of

20 to 25. These wheels are considerably larger and have relatively thinner webs than

those tested by Noonan and Strange (1934). The authors clearly stated that the valid

range of applicability of F,q.2.1 was for rollers less than 254 mm (10 in.) in diameter.

Skinner's work (1957) was an attempt to validate the work by Noonan and Strange

(1934) for large diameter wheels. His work dealt with gate wheels fabricated from 457

wrought iron. Skinner (1957) also reported that the stress in the tread was the governing

factor in gate wheel design and also recommended that a safety factor of 2 be applied to

F,q.2.1 for a wheel over load condition and a safety factor of 3 be applied on the critical

stress for normal wheel loads (Muzyczka 1992). While the empirical expression given by

Eq.2.1 was used to size a roller, the design against failure was based on the maximum

shear stress theory (Thomas and Hoersh 1930), which states that the maximum shear

stress, Vu, developed when two bodies are in direct contact is one third the maximum

compressive stress, Cu, at the point of contact (Roark 1989); i.e.,
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v":? 2.2

The shear resistance of the wheels, however, varies with the type of material used and

must be determined experimentally. A simple approach would be to relate shear strength

to hardness, since hardness can be easily obtained. However, most of the information

available involves the relationship between the tensile strength of steel and hardness

(Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994). Lieson and Jurinal (1963) developed the following

relationship between the ultimate tensile strength, Tu, and the BHN for plain carbon steel:

Tu : 500'BHN (psi)

The applicability of Eq. 2.3 was limited to a range between 200 to 350 BHN, with greater

variation in the ultimate tensile strength exhibited for high BHN. Lieson and Jurinal

(1963) also presented the following relationship between the ultimate tensile strength, Tu,

and the BHN for cast iron:

Tu: 0.294' BHN - 29.4 (ksi)

Eq. 2.4 was limited to materials whose BHN ranged from 150 to 300. A number of other

relationships between tensile strength and BHN have also been developed for cast iron

(Angus 1976). There is no direct relationship between the ultimate shear strength, Vr, and

hardness. Rather, the relationships between the shear and tensile strength and between the

tensile strength and hardness have been used to derive a relationship between shear

strength and hardness (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994). For low carbon steel the shear to

tensile strength ratio is (Davis et al. 1982):

2.3

2.4

2.5
vu_
Tu
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Combining Eqs. 2.3 and 2.5, the following relationship between the ultimate shear

strength and BHN was obtained:

Vu = 0.7(500 .BHN) = 350 .BHN (psi) 2.6

Using the relationship of F,q.2.6, Skinner (1957) established the maximum elastic shear

strength for wrought steel with BHN of 255. Thus, F,q.2.6 became:

Vu : 350 . BHN < 350 .255 x 90,000 (psi) 2.7

According to the current design procedure for cast iron wheels, the maximum shear stress

due to the applied loads, computed from Eq. 2.2, must be less than or equal to the

ultimate shear stress given by Eq. 2.7. This, however, is the maximum elastic shearing

stress suggested by Skinner (1957) for wrought steel wheels. It is thus questionable

whether the same limit can be applied to cast iron wheels (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994).

2.2 Previous Work at the University of Manitoba

An experimental program (Muzyczka 1992), sponsored by Manitoba Hydro, was

undertaken in 1991 at the University of Manitoba to study the performance characteristics

of large diameter cast iron wheels and to determine their failure capacity under static

loading conditions. Eleven 685.5 mm (27 in.) diameter cast iron wheels obtained from a

spillway gate at the McArthur Falls Generating Station were tested to failure under radial

and a combination of radial and lateral loads. The test parameters included the orientation

of the radial load with respect to the handling holes, and the presence or absence of a

lateral load. The material properties of the wheels were established through standard test

coupons taken from one wheel. The material, geometry and profile of eleven 685.5 mm

(27 in.) diameter cast iron wheels tested by Muzyczka (1992) were same as to those of

the 838 mm (33 in.) diameter cast iron roller tested under cyclic loading in this doctoral
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research program. In developing failure criteria for the cast iron wheels, Muzyczka

(1992) considered two wheel orientations: (a) the line of action of the radial load was

between the handling holes, and (b) a handling hole was in direct line of action of the

applied radial load. To account for the presence of a lateral load, a modification to the

vertical load capacity was made utilizing the information obtained through testing.

Failure of wheels loaded through the handling holes was due to sudden cracking initiating

at the hole locations. This may be attributed to the high concentration of tensile stress

around the hole. However, the wheels loaded between the holes failed by shelling, a

mode of failure associated with the presence of high shear stresses (Mitsuda and Bouling

1989). The failure criteria for wheels loaded between the handling holes were based on

the maximum shear stress theory, which requires that the maximum shear stress be less or

equal to the shear strength of the material. According to the results obtained from the

coupon testing, the average measured shear strength to tensile strength ratio was

determined to be (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994):

5: 1.39 2.8
Tu

Substituting Eq. 2.8 into 2.4, the following relationship between shear strength and BHN

was obtained (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994):

Vu : 0.409. BHN - 40.9 (ksi) 2.9

The ultimate shear strength of a cast iron material given by Eq. 2.9 was established on the

basis of the ultimate tensile strength-BHN relationship, which is valid between 150 and

300 BHN (Lieson and Jurinal i963). Using 300 as an upper limit to the BHN of cast iron,

F,q.2.9 becomes (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994):

Vu : 0.409 .BHN - 40.9 < B1.B (ksi) 2.10
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To obtain the theoretical load capacity for the case where the load is applied through

handling hole, a bilinear approximation of the stress-strain curve obtained through

tension coupon tests was used along with the load-strain relationships obtained through

the FE analysis, as follows (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994):

Pt:Py*ak(e¡*ey)

Where P1: theoretical failure load Qll); Pr: yield load at which inelastic behavior begins

: k Er (N); a : E¡lE; E, Et : modulus of elasticity and tangent modulus, respectivelyl rt :

(kc,/k) tc,l kc,, k : slope of linear load-strain relationship at the edge of the hole and at a

point located 4 mm from the hole, respectively (lt{/mm/mm)l €.,: ultimate strain obtained

from the bilinear stress-strain curve (mm/mm); and e, : yield strain obtained from the

bilinear stress-strain curve (mm/mm). A lateral force of 29%o of the radial load reduced

the capacity of the wheel by approximately 50%o. To account for the presence of a lateral

load, a linear reduction of the vertical force capacity was proposed. This linear reduction,

given by the following expressions, was developed on the basis of test results. For wheels

loaded through the handling hole, the ultimate load capacify, P1, in the presence of a

lateral load, P¡, was established as (Polyzois and Muzyczka 1994):

2.tt

2.t2Pt = P. - 4.B7PL (kN)

Similarly, for loading between holes, the ultimate load was defined as:

Pt = P. - 0.43P1 GN) 2.13

Where P, : radial load capacity of the wheels in the absence of any lateral force. For

wheels loaded between handling holes, P, : load that will cause a maximum shear is

given by Eq. 2.10. For wheels loaded through the handling holes, the load is given by Eq.

2.11 (Polyzois and Muzyczka1994).
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2.3 Contact Stresses

Contact stresses are caused by the pressure of one solid on another over limited areas of

contact. Members are designed on the basis of stress in the main body of the member,

that is, in portions ofthe body not affected by the localized stresses at or near a surface of

contact between bodies. Most failures of members are associated with stresses and strains

in portions of the body far removed from the points of application of the loads.

Nevertheless, the contact stresses created when surfaces of two bodies are pressed

together by external loads are the significant stresses. The stresses on or somewhat

beneath the surface of contact are the major cause of failure of one or both of the bodies.

For example, contact stresses may be significant at the area (1) between a locomotive

wheel and the railroad rail; (2) between a roller or ball and its race in a bearing; (3)

between the teeth of a pair of gears in mesh; (4) between the cam and valve tappets of a

gasoline engine; etc (Boresi et al. 7993). The contact stresses are often cyclic in nature

and are repeated a very large number of times, often resulting in a fatigue failure that

starts as a localized fracture (crack) associated with localized stresses. The fact that

contact stresses frequently lead to fatigue failure largely explains why these stresses may

limit the load-carrying capacity of the members in contact and hence may be the

significant stresses in the bodies. For instance, a railroad rail sometimes fails as a result

of contact stresses. Failure starts as alocalized fracture in the form of a minute transverse

crack at a point in the head of the rail somewhat beneath the surface of contact between

the rail and locomotive wheel, and progresses outwardly under the influence of the

repeated wheel loads until the entire rail cracks or fractures. On the other hand, bearings

and gear teeth sometimes fail as a result of formation of pits (pitting) at the surface of
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contact. The bottom of such pit is often located approximately at the point of maximum

shear stress. Steel tappets have been observed to fail by initiation of microscopic cracks

at the surface that then spread and cause flaking. Chilled cast-iron tappets have failed by

cracks that start beneath the surface, where the shear stress is highest, and spread to the

surface, causing pitting failure. The principal stresses at or on the contact area between

two curved surfaces that are pressed together are greater than at a point beneath the

contact area, whereas the maximum shear stress is usually greater at a point a small

distance beneath the contact surface (Boresi etal. 1993).

Fig.2.1 depicts the curves showing variation in principal stresses, maximum shear stress,

and octahedral shear stress with variation in distance z from the contact surface of two

semicircular solid disks made of elastic material with | : I.24 and the Poisson's ratio of

0.25. The constants A and B depend on the principal radii of curvature of the two elastic

bodies in contact. In this figure, the coefficients of I are plotted as abscissas and the

values of f to the point at which the stresses occur are plotted as ordinates, where k is the

ratio of semi-minor axis b to semi-major axis a of ellipse of contact (Seely and Smith

1955). The expression for A is given below:

A: 1 (t-"?+1:q)
A+B\ E1 Ez / 2.14

Where, Er and Ez and vl and \12 ãÍe elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the two elastic

bodies in contact, respectively. The curves in Fig.2.1 representing o**, oyy, âfld o' show

that their largest values occur at the centre of the surface of contact and that all three
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stresses decrease as z increases. The principal stress having the greatest magnitude

every point is ou andits maximum value is o-u* : *P (Seely and Smith 1955).

Fig. 2.1 Curves showing variation in principal stresses, maximum shear stress, and

octahedral shear stress with variation in distance from the contact surface (Seely and

Smith 1955).

The value of the maximum shear stresS, rmax = 0.22f and it occurs just beneath the

surface of contact at a distance of f : 0.44, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The maximum value

at
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of the octahedral shear stress, ro* = ff and it occurs at the same distan"", f :0.44,

as the maximum shear stress (Seely and Smith 1955).

Fig. 2.2 shows a line contact of a circular cylinder resting on a plane subjected to radial

(normal) load only, the line of contact being perpendicular to the paper. Principal stresses

have their maximum values at the surface of contact of such bodies shown in Fig. 2.2 and

their values are oxx = - !, oyy = -rul, and orr: - l. The greatest value of maximum

shear stress, r** is ff and it occurs at a distance of f :0.1861, for bodies shown in Fig.

2.2.The maximum octahedral shear stress roct(max) :+ and it occurs at the same

location as the maximum shear stress (Boresi et al. 1993).

R2=-

Fig. 2.2 Line contact between cylindrical bodies (Boresi et al. 1993)

Figs. 2.3a and b depict the cross section of a long roller of elastic material that rests on a

flat surface of a thick solid elastic body. The roller is subjected to a distributed load w,

which presses it against the body over a long narrow area of contact whose width is 2b. A

lateral distributed force load f causes the roller to slide on the body. If the coefficient of

sliding friction is designated as B, then f : B w. In Fig.2.3c, which is an enlarged view of

the part near the contact area, the ordinates to the ellipse show the distribution of normal

stresses over this area andthe maximum stress is or, = - I (Boresi et al. 1993).
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b
Ã

k) (d) k)

Fig.2.3 Tangential and normal forces over the contact area (Boresi et al. 1993)

Mindlin (1949) has found that when sliding occurs, the shear stress on the contact area

due to the frictional force f are distributed as ordinates to an ellipse as shown in Fig. 2.3d,

and the maximum shear stress or* at the centre is or* - P:. Fig. 2.3e shows the

distribution of the combined normal and friction stresses on the contact surface. Smith

and Liu (1953) have derived the equations for the stresses oxx, oyy, o.., and or* at any

point in the body. Fig. 2.4 shows the principal stresses 61, e2, and o3 on the contact

surface and at a distance t:lfro^the surface for a long roller resting on a flat surface

shown in Fig. 2.3 under the influence of normal as well as tangential forces. The value of

friction coefficient of Yz was employed while computing these principal stresses. Each

l"
t'
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principal stress has its maximum value in the surface of the body at a distance of about

0.3b from the center of the area of contact in the direction of the frictional force (Boresi

et al. 1993). These maximum principal stresses âreo1 - -!'+,or_- -Y, and

03 = -ff. rfr.re values may be compared witho, = -!, c.2= -f, and o, = -T
for the normal distributed load w only. This comparison clearly proves that the frictional

force corresponding to a friction coefficienf of t/t increases the maximum principal stress

by 40%.In addition, the curves in Fig. 2.4 show that the principal stresses oz and o,3 âr€

tensile stresses near the edge of the contact area opposite the direction of the tangential

force. The largest magnitudes of these stresses are ry ""d 
gtp, 

respectively.

Nevertheless, these tensile principal stresses are sometimes quite large. The presence of

the tensile principle stresses on the surfaces aids in understanding the occurrence of

fatigue failure by pitting, etc., of bearing surfaces subjected to repeated loads. The value

of maximum shear stress as computed from minimum and maximum principal stresses is

h
rmax = -0.43 i (Boresi et al. 1993).

The principal shear stresses at points on the surface and from the surface a distance of

bt-; (where the maximum subsurface shear occurs) are shown in Figs.2.5. There are

three extreme values of shear stresses at each point. The ordinates to the curves

representing 11 and 13 at distan ce z -- | no- the surface are everywhere smaller than at

the surface as noted in Figs. 2.5a and c. This is true for all distances from the surface.

However, in Fig. 2.5b, the curve for 12 at z = | rises above the curve representing values

ofrzat the surface (Boresi etal.1993).
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Fig. 2.5 Effect of tangential force on maximum shear stresses (Boresi et al. 1993)

Such curves for values ofrz have been plotted for several distances from the surface, and

it is found that the largest value of rz is ff. fnir value occurs at a distance of about I4

from the surface. Therefore, the value rr = -T ut mentioned above is the maximum

shear stress, and it occurs at a point in the contact area about 0.3b from the centre ofthe

area. In Fig. 2.6 the ordinates to the curves represent the values of the octahedral shear

I
b
A
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stresses tsç¡ that have been computed at each point using values of the principal stresses

obtained from Fig. 2.4. The maximum value is'uo.¡¡*u*¡ = T, and it occurs on the

contact arca at the same point that the maximum principal stress and maximum shear

stresses occur (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5) (Boresi et al. i993).

Friction coefficient = 1
3

fs

- 

At surface

---At z=9
\4
t
\I

I
I
I

\\t
b

^

o+1
x
TN

Fig.2.6 Effect of tangential force on octahedral shear stress (Boresi et al. 1993)

Table 2.1 Values of contact stresses between two long cylindrical bodies sliding against

each other while in line contact under normal and friction forces (Boresi et al. 1993)

Coefficient of Friction
I
n

I
l

I
G

I
9

Kind of Stress and
Its Location

Values of Stress in Terms of D/À Corresponding to
the Above Friction Coefficients

Maximum tensile principal
stress that occurs in
surfaceatx:-b

Maximum compressive
principal stress that occurs
in the surface between
x:0andx:0.3b

Maximum shear stress"

Maximum octahedral
shear stress"

0 2b 2b
n^ tÃ

-* -'r* -rr3i

o 3oo* 0.308* o.3ro*

0.272* o.z6s* o2s5*

2b
tÃ

2b
6L

b
- l.leÃ

o 33e*

0.277*

h

- t'{Ã

b
0.435Ã

b
0.36s I

' Note that these stresses occur at the surface when the friction coefficient is , oa or larger.
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Principal stresses, maximum shear stresses, and maximum octahedral shear stresses

depend on the value of the coefficient of friction. The changes in the maximum contact

stresses with the coefficient of friction are given by Table 2.1. The increases in the

maximum values of the tensile and compressive principal stresses caused by the frictional

distributed load a¡e very nearly proportional to the increases in the friction coefficient

(Boresi et al. 1993).

2.4Metal Fatigue

All materials are anisotropic and inhomogeneous when viewed at a sufficiently small size

scale. For example, engineering metals are composed of an aggregate of small crystal

grains. Within each grain, the behavior is anisotropic due to the crystal planes, and if a

grain boundary is crossed, the orientation of these planes changes. Inhomogeneities exist

due to the grain structure and tiny voids or particles of a different chemical composition

than the bulk of the material, such as hard silicate or alumina inclusions in steel. Multiple

phases, involving grains or other regions of more than one chemical composition, are also

common. As a result of such non-uniform microstructure, stresses are distributed in a

non-uniform manner when viewed at the size scale of this microstructure. Regions where

the stresses are severe are usually the points where fatigue damage starts. The details of

the behavior ata micro-structural level vary widely for different materials due to their

different bulk mechanical properlies and their different microstructure (Dowling 2007).

One of the most important physical observations is that the fatigue process can generally

be broken into two distinct phases; initiation life and propagation life. The initiation life

encompasses the development and early growth of a small crack. The propagation life is
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the portion of the total life spent growing a crack to failure. Nevertheless, it is often very

diff,rcult, if not impossible, to define the transition from initiation to propagation. This

distinction depends upon many variables, including component size, material, and the

methods used to detect cracks, to name just a few (Bannantine et al. 1990).

Generally, fatigue cracks originate at a free surface, at a point of high stress concentration

in the material. This may often be a preexisting flaw in the material, or perhaps a human-

made discontinuity, such as the root of a thread, a rivet or bolt hole, or any point at which

there is a sharp change in the size or shape of the material. It appears that, at least in

metals, fatigue cracks nucleate due to the mechanism of slip. Slip occurs by the

movement of dislocations, which produce fine slip bands. However, at a free surface,

when slip takes place, the relative displacements of the atoms along the slip planes cause

"steps" to occur, of the order of a nanometer (10-e m) high. Under cyclic loading,

reversed slip on adjacent slip planes may lead to the formation of extrusions and

intrusions at the surface, as shown in Fig. 2.7 (Young et al. 1998). These may act as the

nucleus of a surface crack, as additional slip continues to occur along only a few slip

bands rather than across a much wider region. Thus, incipient fatigue cracks may form

after only 5Yo to 10Yo of the specimen's fatigue life. Subsequently, a crack will begin to

grow. Initially, the crack will grow along the slip plane, but it will eventually change

direction until it is growing in a plane perpendicular to the principal tensile stress, as

show in Fig 2.7. Fatigue cracks will propagate under shear or tensile loading but not

under compressive loading, since compression will close cracks rather than open them.

On each tensile loading cycle, very high stresses occur at the crack tip (due to the stress
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concentration effect of a sharp

undamaged material ahead of it.

distance in each loading cycle;

(Young et al. 1998).

crack), causing the crack to propagate into the still

It is important to note that the crack propagates a finite

this crack advance may be as much as 25 ¡twrlcycle

Fig. 2.7 Schematic diagram of crack initiation and subsequent crack growth, first along

the slip line and then at right angles to the principal tensile stress (Young et al. 1998)

2.5 Basic Fracture Mechanic Concept

Fig. 2.8 shows the exaggerated view of the area around a crack tip in an infinitely wide

plate in which the crack length, a, is very small as compared to the plate width. When a

remote stress, o, is applied, the crack opens a certain distance, d, and a high stress

concentration is developed around the crack tip. Theoretically, this high stress

concentration is infinite at the crack tip, but in real materials, plastic zones are created

since the strain exceeds the ability of the material to act elastically. This process in which
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an applied load causes a crack to open, crack opening relieves crack surfaces of stress,

and the creation of crack tip plastic straining, is the fundamental mechanism that weakens

components containing cracks or crack-like discontinuities. A description of the stress

field in the vicinity of the crack tip can be obtained using special stress functions. The

stress in the y-direction for the particular case of 0 : 0, is o' : #(Fisher et al. 1998).

zone crack tip radius, r, isUnder fatigue situation, if the crack length, a, anld the plastic

increased, the local stress, oyy, iS decreased.

0enterline
of crack
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Fig. 2.8 A crack in an infinitely wide plate (Fisher et al. 1998)

2.6 Contact Fatigue

Contact fatigue is a surface-pitting-type failure commonly found in ball or roller bearings

(Lampman 1996). This type of failure can also be found in gears, cams, valves, rails, and

gear couplings. Contact fatigue has been identified in both ferrous and non-ferrous metals

and in ceramics and cermets. Contact fatigue differs from classical structural bending or
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torsional fatigue in that it results from a contact or Hertzian stress state. The contact

geometry and the motion of the rolling elements produce an alternating subsurface shear

stress. Subsurface plastic strain builds up with increasing cycles until a crack is

generated. The crack then propagates until a pit is formed. Once surface pitting is

initiated, the bearing becomes noisy and rough running. If allowed to continue, fracture

of the rolling element and catastrophic failure occurs. Fractured races can result from

fatigue spalling and high hoop stresses (Lampman 1996). Rolling contact components

have a fatigue life (number of cycles to develop a noticeable fatigue spall). Nevertheless,

unlike structural fatigue, contact fatigue has no endurance limit. If one compares the

fatigue lives of cyclic torsion with rolling contact, the latter are seven orders of

magnitude greater (Bhargava et al. 1989). Contact fatigue produces a surface damage that

is unique and well recognized. Familiar examples are found in fatigue of ball and roller

bearings. Even though, this spall is small, it would grow in size until roller fracture would

occur, as bearing operation continues (Lampman 1996). One classic shape of fatigue spall

in a ball bearing is a delta shape, as shown in Fig. 2.9 with a diagram of the pit. The apex

of the pit is the initiation of point, usually the location of a surface defect like a dent. The

pit grows in a fan shape, becoming wider and deeper as it grows in the direction of ball

travel. Not all spalls in ball bearing races are of the shape shown in Fig. 2.9 (Hanis

1964). Spalling type failures occur on track rails from wheel-track rolling contacts. An

example of spalling type failure is shown in Fig. 2.10. The name comes from the

morphology of the fracture surface in the bottom of the spall. Shelly failures are serious

because they lead to rail fracture and derailments. Rail spalling has been reduced by the

use of higher carbon steels for rails (Kilbum 1964).
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Fig.2.l0 "Shelly" rail spall from wheel-rail contact fatigue (Kilburn 1964)
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The state of stress produced by rolling contact is concentrated in a small volume of

material and produces intense plastic strain. The strain accumulates as the same volume is

stressed with each rolling cycle until a crack is initiated and forms a spall. In the real

world of contact fatigue, the mechanisms involved can be quite complex. Most models

assume a condition of ideal geometric surfaces and little input by heat generation,

environmental conditions, and in-homogeneities of material. Hertz stress analysis

assumes a circular, elliptical, or line contact surface area between curved surfaces

(depending on the geometry of the contacts) and a parabolic pressure distribution with the

maximum pressure at the centre of the contact (Lampman 1996).

Because of the sensitivity of contact fatigue life to contact stress, reduction of contact

stress can significantly improve bearing life. Of course, accurate estimation of the actual

operating contact stress is important. Contact stress can be reduced by spreading out the

area contact with a soft solid thin film applied to the surfaces. Nonetheless, hard coatings

have been used to improve the fatigue life of bearing steels (Erdemir rggz).
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Chapter 3 Experimental Program

3.1 General

The experimental program involved laboratory testing of three rollers and six roller path

plates under cyclic loading. Rollers were 838 mm (33 in.) in diameter with an 89 mm (3%

in.) flange thickness anda crown radius of 9I4 mm (36 in.). One of the rollers (R1) was

made of gray cast iron. The material in Roller R2 was AISI 1060 high carbon steel

without heat treatment, whereas the material in Roller R3 was AISI 1080 heat treated high

carbon steel. Two of the rollers, Rr and R2, were obtained from the Kelsey Hydro

Generating Station located on Nelson River, Manitoba, and they were never placed in

service. The 3'd Roller, R3, was specially ordered, manufactured, and shipped from the

United States specifically for this research project.

Figure 3.1 shows the nomenclature adopted for various parts of the roller. Rollers Rr and

R3 are shown in Fig. 3.2. The 241 mm (9Y, in.) deep hub of the rollers was designed to

accommodate a 152 mm (6 in.) diameter solid steel shaft. A Gatke circular fiber bushing

was sandwiched at the interface between the shaft and the roller hub. Around the

circumference of the cast iron Roller R¡, located in the roller web approximately 270 mm

(10% in.) from the centre of the hub, there were three 63.5 mm (2%in.) diameter holes

spaced atl20o apart, as shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. These holes were cored through the

original casting and were used to facilitate handling of the roller. The other two Rollers,

R2 and R3, used in this research study were without handling holes.
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Fig.3.2 Cast Iron Roller Rr and heat treated high carbon steel Roller R3

Fig. 3.3 A typical roller path plate

Cast iron Roller Rl had a flange width of 51 mm (2 in.), whereas, Rollers R2 and R3 had a

flange (rim) width of 66.5 mm (2% in.). Web thickness of all rollers varied from 38 mm

(1% in.) at the neck of rim to 51 mm (2 in.) at the neck of hub. Six rectangular steel

Plates, P1 through P6, measuring 381 x 178 mm (15 x 7 in.) with a thickness of 51 mm (2
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in.) were used as roller path plates in this research program as typically shown in Fig. 3.3.

Plates P1 and P2 were AISI 1050 medium carbon steel without heat treatment, whereas,

Plates P3 through P6 were SS 4i0 heat treated stainless steel.

3.2 Brinell Hardness Tests

Prior to testing the rollers and the roller path plates under cyclic loading, a series of

surface hardness measurements was performed using Proceq EQUITOP electronic

hardness testing equipment. The surfaces of all specimens were cleaned and ground using

a hand-grinder electric machine and sand paper. Readings were recorded in the L-scale

and then converted into BHN using tables provided with the electronic equipment.

Hardness measurements on the rollers were taken on the rolling surface, on the rim, on

the web, and on the hub surfaces. Measurements on the rim surface were taken at 6.35

mm (Yo in.) intervals starting at the rolling surface of the roller and proceeding radially 5 I

to 76 mm (2 to 3 in.) toward the center of the roller. Twenty readings were taken on each

roller path plate. The results are given in Table 3.3 and in Chapter 4.

3.3 Test Set-up

A unique test set up was designed and constructed for this special fatigue type of testing.

Figs. 3.4 through 3.8 show details of the test set-up along with the dimensions, whereas,

Fig. 3.9 shows overall views of the test set-up from different angles. Detailed diagrams of

various components of the test set-up are shown in Figs. 3.1 through 3.25. A brief

description of the various components of the test setup is given in the following pages.
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Fig. 3.6 Large base plate of steel fixture (section B-B)
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3.9a Front view of the test set

3.9b Arial view n) of the test set-

Fig. 3.9c Side view of the test set-up
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3.3.1 Pump

A special pump was required for this test setup as shown in Fig. 3.9. The pump consisted

of the following components: a motor, control shift valves, power panel switchboard, two

hydraulic hoses, oil tank, oil filter, water hoses, oil cooling chamber, and a heavy-duty

power cable. Two 4 m (13 ft.) long hydraulic hoses were connected to the control shift

valve, which was wired to the control power-panel switchboard. The hydraulic pressure

generated by the pump was transferred to a hydraulic actuator through two hydraulic

hoses, one for forward motion of the actuator piston rod and other for backward motion

of the actuator piston rod. The 15 kW (20 horsepower) motor of the pump was designed

to generate a maximum pressure of 17 MPa (z%ksl). This pressure value corresponded to

a lateral load of 184.6 kN @l% kips) on the hydraulic actuator. The pump was fully

automatic with automatic shut-off switches and warning red lights whenever the

temperature of the oil or the hydraulic oil level reached a critical level. An hour meter

was also installed on the pump to monitor the running time on the motor. A digital meter

was installed on the pump to monitor the number of cycles for the hydraulic actuator to

deliver lateral load on the roller. A maximum of 100,000 cycles could be programmed in

the digital meter. After it reached the desired number of cycles, the whole system

automatically shut off. The oil in the 113.5 liter (30 US gallon) capacity tank was

circulated through the motor, the control shift valve, the hydraulic hose (forward), the

hydraulic hose (backward), the cooling chamber, the oil filter (enclosed in steel case), and

back to the oil tank. The oil was continuously circulated in the hydraulic system and it

was kept cool through the oil-cooling chamber, which was connected to two 12 m (39%

ft.) long water lines, one for cold water in and other for hot water out.
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3.3.2 Hydraulic Actuator

A hydraulic actuator was designed and ordered for this special cyclic testing apparatus, as

shown in Fig. 3.10. The purpose of the hydraulic actuator was to deliver a lateral cyclic

load through a 51 mm (2 in.) diameter solid steel piston rod. Two hydraulic hoses, which

were attached to the control shift valve of the pump, were connected to the hydraulic

actuator, one at each far end of the actuator. The one, which was attached to the back of

the actuator, was used for forward motion of the piston rod, and other one, which was

attached to the front of the actuator, was used for backward motion of the piston rod. Two

universal joints were used in the 51 mm (2 in.) diameter solid steel piston rod, one in the

middle and other atthe far end of the piston rod, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The purpose of

these universal joints was to accommodate any kind of miss-alignment during cyclic

loading. The overall length of the piston rod including the two universal joints was

approximately 635 mm (25 in.).

Fig. 3.10 Hydraulic actuator
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The universal joint, which was attached at the far end of the 51 mm (2 in.) diameter solid

steel piston rod of the actuator, was attachedto 127 x 101.5 x 76 mm(5 x 4 x 3 in.) solid

steel plate through threads, as shown in Fig. 3.1 1. This solid plate was attached to 863 x

609 x 76 mm (34 x 24 xx 3 in.) solid steel plate (Plate 1) through welding and four

countersunk steel bolts in order to avoid any kind of failure during cyclic loading. In

order for the actuator to deliver the cyclic loading continuously and without interruptions,

two small magnetic sensors, shown in Fig. 3.I2, werc used. These magnetic sensors were

installed on a small steel frame mounted on the hydraulic actuator and wired to the

power-panel switchboard of the pump.

Fig. 3.11 Universal joints provided in the piston rod of the hydraulic actuator

Fig.3.l2 Small steel frame attached with the hydraulic actuator
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Two small reflectors, consisting of 25.4x 25.4 mm (1 x 1 in.) steel plate elements were

attached to a long sliding rod (Fig. 3.12). The desired stroke length of the piston rod of

the actuator was achieved by adjusting the spacing of these reflectors. As the piston rod

moved back and forth, the sliding rod also moved back and forth. Electronic signals from

the magnetic sensors were reflected from the small square steel plates and were sent to

the power panel switchboard of the pump, which controlled the shift valve of the pump.

The automatic cyclic movement of the hydraulic actuator piston rod was controlled by

electronic relays through two magnetic sensors installed on the actuator. These electronic

relays were installed in the power panel switchboard of the pump. The life expectancy of

these electronic relays was approximately half a million cycles. Hence, it was necessary

to install an automatic shut-off system, in case the electronic relays failed to work during

cyclic loading. For this purpose, two mechanical limit switches were placed in the

traveling path of the loading plate (Plate 1), as shown in Fig. 3.13.
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Fig. 3.13 Mechanical limit switch
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These mechanical limit switches were wired with the power panel switchboard of the

pump. Whenever the magnetic sensors or electronic relays failed to work and the piston

rod of the hydraulic actuator tried to cross the prescribed stroke length, Plate t hit the

lever arm of the mechanical limit switch and the whole system would be shut off. The

hydraulic actuator was attached to a steel frame through four 19 mm (% in.) diameter

steel bolts, as shown in Fig. 3.9. This steel frame (Figs. 3.9 and 3.10) was designed and

fabricated to withstand dynamic cyclic reaction forces of the hydraulic actuator. The steel

frame supporting the actuator was attached to the strong concrete floor of the Structural

Engineering Laboratory using four 25.4 mm (1 in.) diameter steel bars (Figs. 3.9 and

3.14) which ran through the basement.

Fig. 3.14 Bars through the strong floor

3.3.3 Roller Path Plate

In order to support the roller path plate, two 863 x 609 x 76 mm (34 x 24 x 3 in.) steel

plates were used in this unique test set-up, as shown in Figs. 3.4,3.5,3.8 and 3.15. Plate

2 was permanently attached to the 609 mm (2 ft.) thick strong concrete wall of the
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Structural Engineering Laboratory using fwo 25.4 mm (1 in.) diameter threaded steel

rods. The other plate (Plate 1) was attached to the 51 mm (2 in.) diameter solid steel

piston rod of the hydraulic actuator (Fig. 3.11). The roller path plates were attached to

Plate 1 through four 19 mm (% in.) countersunk steel bolts, as shown in Fig. 3.15.

A series of high strength solid round bars (Fig. 3.16) was placed between steel Plates 1

and 2 to allow Plate 1 to roll freely back and forth. The bars were 25.4 mm (1 in.) in

diameter and 609 mm (24 in.) long. They were heat-treated hardened steel bars with a

BHN of 400. Twenty-four such bars were used in tandem. In order to avoid indentation

of the rolling surfaces during cyclic loading, 72.7 mm (% in.) superior high abrasion

resistance steel plates were attached to both steel Plate 1 and 2 using screws (Figs. 3.4,

3.5 and 3.8).

Fig. 3. 15 Typical roller path plate attached with large supporting Plate 1
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The yield and tensile strength of these high abrasion resistance steel plates were 1207

MPa (175 ksi) and 1310 MPa (190 ksi), respectively. The BHN was 400, which matched

with the BHN number of hardened steel solid round bars.

3.3.4 Rollers

The service radial compressive load on the rollers was applied through a unique steel

fixture specially designed and constructed for this type of rollers. Details of the steel

fixtures are shown in Figs.3.4 through 3.7,and in Figs.3.9 and 3.17. The steel fixture

was built by welding together steel plates that varied in thickness from 25.4 mmto 76

mm (1 to 3 in.). The roller was placed in this steel fixture horizontally. A 12.7 mm (%in.)

thick and 305 mm (12 in) diameter circular Teflon sheet was placed beneath the roller in

order to avoid friction between the roller and the steel fixture during cyclic testing, as

shown in Figs. 3.5,3.7, and 3.18.

Fig. 3. 16 High strength solid round bars
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Fig.3.I7 Front and side view of the large steel fixture

Fig. 3.18 Teflon plate and a solid steel shaft
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A I52 mm (6 in.) diameter and 495 mm (l9Yz in.) long solid steel shaft was inserted

through the steel fixture and the 152 mm (6 in.) diameter hole of the roller, as shown in

Figs. 3.4, 3.7,3.9,3.17, and 3.18. A 25.4 mm (1 in.) wide groove was cut at the top and

bottom of the shaft. The position of the shaft was fixed by inserting two 508 x 241 x 25.4

mm (20 x 9Yz x I in.) steel plates into the shaft grooves and attaching these plates to the

steel fixture through steel bolts, as shown in Figs. 3.4,3.7, and 3.17. Hence, the shaft was

completely locked into place and the roller could rotate freely. Before inserting the shaft

into the roller, lubricating grease was applied to the inside roller hole and around the shaft

in order to minimize the friction between the roller and the shaft during cyclic testing.

After the roller was placed into the test fixture, the whole steel fixture was brought into

contact with the roller path plate, as shown in Fig. 3.19. Anangements were made to

atfach the steel fixture to the strong concrete floor at four places, one on each comer of

the steel f,rxture, using fovr25.4 mm (1 in.) diameter,2m(6%ft.) long steel rods.

&ìtów,]
h;d,

Fig. 3.19 Roller in contact with roller path plate
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The service compressive radial load on the roller was applied by compressing the whole

steel fixture against the roller path plate by pushing the test fixture through four high

strength rods, which ran through the strong concrete wall and steel fixture. The high

strength rods were already calibrated in order to monitor the strain values during cyclic

testing. Four hydraulic jacks, as shown in Fig. 3.20,were used to pull the test fixture.

Fig. 3.20 Spreader steel beams and hydraulic jacking system

To ensure that all four rods were equally stressed, two spreader steel beams, shown in

Fig. 3.20, were used. All jacks were pumped simultaneously and a uniform and constant

static tensile load was induced in each high strength bar. The test hxture was fixed to the

concrete floor after applying the required service radial load on the roller.

3.4 Instrumentation

Four 2.5 m (8Y+ ft.) long high strength bars were used to apply the service compressive

radial load on the rollers. The nominal thread diameter of these bars was 25.4 mm (1 in.)
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and their ultimate strength was 567 kN (127% kips). Each bar was instrumented at its mid

length with a single-element unidirectional strain gauge (gauge 1 through 4) and was

calibrated using a 267 kN (60 kips) capacity testing machine in order to monitor the

radial load applied on the rollers. Strain gauges were installed on all rollers and roller

path plates in order to monitor and record the strain values during cyclic loading. The

strain gauges were installed as per the instructions of the manufacturer. Two

configurations of strain gauges were used: single-element (unidirectional) and 3-element

rosette stacked types. Three element rosette strain gauges consist of three single element

(unidirectional) strain gauges placed at 0o, 45o, and 90". The purpose of using rosette

strain gauges was to determine the principal strain values at a particular point of interest.

Seven single element unidirectional strain gauges were installed on each roller path Plate

P1 and P2, whereas, five single element unidirectional strain gauges were installed on

each of roller path Plate P3 through P6, âs shown in Figs. 3.21 along with their

nomenclature. Each roller was tested with two different roller path plates utilizing two

opposite sides of the roller. A total of 20 strain gauges were installed on Roller R¡, ten on

each test side of the roller (Fig. 3.2i), whereas, a total of 14 strain gauges were installed

on each of Rollers R2 and R3, seVen on each test side of the roller, as shown in Fig. 3.21.

21 20 '19 l8 17 16 15 16 15 14 13 ',tz

Fig. 3.21 Typical strain gauge layout and nomenclature
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A rosette three-element strain gauge was installed on each test side of all rollers. All

strain gauge wires were connected to a data acquisition system and a Pentium III

computer in order to record the strain values during cyclic testing, as shown inFig.3.22.

Fig. 3.22 Data acquisition system and a Pentium III computer

Due to friction between the roller and the shaft during a cyclic testing, heat was generated

at the interface of the roller bushing and the shaft and this heat was transmitted

throughout the roller. In order to monitor the temperature of the roller surface, which

could affect the strain gauges, a thermocouple, as shown in Fig. 3.23, was installed at the

rim surface of the roller where strain gauges were installed. The thermocouple was wired

to a digital thermometer, Fig. 3.24, and daily temperature readings were recorded and

corrections were applied to the strain gauge values, according to the manufacturer's

recommendations. A cooling fan was also installed to lower surface temperature.

3.5 Testing Procedure

The rollers were tested at two opposite locations labeled as side "4" and side "8". For

each cyclic test, a roller was in contact with the roller path plate on one side only. Roller
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R1 was tested to a million cycles on side A (Test R¡a) and

R1s) with roller path Plates P1 and P2, r€spectively.

uninterrupted during this trend.

818,726 cycles on side B (Test

The test was continuous and

Fig.3.23 Thermocouple on rim surface where strain gauges were installed

After completing each

roller path plates were

after testing. Roller R2

Chapter 3

Fig. 3.24 Digital thermometer and a thermocouple

test, the test setup was dismantled and indentation prof,rles in the

measured. Photographs were taken for all specimens before and

was tested continuously to 220,000 cycles on side A (Test R2a)
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and 200,000 cycles on side B (Test Rze) with roller path Plates P3 and Pa, respectively.

Roller R3 was tested for 200,000 cycles at side A with roller path Plate P5 (Test R¡,qr).

After completing 200,000 cycles, the test setup was dismantled and indentation profiles

in the roller path Plate P5 w€re measured. After this test, Roller R3 was re-loaded at the

same location side A along with same roller path Plate P5 and was re-tested for an

additional 200,000 cycles (Test R3a2). A similar procedure was used to test Side B of the

same Roller R3 with roller path Plate Pe up to 200,000 cycles (Test R3s1) and up to an

additional 200,000 cycles (Test R3s2).

3.6 Frequency of the Cyclic Testing

Roller R1 was rolled back and forth on roller path Plates P1 and P2 for a total

circumferential distance of 75 mm, or 37.5 mm from either side of the central strain

gauge 9 on Roller R¡ and central strain gauge 18 on roller path Plates P1 and P2 shown in

Fig.3.2I. The frequency of the cyclic testing for Roller R¡ was set as 3 sec. per cycle

(0.33 Hz) for side A and 2.2 sec. per cycle (0.45 Hz) for side B. Thus, one cycle consisted

of a total travel of 150 mm with a speed of 50 mm/sec on side A and 68.2 mm/sec on side

B. The Rollers Rz and R3 were rolled back and forth on roller path plates for a total

circumferential distance of 50 mm or 25 mm from either side of the central strain gauge I

on Rollers Rz and & and central strain gauge 14 on the roller path plates. The frequency

of the cyclic testing and the speed for all rollers are listed in Table 3.1.

3.7 Indentation Measurement

At the end of each cyclic test, the test-setup was dismantled and indentation

measnrements were taken for each roller path plate using the set-up shown in Fig. 3.25. A
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dial gauge was used to measure the indentations and map the profile of the contact area.

The set-up used consisted of a steel base that could be moved in two orthogonal

horizontal directions. The roller path plate was placed securely on top of the steel base

plate. The complete testing area of the roller path plate was traversed by moving the base

plate in the two orthogonal horizontal directions and the maximum deflection/indentation

was recorded for each roller path plate.

Fig. 3.25 Indentation depth test set-up

Table 3.1 Stroke length, frequency and speed for rollers

Test Plate
Stroke
ûIm

Cycle Time
sec/cycle

Frequency
Hz

Roller Speed
mm,/sec

Rrn P1 75 3.0 0.33 50.00

Rre P2 75 2.2 0.4s 68.20

Rzn P3 s0 2.1 0.48 47.62

Rze Pa 50 2.4 0.42 41.67

R¡el Ps 50 2.4 0.42 4t.67

R:ez Ps 50 2.9 0.34 34.48

R¡er P6 50 2.4 0.42 41.67

R¡ez P6 s0 2.5 0.40 40.00
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3.8 Scanning Electron Microscope

In order to observe the extent of damage under cyclic testing, all tested contact areas of

rollers and roller path plates were examined using the electron microscope (SEM) at the

Materials Testing Laboratory in Mechanical Engineering Department, University of

Manitoba shown inFig.3.26.

Fig. 3.26 Scanning Electron Microscope

Samples were extracted from both tested and non-tested areas of all rollers and roller path

plates. Initially large pieces of chunk were cut from the rollers and roller path plates using

abrasive water-jet cutting technology at the MGI Canada Inc., Selkirk, Manitoba, as

shown in Fig. 3.27. Ãfter that, small samples in exact dimensions were cut using a lathe

machine at the Selkirk Machine V/orks (1982) Ltd., Selkirk, Manitoba. Abrasive water-

jet cutting is a method that utilizes high-pressure water and abrasive to cut large steel

parts. Water is pressurized to 379 MPa (55 ksi) using hydraulic intensification, and then
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forced through a small orifice in the cutting head. At the head, abrasive (garnet) is added

to the water, creating a cutting stream, which exits the l-mm diameter nozzle at 1.5 times

the speed of sound (344 m/sec), as depicted in Fig. 3.28. Through a combination of

micro-erosion grinding and shearing action of the pressure, a naffow cross section of

material is removed all the way through the thickness. The process is then controlled via

computer. Any two-dimensional shape from nearly any material is possible. The resulting

surface f,rnish on the cut surfaces is far superior when compared to laser cut, torch cut or

sawed surfaces.

Two samples were extracted from each tested contact area of all rollers and roller path

plates; one for scanning the contact-surface and the other for scanning the inside surface

perpendicular to the contact surface in order to observe the extent and depth of damage.

All samples were 20 mm (% in.) in depth. Control samples extracted from the non-tested

areas of rollers and roller path plates were 20 x 15 mm (% x % in.) in dimension, as

typically shown in Fig. 3.29.

54

Fi5.3.27 Roller R3 being cut using abrasive water-jet technology
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Fig. 3.28 Water-jet cutting

Those samples that were extracted from the tested contact areas of the specimens were 20

x 15 mm ((% " % in.) and 30 x i0 mm (1.2 x 0.4 in.) in dimension. The different

configuration of sample dimensions was selected to accommodate three samples at a time

(one control sample and two other samples from tested area) in the sample holder of the

electron microscope. Hence, three samples were scanned at a time in order to save time

and reduce per hour cost of using electron microscope. Table 3.2 shows number of

samples and nomenclature adopted for scanning electron microscope testing program.

The results of SEM are given in Chapter 4.

Fig.3.29 Typical control samples for SEM
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Table 3.2 Number of samples and nomenclature for sEM testing

Specimen
Number of

Samples

Nomenclature

Control Sample Tested Samples

Rr 5 Rrc RteS, Rrer, Rles, Rter

Rz 5 Rzc Rzes, Rzer, Rzes, Rzer

R3 5 R¡c R¡es, R¡er, R:es, Rser

Pr IJ Prc Prs, Prr

P2 J Pzc Pzs' Pzr

P3 J P¡c P:s, P¡r

Pa IJ P¿c P+s, P¿r

P5
â
-l Psc Pss, Psr

P6 J Pec Pos, Por

3.9 Material Properties

Five different types of materials were used in this research study; three kinds of rollers

and two types of roller path plates. In order to identiff and specify exact material

properties, all control specimens were studied under the eye of microscope for surface

pore structure. To expose surface pore structure, all specimens were properly ground and

polished using different scales of grinding papers and polishing grades and at the end

surfaces were properly etched using appropriate chemicals. Pore surface structure of cast

iron Roller R1 is revealed in Fig. 3.30, which is a typical of gray cast iron. Fig. 3.3i

depicts pore surface structure of Roller R3, which is a typical of heat treated high carbon

steel. Pore surface structure of roller path Plate P1 is shown in Fig. 3.32. Fig.3.33 shows

the surface pore structure of Plate P3, which is typical of a heat-treated stainless steel.
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Fig. 3'30 Pore surface structure of cast iron Rorer Rr (x200)

::a:a;:i ì...'.:it.r :i

Fig. 3.31 Pore structure of heat treated high carbon steel Roller R3 (x200)
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'#?

Fi5.3.32 Pore strucrure of roller path plate p¡ (X200)

Fig. 3.33 Surface pore structure of stainless steel-crB. J.rr ù.ruace pore srructure ot starnless steel plate p3, (x200)

After the completion of SEM testing, all control samples were sent to Arrow Laboratory,

Inc' in Wichita, Kansas, US, for the determination of carbon content (Table 3.3). Based

on available information of surface pore structure, BHN, and carbon contents, specimens

were identified and material properties were specified through literature search.

Mechanical properties for all five different types of materials are listed in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Material properties of rollers and roller path plates

R2

Gray Cast Iron
ASTM A48
Class 204

AISI I060
High Carbon Steel

Qtüo Heat Treatment)

&

ô\

Ë a.)($E
\JO

rl

AISI 1O8O

Heat Treated
High Carbon Steel

P¡

(t)(n^
(')È7

ç tl.
CÚ g1

H.vJr

3.69

AISI iO5O
Medium Carbon Steel

Q{o Heat Treatment)

Elastic

Modulus

GPa (ksi)

P¡

,\|!",!"1!1.lyy_l)'(Angusl976),(Baucciol993),and(Smith1993)
;133Jå::3?:Ì i?åffit¿"t"îî:î1"fr;fitrö"if""Jgffi1?n, (Shackerrord and Arexander 2000), (Smith ree3), and (Sreiner ree6)

0.66

(Muzyczka 1992

219-391

Heat Treated
Stainless Steel

SS 410

326-373

0.74

rc3.41
(15000)

P
Fo
u)=
(t) Lv

oH
â.

An

428-473

1976

2072
(30,000)

0.49

Yield Strength

MPa (ksi)

Bauccio

0.271

2072
(30,000)

0.15

291

0.292

lg6l
(28.4)

Ultimate Strength

MPa (ksi)

2072
(30,000)

364

0.292

482.62

(70)

2003
(29,000)

236.51

(34.3)

0.292

gg02

(142.2)

u42
(1 18)

0.293

4ß.72
(60)

ß252
(te2.2)

10003

(14s)

7242

(1 05)

13 103

(1e0)



Chapter 4 Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1 General

The experimental investigation involved laboratory testing of three rollers and six roller

path plates under cyclic loading in this research study. The details of the experimental

program along with the testing parameters are discussed at length in chapter 3. In this

chapter, results from the laboratory investigation are presented and discussed in detail.

4.2 Brinelt Hardness Tests

Twenty-one readings were taken on each roller path plate p¡ through po. The average

BHN for the AISI 1050 medium carbon steel Plates P1 and p2, which were not heat

treated, was 297 along with a range of 2, whereas, for the heat-treated stainless steel SS

410 Piates, P3 through p6, the average BHN was 364 arongwith a runge of 2.

The hardness measurements indicated that the roller hardness profile for gray cast iron

Roller R¡ varied from 391 BHN at the rolling surface to 219 BHN at 3g mm (l% in.)

below the rolling surface. The variation in hardness as a function of the distance below

the rolling surface for the three rollers tested in this research program is presented in Fig.

4' i ' The average BHN at the web surface was found to be 225 with a range of 2. The

average BHN at the hub surface was found tobe 231 along with a rcnge of 2.
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Rr

Roller Rr

Roller Rz

Roller Rg

600

500

= 
4oo

m

8 300
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T
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0 3 6 I 1215 18212427 303336
Radial distance below rolling surface, ffirT

Fig. 4.1 BHN vs. radial distance below rolling surface

The hardness for the AISI i060 high carbon (with no heat treatment) steel Roller R2

varied ftom 373 BHN at the rolling surface to 326 BHN at 63.5 mm (2% in.)below the

rolling surface' The average BHN at the web surface was found to be 300 with a range of
2. The average BHN at the hub surface was found to be 362with a range of 2.

The hardness for the AISI 1080 heat-treated high carbon steel Roller R3 varied from 473

BHN at the rolling surface to 428 BHN at 38 mm (l% in.) below the rolling surface, as

shown in Fig' 4' 1' The average BHN at the web surface was found to be 364with a range

of 2. The average BHN at the hub surface was found to be 330 with a range of 2.
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4.3 Radial Compressive Load

The radial compressive load on all rollers was applied by tensioning the four high
strength rods using hydraulic jacks. These four rods were calibrated in order to monitor
the strain values during cyclic testing. The total radial compressive load on the roller was

calculated as the sum of the individual tensile loads in the high strength rods. After
releasing the jack pressure on the four rods, there was some relaxation of the applied

load' This varied ftom 4'6%o to 8.3%o. The values of the radial compressive load, after
releasing jack pressure and just prior to cyclic testing, were used in the finite element

(FE) analysis discussed in chapter 5. The steel fixture carrying the roller was held against

the strong concrete wall through four high strength rods. As the roller moved back and

forth under high radial and lateral loads, the strains in the four high strength rods varied

with the movement of the roller. An example of the strain variation on one of these rods

is shown in Fig' 4'2' Thus, the total radial load (calculated as the sum of forces in the four
rods) also varied during each cycre of loading, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
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The minimum and maximum radial loads, along with the average radial load during

cyclic loading, are listed in Table 4. i. These values remained almost constant during

cyciic testing, as shown, for one of the rollers, inFig.4.4.
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Fig. 4.3 Radial compressive load vs. time in Roller R1a, after lrrcycle
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4.4 Strains in Roller R1a

As the roller moved back and forth, all micro strains varied significantly. Maximum

tensile strains were observed in all gauges installed on the rim surface of the roller when

these gauges were farthest away from the contact point, which is obvious, and minimum

tensile strains were recorded when the gauges were either in contact with the roller path

plate or very close to the contact point. The reason for minimum tensile strains, when the

gauges were either in contact or very close to the contact point, was that the rolling rim

surface which had a depth of 88.85 mm (3% in.) and a crown radius of 914 mm (36 in.)

along with a 6.35 mm (% in.) long chamfer, inclined at 45o in between the rolling surface

and rim surface, as shown in Fig. 4.5, deformed under the application of the radial load,

placing the strain gauges in tension. Gauges 5 through i3 were installed on the rim

surface of Roller R¡.

crown radius

Strain Gauge

Icored
handling

holes

<-hub

Radial
Load+

at 45 degree

Fig. 4.5 Enlarged view of the rim where strain gauges were installed

914 mm
CIoWfì_----.------>
radius
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The magnitude of the strain on a particular point on a roller varied, depending on the

relative position of the point with respect to the point in direct contact with the roller path

plate. As shown in Fig. 4.6,the strain recorded by gauge 9 in Roller Rre, varied ftom842

¡re (in tension), when the gauge was in direct alignment with the point in contact with the

roller path, to 1340 ¡re (in tension), when the gauge was the farthest away from the

contact point.

Table 4.I Radial compressive load applied on all rollers

U)
c.)F

Load
Applied

KN
(kips)

Load Just
Prior to
Testing

KN
(kips)

\o

CG

X
6J

C)

Load During Cyclic Testing

Minimum
KN

(kip)

Average
KN

(kip)

Maximum
KN

(kip)

Rrn
881.43

(i e8.1 6)
838.08

(188.42)
4.9

799.29
(r7e.68)

824.8r
(tgs.42)

8s0.32
( 1e l .1s)

Rre
887.72

( 1ee.58)
834.72

(187.66)
6.0

800.03
(17e.8s)

829.48
(t86.47)

8s8.94
(1e3.0e)

Rze
887.87

(1ee.61)
8t4.23

(183.06)
8.3

797.22
(r7e.22)

806.46
(181.2e)

815.71
(183.37)

Rze
943.29

(2r2.07)
888.42

(ree.73) 5.8
885.64

(1ee.0e)
903.21

(203.04)
920.78

(207.0r)

R¡at
887.87

(1ee.61)
814.23

(183.06)
8.3

802.09
(180.31)

82t.27
(t84.62)

840.4s
(188.e3)

R¡ez
893.08

(200.78)
851

(1er
52
44)

4.6
845.07

(18e.e7)
8s9.02

(1e3.11)
812.97

(te6.24)

R¡er
854.55

(te2.r2)
807.77

(181.se)
5.4

199.30
(r7e.68)

81s.08
(183.23)

830.86
(186.78)

R:ez
793.44

(178.36)
740.37

(r66.4s) 6.7
732.63

(164.6e)
7 53.17

(16e.31)
773.73

(r73.e3)
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Fig.4.6 Strain vs. time for gauge 9 in Roller Rr¡ after l't cycle
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Fig.4.7 Location of gauge 9 in Roller R1a, during 1't complete cycle

The location of gauge 9 during the I't complete cycle is illustrated by five points a, b, c,

d, and e in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 . Gatge i4 was installed in the web area of the Roller Rr,

88.85 mm(3% in.) away from the contact area of the rolling rim surface. A compressive

strain in the range of i363-1658 pe was recorded at that location.

Before testing each roller under cyclic loading, the roller and roller path were aligned so

that the central gauge of each roller coincided exactly with the centre of the rolling

surface of roller path plate. However, during cyclic testing of Roller Rre, it was noticed

that the roller had started slipping gradually with respect to roller path Plate Pl after about

1=t complete cycle
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300,000 cycles and it was not rolling symmetrically, as was set to do in the beginning of

the test. At the end of a million cycles, the roller slipped a maximum distance of 44.5 mm

(I% in.). This is the reason that gauges 5 and 6 were in contact with the roller path plate,

whereas gauges 12 and 13 were far away from the contact area during each cyclic

movement. For this reason, there was significant change in the strain curves for gauges 5,

6 and 7 as compared to that of gauges 12 and 1 3, as shown in Figs. 4.8 through 4. 1 0. The

strain differences between the maximum and the minimum at each gauge location at the

first and last cycle of loading for Roller R¡ are listed inTable 4.2.

In the majority of the gauges installed on the rim surface of the Roller R1a, it was found

that with the increase in the number of cycles, the strain dropped from a higher tensile

strain to a lower tensile strain or even to compressive strain. This may be attributed to the

formation of micro cracks after repeated cyclic loading and the material might have lost

its stiffness in the vicinity of these micro cracks. The literature review reveals that with

the increase in the size of micro crack, the local stress within the vicinity of micro crack

decreases, as discussed in Section2.5. After 457,727 cycles, there was a sudden drop of

900 ¡re in the minimum and maximum strain curves in gauge 5. This may also be

attributed to the formation of micro cracks that might have developed in that area where

the gauge was situated. A continuous drop in the micro strain was observed in gauge 6 up

to 500,000 cycles. After that, the strain remained constant until the test was stopped at

one million cycles. The strains recorded by gauge 7 show a continuous drop from their

original high value until the end of a million cycles. Gauge 9 showed a similar trend to

that of gauge 7, a continuous drop in the strain values.
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Table  .ZMicro strains in Roller Rr

(B
C)

J
()
Þo

cd

Test Rrn(l) Test Rre(2)

ltt Cycle Million Cycle l't Cycle 818,126 Cycle

Minimum
Maximum

C)o
()
L

,()
qi

o

Minimum
Maximum

0)
C)

c)L
,9)
(H

i5
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()
O
()
L

,0)
(¡<

i5
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Maximum

c)
C)

0)

,0)

i5

5
I4T4
r520
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384
5t4

130
t482
I 559

74
t37l
t501

r30

6
r498
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t01
-471
-228

244
153 1

t661
130

1353
1679

266

l 236
824

588
-43
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t46
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893

1232
-472
-296

176

I 153

t293
r 140

1004

1573
569
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19tl 2148
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1270
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9
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7t6

t54 741
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1407
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t0
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tt71 754
t220

466
-r29
2057

2186
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927
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l1
6t6
833
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-343
-t96 t47
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0
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t2
r544
n5I 20"1

1513
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r502
r64\ t39

13
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1664
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1609

t12
1498
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t07
r414
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Strain values recorded by gauge 11 also went through downward trend until 683,718

cycles. Since gauge 12 was not in contact with the roller path plate, due to the slipping of

the roller, there was no change in the strain values. Gauge 13 also behaved in a similar

manner as that of gauge 12 but with a higher micro strain range. There are two interesting

observations that are of importance to note:

(a) The strain difference between the minimum and the maximum strain values

became smaller as the number of cycles of loading increased reaching a constant value

after a certain number of cycles, as shown for gauge 7 and 9 in Figs. 4.8, and 4-9; and,

(b) Both the maximum and the minimum strain values decreased as the number of

cycles increased, reaching a constant value after a certain number of cycles, for all

strain gauges installed on the rim surface except strain gauges 8 and 10, which were

part of rosette strain gauge and were placed at 45" to a plane perpendicular to the

rolling surface of roller path plate'

I

ruge
Minimr im

Maxim UM
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Since gauge 14 was installed in the web area of Roller Rre, 88.85 mm (3% in.) away

from the contact area of the rolling rim surface, it showed no significant change in the

strain values during cyclic testing. This is the reason why, in subsequent tests, no strain

gauges were installed in the web areas of Rollers Rz and R3. With the exception of gauge

14, the maximum strain recorded during I't cycle was 1751 ¡,re (tensile) for the cyclic test

conducted on Roller Rra.

Using three-element rosette strain gauges (gauge 8, 9, and 10), principal strains and

maximum shearing strains were calculated. The plots of principal strains and maximum

shearing strains as a function of the number of cycles for Roller Rln, uP to one million

cycles are presented in Fig. 4.11. There was a continuous increase in the minimum and

maximum micro strain in the maximum principal direction up until 662,000 cycles. After

that, the strain values decreased to the end of the test. In the maximum principal

direction, the strain ranged from i015 ¡re (tension) to 1821 ¡,re (tension) during the first

cycle, whereas, at the end of a million cycles, it ranged from 1542 ¡re (tension) to 2098 pe

(tension). In the minimum principal direction, the maximum difference between the

maximum and minimum micro strains occurred right after first cycle but became smaller

af\er 460,425 cycles. After that, this difference remained almost constant up to the end of

test. The maximum principal strain recorded during the l't cycle was 1821 pe (tensile) for

the cyclic test conducted on Roller R16. The modulus of elasticity of cast iron Roller Rr

was 103.4 GPa (15000 ksi). By multiplying maximum principal strain (1821 pe) and the

modulus of elasticity of Roller R¡, â corïesponding stress level of 188 MPa (27.3 ksi) is

achieved.
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Table 4.3 summarizes the strain differences between the maximum and minimum in the

principal directions and the difference in the maximum shearing strains for the rosette

strain gauge installed on both sides of all rollers, after the f,rrst and last cycle of loading.

4.5 Strains in Roller Rre

Tensile strains were observed in almost all the gauges installed on the rim surface of

Roller Rrg. The reason for tensile strain is explained in Section 4.4. The phenomena

observed in the testing of Roller R¡s, were very much similar to those of Roller R¡4, âS

discussed in Section 4.4.

Table 4.2 summarizes the differences between the maximum and the minimum strains at

each strain gauge location after the first and last cycles of loading for Roller R1. Because

gauges 5,6, lZ and 13 were not in contact with the roller path Plate Pz in each cyclic

movement, there was no significant change observed in the micro strain curves of these

gauges. The micro strain is plotted in Fig. 4.12 as a function of the number of cycles for

gauges 7 and 9 installed on Roller R1s. In gauge T,fhere was a continuous drop in the

maximum strain recorded from 893 ¡re tensile to 296 pe compressive. In the central

gauge 9, there was a drop of 610 ¡re in the maximum tensile strain curve, whereas, there

was an increase of 534 pe in the minimum tensile strain curve. This increase and decrease

in the micro strain curves continued up to 370,434 cycles, after which they remained

almost constant till the end of the test. Gauge 11 was the mirror image of gauge 7 and

showed similar trend as that of gauge 7. With the exception of gauge 14, the maximum

strain recorded during l't cycle was 2057 ¡re (tensile) for the cyclic test conducted on

Roller Rre.
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Table 4.3 Principal and maximum shearing micro strains in rollers

Rre

{(Jl

1015

T82I

ao
o
.o
E
i5

At Last Cycle

Rze

879
2557

Minimum
Maximum

806

Rzs

244
350

t678

r542
2098

R¡¡,r

oo
a
-o

o

365
517

Minimum Principal Strain

At 1" Cycle

r06

R¡ez

t320
r564

Minimum
Maximum

84
r69

556

152

R¡sr

194
327

74
t78

244

-42
t024

oo
o
-o

U

85

R¡ez

539
653

88

190

At Last Cycle

t33

-779
t496

Minimum
Maximum

104

18

132

1066

1r4
220

lt4

-168
-75

t02

47
152

2275

s06
691

oo
a
.o

â

ï14

-243
-121

Maximum Shearing Strain

106

34
195

At 1" Cycle
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Figure 4.13 shows the principal strains and maximum shearing strains versus number of

cycles for the rosette strain gauge installed on Roller Rte. There was a continuous change

in the minimum and maximum strains recorded in the maximum principal direction up to

370,434 cycles. After that, the strain values remained almost constant up to the end of the

test.
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The maximum difference between the maximum and minimum strains in the maximum

principal direction was right after the i't cycle but became smaller at each subsequent

cycle up unfil 370,434 cycles. After that, this difference remained constant. Almost a

similar trend was found in the strain range in the minimum principal direction. More or

less, a similar trend was observed in the maximum shearing strain. The maximum

principal strain recorded during the l't cycle was 2557 p.e (tensile) for the cyclic test

conducted on Roller Rre. Multiplying this strain (2557 pe) by the modulus of elasticity

(103.4 GPa), a corresponding stress level of 264 }/,Pa (3S.3 ksi) at a location where

rosette strain gauge was installed, is achieved.

4.6 Strains in Roller Rz

Table 4.4 summarizes the strain differences between the maximum and the minimum at

each strain gauge location in Roller Rz after the first and last cycle of loading. Gauges 5

and 6 were symmetrically placed across gauges 10 and I 1, as shown in Fig. 3.21 . During

cyclic testing, gauges 6 and 10 came into contact with the roller path plate, whereas,

gauges 5 and 11 were never in contact with the roller path plate. As the roller moved back

and forth, the strains in the roller varied between a maximum and a minimum. A

maximum compressive strain or a minimum tensile strain was recorded when the gauge

was either in contact or very close to the contact point of the roller path plate and a

minimum compressive strain or a maximum tensile strain was obseryed when the gauge

was farthest away from the contact point during each cyclic movement. The reason for

the maximum compressive strain or a minimum tensile strain when the gauge was either

in contact or very close to the contact point, was that the rolling rim surface (of Rollers

Rz and Rrl had a depth of 88.85 mm (3% in.) and a crown radius of 914 mm (36 in.) along
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with a chamfer of 3.2 mm (tÁ in.) long, inclined at 45o in between the rolling surface and

rim surface. The strain gauges 5 through 11 were installed on the rim surface of Rollers

Rz and R¡.

Table 4.4 Micro strains in Roller Rz

Roller Path Plate was P3, 'Roller Path Plate was P¿
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Almost a similar trend was observed in the strain gauges of Side B as those observed on

Side A when Roller Rz was tested. A compressive strain was recorded in strain gauges I

and i0, on both sides of Roller Rz. The rest of all strain gauges installed on both sides of

Roller R2 recorded both tensile and compressive strain during each cyclic loading. With

the exception of the strain gauge at the location of gauge 7, therc was an increase in the

compressive strain or a change from tensile to compressive strain in all other locations, as

typically shown in Fig. 4.14. Strain gauge 7 was part of three-element rosette strain gauge

and was installed at an angle of 45" to a plane perpendicular to the roller path plate.

The maximum strains recorded during l't cycle were i84 ¡re (tensile) and267 ¡re (tensile)

for the two cyclic tests conducted on Roller R2, Side A and Side B, respectively. Lower

strains \üere recorded in Roller Rze as compared to those observed in Rze. The reason for

this is that the avetage radial cyclic load on Side B was 12o/o higher than that in Side A.

Average radial cyclic load recorded on Roller þs was 9.5%o more than that in Roller Rl¡.

In spite of this reason, much lower strains were recorded in Roller Rz as compared to

those observed in Roller R1. The reason for this is that the material in Roller Rz was AISI

1060 high carbon steel with no heat treatment, whereas the material in Roller Rr wâs cast

iron.

Table 4.3 summarizes the strain differences between the maximum and the minimum tn

principal directions and in the maximum shearing strains for the rosette strain gauge

installed on both sides of all three rollers, at the first and last cycles of loading. The

modulus of elasticity of Roller Rz was 207 GPa (30,000 ksi). Maximum principal strains
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recorded during the l't cycle were 425 p,e (tensile) and 638 pe (tensile) for the two cyclic

tests conducted on Roller Rz, Side A and Side B, respectively. Multiplication of these two

principal strains and the modulus of elasticity of Roller R2 results in 88 MPa (12.8 ksi)

and 132 MP a (T9.2 ksi) respectively.

] Gauge I I -Minimum t
\
\

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220
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Fig.4.14a Strain vs. number of cycles for gauge 8 in Roller Rze
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4.7. Strains in Roller R3

The difTerences between the maximum and minimum strains at each strain gauge

location, during the first and last cycles of loading for the four tests conducted on Roller

R3, are summarized in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. A similar trend was seen in the

micro strains of all gauges installed on both sides of Roller R¡. The majority of the strain

gauges recorded a decrease in the tensile strain or a change from tensile strain to

compressive strain.

Table 4.5 Micro strains in Roller R3a on Roller Path Plate Ps
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Table 4.6 Micro strains in Roller R¡s on Roller Path Plate Po

Only three strain gauges 7,9,and 11 partially exhibited an increase in the compressive

strain. Strain gauges 7 and 9 were part of three-element rosette strain gauge and were

placed at 45" to a plane perpendicular to the rolling surface of roller path plate. The four

cyclic tests conducted on both sides of Roller R3 revealed exactly similar phenomena.

Roller R3 did not exhibit any significant change in the strain curves as compared to those

in Roller Rr. The maximum strains recorded during the I't cycle were 168 pe (tensile)
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and 176 pe (tensile) for the two cyclic Tests R¡ar and R3a2 conducted on Roller R¡, Side

A, respectively. Similarly, the maximum strains recorded during the l't cycle were 199 ¡te

(tensile) and 206 pe (tensile) for the two cyclic Tests R¡sr and R3s2 conducted on Roller

R3, Side B, respectively. The average radial cyclic load recorded on Roller R¡ez was

4.I5% higher than that in Roller Rre. In spite of this, much lower strains were recorded in

Roller Rs as compared to those observed in Roller Rl. The micro strains recorded in

Roller R3 were even less than those found in Roller R2, despite the fact that the average

radial cyclic load recorded on Roller R2s was 19.9% higher than that in Roller R¡ez. The

reason for this is that the material in Roller R3 waS AISI 1080 heat treated high carbon

steel, whereas, the material in Roller R2 was high carbon steel without heat treatment.

4.8 Strains in Plates Pr and Pz

Table 4.7 summarizes the differences between the maximum and minimum strains at

each strain gauge location for roller path Plates P1 and P2, during the first and last cycles

of loading. Tensile strains were observed in almost all the strain gauges installed on all

roller path plates. The reason for this is that during each cyclic test, a roller was in contact

with the roller path plate at its centre and the gauges were installed on a surface

perpendicular to the rolling surface, and 88.85 mm (3/, in.) far from the centre of contact

area. As the roller rolled on the roller path plate back and forth, the strains varied

accordingly. Higher strains were seen in the central strain gauges 17, 18, and 19 as

compared to gauges 75, 16, 20, and 2l in Plate P¡. Almost all of the strain gauges

installed on both plates, exhibited both a decrease and an increase in the tensile strains or

a change from tensile strain to compressive strain. Higher strains were observed in Plate
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P2 as compared to those in Plate Pr; the reason was that the Plate P2 had 4.67 kN (1.05

kips) more average compressive load than that on Plate P¡. Plates P¡ and Pz did not

exhibit any significant change in the strain curves as compared to those in Roller Rl.

Plates P1 and Pz recorded maximum strains of 264 ¡re and 422 pe during the l't cycle,

respectively.

Table 4.7 Micro strains in roller path Plates P1 and P2
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4.9 Strains in Plates P3 and Pa

The differences between the maximum and the minimum strains at each strain gauge

location for roller path Plates P3 and P+ are summarized in Table 4.8, during the first and

last cycles of loading.

All of the strain gauges installed on both plates, exhibited a decrease in tensile strain or a

change from tensile strain to compressive strain. Higher tensile strains were observed in

all the gauges installed on Plate Pa as compared to those in Plate P3. The reason for this is

that the average radial cyclic load on Plate P¿ was 12%o higher than that in Plate P¡. A

Table 4.8 Micro strains in roller path Plates P¡ and P+
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similar trend was seen in the strain curves of Plate P3 to those of Plate Pa. Much lower

strains were recorded in Plates P3 and Pa as compared to those in Plates Pl and Pz. The

reason was that the material in Plates P3 through P6, wâs heat treated stainless steel SS

410, whereas, the material in Plates P1 and P2 was AISI 1050 medium carbon steel with

no heat treatment. Plates P3 and Pa recorded maximum strains of 70 ¡re and 122 pe during

the 1't cycle, respectively.

4.L0 Strains in Plates P5 and P6

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 summarize the differences between the maximum and minimum

strains at each strain gauge location for Plates P5 and P6, respectively.

Table 4.9 Micro strains in roller path Plate P5
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Table 4.10 Micro strains in roller path Plate P6

All of the strain gauges installed on both plates exhibited a decrease in tensile strain or a

change from tensile strain to compressive strain. Higher strains were recorded in Test

R¡ez as compared to those of Test R3a¡. The reason was that the average compressive

load recorded in Test R¡ez was 4.6%higher than that in Test R¡er. Plates P5 and Po did

not exhibit any significant change in the strain curves over the number of cycles. Plate P5

recorded maximum tensile strains of 92 ¡re and 107 pe during the l't cycle for the two

cyclic Tests R¡el and R¡ez, respectively. Similarly, Plate Po recorded maximum tensile

strains of 106 ¡re and 100 ¡re during the l't cycle for the two cyclic Tests R¡er and R3s2,

respectively.
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4.11 Indentation Measurements

At the end of each cyclic test, the test-setup was dismantled and indentation

measurements were taken for each roller path plate using the set-up shown in Fig. 3.25.

Plate Pr exhibited a maximum indentation of 1.48 mm (0.0583 in.) after one million

cycles of repeated loading, whereas, Plate Pz exhibited a maximum indentation of I.21

mm (0.0476 in.). The difference in the indentation depths for the two plates was due to

the fact that Plate P1 was subjected to 181,274 (22%) more number cycles of repeated

loading than that in Plate Pz.

Plates P3 and Pa were subjected to 220,000 and 200,000 number of cycles of repeated

loading, respectively, but they recorded a very low indentation of 0.03 mm (0.0012 in.)

and 0.11 mm (0.0043 in.), respectively. This shows that these plates performed very well

in the cyclic testing as compared to Plates Pt and Pz. The reason was that these plates

were heat-treated stainless steel as compared to Plates P1 and Pz. The maximum

indentation in Plate P5 after 200,000 and 400,000 cycles of repeated loading was 0.05

mm (0.00197 in.) and 0.12 mm (0.0047 in.), respectively. After 200,000 and 400,000

cycles of repeated loading, Plate P6 went through a maximum indentation of 0.02 mm

(0.00079 in.) and 0.09 mm (0.00354 in.), respectively. These two plates, P5 and P6, also

performed very well with respect to the indentation depth.

4.12 Inspection of Specimens

Before and after each cyclic test, pictures were taken for all specimens. At the end of

each cyclic test, the rolling contact surface of all specimens was examined by visual
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inspection. Tested contact areas of both sides of Roller Rl are shown in Fig. 4.15. Despite

a very small distance of travel 75 mm (2.95 in.), traveled by Roller R1 in each cycle, the

contact areas of Roller Rl went through severe deformation and distortion. Two sets of

major and minor visual cracks were observed. Cracks were vertical, horizontal, diagonal

as well as longitudinal. Almost a similar trend and behavior was observed in the crack

pattem of Roller R¡s, which was subjected to 818,726 cycles of repeated loading. There

were more cracks on Side A as compared to those of Side B.

:50mm

Fig. 4.15a Roller Rr Side A after cyclic loading

Fig. 4.15b Roller Rr Side B after cyclic loading
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Figure 4.16 shows the tested contact area of Roller R2a subjected to 220,000 cycles of

repeated loading. This roller performed very well as it is evident from this figure. There

was no sign of any kind of crack or deformation in the tested contact areas of both sides

of Roller R2. There was no sign of any kind of crack or deformation in the tested contact

areas of either side of Roller R¡. There was only discoloration of the surface areas. By

visual inspection, Roller R¡ also performed very well.

Fig.4.16 Roller R2a after 220,000 cycles of repeated loading

Figure 4.17 shows a typical plate before cyclic testing and the tested contact areas of

Plates Pl and P2 after cyclic testing. As evident from the figures, many cracks along with

severe deformation and distortion were seen in these two plates. Careful review of the

contact areas revealed that the two contact surfaces of roller and plate in Tests Rla and

Rle had similar crack pattern and deformation style. The material in these two plates was

AISI 1050 medium carbon steel with no heat treatment.
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Fig.4.17aA typical roller plate before cyclic testing

Fig. 4.17b Roller path Plate P1 after cyclic testing

Fig. 4.17c Roller path Plate Pz after cyclic testing
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There was no sign of any kind of crack in the tested contact areas of Plates P3 through P6.

The performance of these plates was much superior to that of Plates Pr and pz.

4.13 Scanning Electron Microscope Images

In order to observe the extent of damage that took place under cyclic testing, tested

contact areas of all specimens were scanned using a scanning electron microscope, shown

in Fi9.3.26, and computer-controlled optical microscope. Two samples were extracted

from each tested contact area of all rollers and roller path plates; one for scanning the

contact surface and the other for scanning the inside surface perpendicular to the contact

surface in order to observe the extent and depth of damage. Figs. 4.18 through 4.21 show

the tested and non-tested surface areas of Roller R1 using both SEM and computer-

controlled optical microscope. Large cracks are very clearly seen in these figures.

Fig. 4.18 Roller Rl, control specimen, using SEM
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Fig. 4.19 Roller R1a, inside surface perpendicular to the tested contact surface showing

depth of damage, using scanning electron microscope

Fig. 4.20 Roller R1a, inside surface perpendicular to the tested contact surface showing

depth of damage, using an optical microscope, (X200)
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Fig.4.2I Roller R1s, inside surface perpendicular to the tested contact surface showing

depth of damage, using an optical microscope, (X200)

Control and tested contact surface areas of Rollers R2 and R3 are shown in Figs. 4.22

through 4.25. No sign of any kind of crack was observed in these two rollers.

.:, :

.t

an

É
f

Fig.4.2

Fig.4.22 Roller R2, control specimen, using SEM

x200)
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Fiç.4.24 Roller R3, control specimen, using SEM

Fig.4.25 Tested surface area of Roller R3, using an optical microscope, (X200)

Figures 4.26 tbtough 4.28 show the control and tested surface areas of specimens

extracted from Plates P1 and Pz. Several large cracks are evident in these plates.

96

Fi9.4.26 Control specimen, Plate P1, using SEM
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Fi5.4.27 Tested contact surface area of Plate P1, using SEM
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depth of damage, using an optical microscope (X200)

A typical control specimen of heat-treated stainless steel plate (P3 through P6) is shown in

Fig. 4.29. The tested contact surface area of Plate Ps after 400,000 cycles of repeated

loading is shown in Fig. 4.30. The performance of these four plates was much superior to

that of Plates P¡ and P2.

Fig. 4.28 Plate P2, inside surface perpendicular to the tested contact surface showing
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Fi5.4.29 Plate P3, control specimen, using SEM

Fig. 4.30 Tested contact surface area of Plate P5, using an optical microscope, (X200)

4.14 Summary

Table 4.11 summarizes the results obtained through experimental investigation that

involved laboratory testing of three rollers and six roller path plates under cyclic loading.

The maximum strains recorded during the 1't cycle were +2057 p,e, +267 ¡re, and +176 pe

for the Rollers Rle, Rzs, and R¡ez, respectively. The average radial cyclic load on these

rollers was 829.5 kN (186% kips),903 kN (203 kips), and 859 kN (193 kips),
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respectively. Although, the average radial cyclic load on Roller R¡ez was 3.6Yo higher

than that in Roller R1s, the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle on Roller R¡s

was 11.7 times more than the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle on Roller

RsA2. Likewise, despite the average radial cyclic load on Roller R2s was 8.9% higher than

that in Roller R¡s, the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle on Roller R¡s was

7.7 times more than the maximum strain recorded during the 1't cycle on Roller Rze.

The maximum principal strains recorded during the 1't cycle were +2557 ¡re, *638 ¡re,

and+24I ps for the Rollers Rre, Rze, ând R3a2, respectively. Although, the average radial

cyclic load on Roller R342 was 3.6% higher than that in Roller Rre, the maximum

principal strain recorded during the l't cycle on Roller R1s was 10.6 times more than the

maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle on Roller R¡ez. Likewise, despite the

average radial cyclic load on Roller R2s was 8.9% higher than that in Roller Rre, the

maximum principal strain recorded during the 1't cycle on Roller R¡s was 4 times more

than the maximum principal strain recorded during the 1't cycle on Roller R2s.

It is clear from the above comparisons that the material in Roller Rr was less stiff as

compared to those of Rollers Rz and R3. The high values of strains found in Roller R¡ are

most likely due to micro cracking on the roller contact surface. In addition, the material

in Roller R3 is more rigid than that of Roller Rz. This hypothesis is also confirmed by

BHN, SEM examination, and physical inspection of the rollers after cyclic testing.
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The maximum strains recorded during the ltt cycle were +422 pe and +107 pe in roller

path Plates P2 and P5 in Tests Rre and R3a2, respectively. The average radial load on these

two roller path plates was 829.5 kN and 859 kN, respectively. Although, the average

cyclic load on roller path Plate P5 in Test R¡ez was 3.6o/ohigher than that in roller path

Plate Pz in Test Rre, the maximum strain recorded during the I't cycle on roller path Plate

Pz was 4 times more than the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle on roller path

Plate Ps in Test R¡az. This clearly indicates that the material in roller path Plates P3

through Po is far superior to that in roller path Plates Pr and Pz. This premise is also

confirmed by the BHN, SEM testing, and physical examination of the plates after cyclic

testing.

The average radial compressive load applied on rollers in laboratory testing during cyclic

movement varied from 753.17 kN (169.3i kips) to 903.21 kN (203.04 kips). The

maximum service load limit for 838 mm (33 in.) diameter rollers is 734 kN (165 kips)

and 1050 kN (236 kips) for serviceability and strength criteria, respectively. The

objective of applying radial load during cyclic testing was to check the serviceability

criteria and not strength. The static ultimate strength of these rollers is quite high. The

indentation profile of roller path Plates Pr and P2 after cyclic testing failed serviceability

criteria, whereas, roller path Plates P3 through P6 passed serviceability criteria Roller path

plate deformation increases frictional forces that lead to higher principal tensile stresses

as predicted in the literature discussed in Section 2.3. Lubricating the roller path plate

surface could help in reducing the frictional forces but not if the indentation is very high.
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The rim surface, where strain gauges were installed on rollers, was perpendicular to the

rim-rolling surface and its location was 44.5 mm far from the contact point on the roller.

The major visible cracks were found on the contact surfaces of Roller Rr and roller path

Plates Pl and P2 only. No visible cracks were found on the location where strain gauges

were installed on rollers and roller path plates. The maximum principal stresses

calculated at the ltt cycle were 264 MPa, 131 MPa, and, 67 .6 MPa for Roller Rre, Rze,

and R3s2, respectively. These principal stresses are lower than the yield strength of the

respective rollers. There was a need to carry out a f,rnite element analysis of the rollers

and roller path plates in order to find out the type and magnitude of stresses developed in

the contact zone. Based on the finite element results, fatigue analysis of the rollers and

roller path plates could be carried out. This would eventually lead to the calculation of

fatigue life of rollers and roller path plates. At the end of the day, one would be able to

answer the question related to the main cause of fatigue failure of rollers and roller path

plates.
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Chapter 5 Finite Element Analysis

5.1 Introduction

Although an experimental investigation of structural members and components is an

excellent source of information regarding their performance characteristics, this may not

always be feasible due to the high cost associated with physical testing. An altemative

source of information is the use of finite element programs. If properly evaluated, and

professionally administered, such programs can be very valuable tools at relatively low

cost (Muzyczka 1992). A finite element (FE) analysis was conducted on a three

dimensional model of a roller and a plate using the ANSYS@ general-purpose finite

element program, version i0 (Swanson 2005). The roller and plate were modeled

together as a contact stress problem. The universit¡r "research version" of the ANSYS@ is

capable of solving maximum of 512,000 degrees of freedom (DOF). Contact stress

problems are highly nonlinear and require significant computer resources to solve. It is

important to understand the physics of the problem and take time to set up the model to

run as efficiently as possible.

5.2 Finite Element Model

The geometry of roller and roller path plate was created in millimeters and the values of

modulus of elasticity and extemal load in terms of pressure were entered in the ANSYS@

program as N/mm2. Consequently, all resulting stress values are in Mega-Pascal (MPa).

Material and geometric non-linearities were not considered in the analysis. The Gatke

circular fiber bushing was also not modeled and the roller was considered as one single

material.



The computer run time was reduced by taking advantage of the symmetric geometry of

the roller and roller path plate. As a result, initially one-quarter of the roller was modeled

along with one-quarter of roller path plate as a contact stress problem. Because of the

limited DOF (512,000) in the university ANSYS@ version and in order to achieve more

accurate results, the roller geometry was further reduced to one-eighth of the original

size, as shown in Fig. 5.1 . One quarter of roller path plate was used, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 One-eighth of a roller along with one quarter of a roller path plate

The solution of the FE model was obtained by writing ANSYS@ executable commands in

a f,rle and the file was run in ANSYST but.h mode. The material properties used in FE

model were taken from Table 3.3 and were kept constant for all ANSYS@ runs. The cast

iron Roller R1 was tested on roller path Plates P1 and P2. Thus, one program R1P1 was
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developed in ANSYS@ to analyze Roller Rr and Plates Pr and Pz. The listing of this

program is given in Appendix B. Because of the three 63.5 mm (2% in.) diameter

handling holes spaced at l20o in the cast iron Roller Rr, there were two options to model

the same roller; one option was to apply the external load between the handling holes and

the other option was to apply the external load through one of the handling holes. Since

the later is more critical, it was adopted in the program RrPl. The program RlP¡ was run

two times, once with an extemal load of 838 kN (188% kips) to simulate laboratory

testing of Roller Rre with Plate Pr and a second time with an external load of 734 kN

(165 kips) to simulate service load conditions.

The geometries of Rollers Rz and R3 were exactly the same, whereas, the geometry of

cast iron Roller Rr was slightly different from that of Rollers Rz and R:. The modulus of

elasticity and the Poisson's ratio of Rollers Rz and R3 were also the same and these two

rollers were tested on heat treated stainless steel Plates P3 through P6. Therefore, one

program R¡P¡ was developed in ANSYS@ to analyze Rollers Rz and R3 and Plate P3

through Po. The program RsP¡ was also run two times, once with an external load of 814

kN (183 kips) to simulate laboratory testing of Rzn and R3a1 and a second time with an

extemal load of 734 kN (165 kips) to simulate service load conditions.

The roller and plate volume was divided into several small segments and two types of

solid structural brick elements were used in the FE model. A 3-D 2O-noded SOLID95

structural brick element was incorporated in the small contact zone volumes of roller and

plate, whereas, 3-D 8-noded SOLID45 brick element was used in the rest of all volume
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segments of roller and plate. Both elements have three degrees of freedom at each node;

namely, translation in the x, y, and z directions. A hexahedral shape for both elements

was adopted in roller and in roller path plate as typically shown in Fig. 5.2. The degree of

f,tneness of mesh was achieved near the contact zones of both roller and plate.

Fig.5.2 Hexahedral shape of elements in roller

Two types of contact structural surface elements were used in the FE model. A

TARGE170 element was used in the small contact area of roller on top of the SOLID95

elements, whereas, a CONTA175 element was used in the small contact area of plate on

top of the SOLID95 elements. The model R1P¡ consisted of atotal of 511,763 nodes,

whereas, model R3P3 had 571,913 nodes. The CPU run time, using specially built

personal computer with 2.93 GHz Intel@ Dual Core." 2 Extreme Processor, 4 GB of

RAM, 64-bit version of both Windows XP operating system and ANSyS@, was 29y,

days.
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5.3 Boundary Conditions

The global rectangular xyz coordinate system is shown in Fig. 5.1, with the origin being

at the centre of the roller hole. The symmetrical boundary conditions (zero out-of-plane

translation) were applied on two surfaces of roller and two surfaces of roller path plate:

on global xy-plane and on global yz-plane, as shown in Fig. 5.3. The area of the back of

the plate was fixed (zero translation) in global y-direction only. The external load was

applied in terms of pressure on an inside roller-hole area. The pressure was calculated by

dividing the external load by a rectangular area obtained by the product of roller-hole

diameter and roller hub height. Because of the crown radius in all rollers, the roller and

roller path plate in both models were in contact at a single point only before the

application of external pressure, as typically shown in Fig. 5.3. The fixed boundary

condition (zero translation in y-direction only) applied to the back of the plate and the

application of extemal load in terms of pressure on an inside roller-hole area represents

exactly the same situation as that of laboratory testing.

5.4 Finite Element Results

Typical results obtained from the ANSYS@ FE analysis included colored stress contour

plots indicating high stress concentrations and plots showing the variation of stresses

along the selected paths in roller and in roller path plate.

5.4.1 Program R1P¡ with External Load of 838 kN

In this section, results of model R¡P1 run with the external load of 838 kN (188% kips)

are presented. The external load of 838 kN applied in laboratory testing in Rra and in FE

analysis was I2.41%o higher than the actual maximum service load of 734 kN (165 kips).
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5.4.1.1 Cast Iron Roller R1

The yield strength of cast iron Roller R1 was 196 MPa (2S.a ksi). The contact area

between roller and plate after the application of external load was found to be

approximately equal to 161 mm2 çYo in2;. This contact area was one-quarter of an elliptic-

shape with major axis of 20.5 mm (0.81 in.) in x-axis and minor axis of 10 mm (0.39 in.)

in z-axis.

Fig. 5.3 Boundary conditions

yz plane

globalz-axis
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High stress concentration values were found in an extremely small area in the contact

zones of both rollers and roller path plates. This stress concentration occurred in a

location in rollers at the edge of contact between rollers and roller path plates. Whereas,

the same stress concentration occuffed in roller path plates at two locations. These

infinite-like stress concentration values were discarded and were not used in the results

analysis. Figure 5.4 shows stress contourplot of principal stress o¡ in cast iron Roller R1.

It is evident from the FE results that the high values of compressive and tensile stresses

were local in nature and were observed only in the very small contact zone of the roller.

During the post processing phase of ANSYS@ result analysis, it was found that the

stresses in the rest of the roller were below 55 MPa. A maximum compressive principal

stress or of 988 MPa was observed in the roller very close to the edge of the contact area

between the roller and the roller path plate, as shown in Fig. 5.4,79.8 mm (0.78 in.) far

from the initial contact point in roller in the x-axis, whereas, a maximum tensile ot of 579

MPa was observed at the edge of the contact area,20.5 mm (0.81 in.) away from the

initial contact point in roller in the x-axis. The contour plot of principal stress o2 in Roller

R¡ is shown in Fig. 5.5. The principal stress o2 varied from maximum compressive stress

of 1501 MPa within the contact area to a maximum tensile stress of 365 MPa at the edge

of contact area. The maximum compressive stress of 1501 MPa was recorded at the same

location where the maximum compressive o¡ wâS found. A maximum tensile stress of

365 MPa was recorded at the same location as the maximum tensile 01 wâs recorded.

Figure 5.6 shows the stress contour plot of o3 in Roller R1. Maximum compressive

principal stress o¡ of 1991 MPa occurred at the same location as that of maximum

compressive o1.
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Fig. 5.4 Contour plot of principal stress o1 in Roller R1

Fig. 5.5 Contour plot of principal stress o2 in Roller R¡
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A maximum value of stress intensityl oi of i 61 8 MPa was found at the same location as

the maximum compressive o¡ was found. Also, the maximum value of 1504 MPa of von

Misses2 or equivalent stress oe was observed at the same location as the stress intensity

was observed. Three paths were created in the roller and in the roller path plate to

demonstrate the variation of different kinds of stresses. These paths originated from the

initial contact point in the roller and in the plate in global x, y, and z directions, as

typically shown in Fig 5.7.

The variation of principal stresses in Roller R1 is shown on a path along the x-axis in Fig.

5.8. Principal stresses o¡, o'2, and o3 at the initial contact point were compressive 755,

7256, and 1989 MPa, respectively, and they remained almost constant until a distance of

16 mm (0.63 in.). After that they increased to a maximum compressive stress of 988,

lThe 
stress intensity o¡ is the largest of the absolute values of o¡-o2, o2-o3, or o3-o¡.)7"o": ¡rJ @, - oz)z * (oz - 6z)2 * (o¡ - ct)z

Fig. 5.6 Contour plot of principal stress o3 in Roller R¡
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1501, and 1991 MPa, respectively, at a location of 19.8 mm (0.78 in.) far from the initial

contact point in roller. After that, principal stresses ol and o2 became tensile 579 and 365

MPa, respectively, at the edge of contact area, at a location of 20.5 mm (0.81 in.) far from

the initial contact point. After that, all three principal stresses decreased gradually until

they vanished to almostzero.

Fig. 5.7 Three paths created in Roller R1
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The location of the highest compressive principal stresses was very close to the edge of

an elliptic contact area between roller and roller path plate. The position of this point was

19.8 mm (0.78 in.) far from the initial contact point in roller in the x-axis. The highest

maximum values of all of the principal compressive stresses, maximum principal shear

stress rr*, stress intensity o¡, von Misses or equivalent stress o", octahedral normal stress

oo, and octahedral shear3 stress ro were observed at this location in Roller R¡ and are

summarized in Table 5.1.

Fig. 5.9 depicts the principal stresses, maximum principal shear stress and octahedral

shear stress on a path in y-axis in Roller R1. The curves shown in Fig. 2.1 are for

principal stresses, maximum principal shear stress, and octahedral shear stresses for two

semi-circular solid elastic disks initially in contact at a single point; each having double

principal radius of curvature. The Poisson's ratio and the B/A ratio employed for

developing these curves was Yq and I.24, respectively. The constants A and B depend on

the principal radii of curvature of the two elastic bodies in contact. The curves shown in

Fig. 5.9 are for Roller R1 (on roller path Plate P1). The Roller Rr had principal radii of

curvature of 419 mm (16% in.) and 914 mm (36 in.). The principal radii of curvature of

roller path Plate P1 were infinitely large; therefore the B/A ratio for Roller R1 and roller

path Plate P¡ came out to be2.18. The Poisson's ratio of Roller R¡ and roller path Plate P1

was0.27 and 0.28, respectively. It is clearthatthe format, trend and style of two set of

curves in Figs. 2.I and 5.9 matches with each other. The maximum principal stress o3 in

zJ2-To = îo"
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Fig. 5.9 is similar in trend to maximum principal stress o,.inFig.2.L Also, the principal

stresses o'1 ând o2 in Fig. 5.9 are similar in fashion to principal stresses o** and o' in Fig.

2-1. All three principal stresses in both cases have maximum values at the contact

surface. The only difference is that the maximum principal shear and octahedral shear

stresses have maximum values at the contact surface in Fig. 5.9; whereas, in Fig. 2.I they

have maximum values just beneath the subsurface.

Table 5.1 Maximum stresses in MPa in rollers and in roller path plates

FEA RrPr R¡P¡

Axial

Load
838 kN

(188% kips)
734 kN

(16s kips)
814 kN

(183 kips)
734 kN

(16s kips)

Type
of

Stress

Rr P¡ Rr Pr Rz-& Ps Rz-R¡ Pg

O¡ -988 I 138 -820 -999 -266 -1063 -263 -963

62 -1501 -1654 -1299 -1447 -t332 -1738 -1217 -1569

O3 -1991 -2399 -1697 -2098 -1551 -2379 -1443 -1 708

Tmax 501.s 630.s 438.s s49.5 642.5 658 s90 372.5

O¡ 1003 t26t 877 1099 t285 t3r6 1 180 745

oe 868.7 I 098 760.6 957 1191 1 140 108s 686

oo -1493 -1730 -t272 -t5t4.7 -1050 -t727 -974 -r4t3

To 409.s 517.6 358.5 45t s61 537 511 )¿)
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Fig. 5.9 Path plots of principal and octahedral shear stresses in the y-axis in Roller R1

Path plots of Equivalent or von Misses stress o", stress intensity o;, iü.d octahedral normal

stresses oo along the y-axis, below the contact point, in Roller R¡ are shown in Fig. 5.10.

Again, all of these stresses have maximum values at the contact surface and they decrease

at iocations further away along the y-axis. Principal stresses on a path along the z-axis

(rolling direction) in Roller R1 are presented in Fig. 5.1 1.

The curves shown in Fig. 2.4 are for principal stresses for a roller on a plane under the

influence of both normal and tangential (frictional) forces. The coefficient of friction and

the B/A ratio used in developing these curves was Yz and co, respectively. The curves

shown in Fig. 5.1 I are for a Roller R1 (on roller path Plate P1) under the effect of radial

compressive load only and no tangential (frictional) forces were employed in the FE

analysis. The B/A ratio for Roller Rr and roller path Plate P1 was 2.18. Thus, the two set

of curves shown in Figs. 2.4 and 5.11 car¡rot be compared. Nevertheless, it is important
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to note that principal stresses 01 and o2 in Figs. 2.4 and,5.11 changes from compressive to

tensile stresses in rolling direction. The principal stresses o.1 and o2 in Fig. 5.11 change

from compressive to tensile stresses of 133 and 8 MPa, at a location of 10.25 mm (0.40

in.) and 12 mm (0.a7 in.) far from the initial contact point, respectively. The two set of

curves shown in Figs 2.4 and 5.1 t have maximum values at the contact surface.
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Equivalent or von Misses stress o", stress intensity o¡, mâximum principal shear stress

rma{, and octahedral (normal and shear) stresses along the z-axis are shown in Fig. 5.12.

The curves shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 are for maximum principal shear and octahedral

shear stresses, respectively, for a roller on a plane under the influence of normal and

tangential forces. The coefficient of friction and the B/A ratio used in developing these

cnrves was Yz and co, respectively. The B/A ratio for Roller R1 and roller path Plate P¡

was2.18. Thus, the set of curves shown in Figs. 2.5,2.6 and 5.i2 cannot be compared.

However, it is important to note that the set of curves shown in Figs. 2.5,2.6, and 5.12

have similar trend and their maximum values occur at the contact surface.
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Fig. 5.12 Path plots of o", o¡, rn,'*, and octahedral stresses along the z-axis in Roller Rr

5.4.1.2 Plates Pr and Pz

In this section, results of Plates Pl and Pz from the FE program R¡P1, using an external

load of 838 kN (188t/, kips) are presented. The yield strength of Plates P1 and Pz was
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determined to be 413.7 MPa. The location of the highest compressive principal o¡, âs

shown in Fig. 5.13, was at a depth of i5.4 mm (0.61 in.) below the initial contact point in

Plate P¡ in the global y-axis. The variation of principal stresses on the path along the y-

axis versus the distance in mm below the initial contact point in plate p¡ is shown in Fig.

5-14. A high values of stresses occurred at this location where maximum values of all of

the principal compressive stresses, maximum principal shear stress rn-,*, stress intensity

o¡, voll Misses or equivalent stress o., and octahedral stresses were observed. These are

summarized in Table 5.1. The maximum compressive principal stress o.1 wâs 1138 Mpa,

as shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, and was observed at the same location. However, the

maximum tensile stress of 1299 MPa was observed at location (20, 10.5,0.0) mm (0.7g,

0.41, 0'0 in.) (in xyz coordinate system), away from the initial contact point in plate pr.

The location of maximum tensile principal stress o.1 and o2 in Roller R¡ was at the edge of

contact between roller and plate, at a distance of 20.5 mm far from the initial contact

point, along x-axis, as discussed in Section 5.4.L 1. The location of maximum tensile

principal stress o¡ in Plate Pl coincides with the location of o1 in Roller R¡.

Fig. 5.13 Contour plot of principal stress o¡ in plate p¡
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All three principal stresses are maximum compressive at a depth of 15.4 mm (0.61 in.)

below the initial contact point of the plate, and their values are -l l3g, -1654, arñ -2399

MPa, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.14.

Figure 5'15 depicts path plots of principal stresses on a path along the z-axis (rolling

direction) in Plate Pr. All three principal stresses are maximum compressive at the initial

contact point and they decrease at locations further away from the initial contact point

along the z-axis. It is important to note that principal stress or changes to a maximum

tensile stress of 318.5 MPa at a distance of 12 mm (0.47 in.) from the initial contact point

of the Plate P1. Equivalent stress o., stress intensity oi, maximum principal shear stress

r'*, and octahedral shear stresses on a path along the z-axis in plate pr are shown in Fig.

5'16' These stresses have maximum values at the initial contact point inplate and they

decrease fuither away from the initiar contact point in z-axis.
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5.4.2 Program Rlp¡ with External Load of 734 kN

The external load of 734 kN (165 kips) apptied only in the FE analysis, represents the

actual maximum service load in real life situation. The contact area between roller and

plate after the application of the external load was found approximately equal to 152.4

mm2 ç0'z+ in2;' This contact area was one-quarter of an elliptic-shape with major axis of
19'8 mm (0'7s in') in x-axis and minor axis of 9.8 mm (0.3g in.) in z-axis. The behavior,

pattern' and format of resulting contour and path plots of all types of stresses in Roller R¡

and in roller path Plate P¡ retrieved from program R¡P¡ run with the external load or ß4
kN (165 kips) were identical in all respects to those of program R1p¡ run with the external

load of 83s kN (188% kips) discussed in Secrion 5.4.1. The only difference was in the

values of contact areas and stresses. Table 5.1 summarizes the maximum values of
principal stresses, stress intensity o¡, von Misses or equivarent stresses o., and octahedral

stresses in rollers and in roiler path plates retrieved from program R¡p1 and &p:.

5.4.3 FEA of Rollers R2 and R3

Rollers Rz and Rs and rolrer path plates p3 were anaryzed,using FE program R¡p¡. This
program was mn twice, once with an external load of 814 kN (lg3 kips) to simulate

laboratory testing of Rze and R¡er and a second time with an external load of 734 kN
(165 kips) to simulate service load conditions. The exrernal load of g14 kN (lg3 kips)
applied during testing of R2a and R¡er and used in the FE analysis was 9.g6%ohigher than

the actual maximum service load of 734 kN (165 kips). Rollers R2 and R3 were identical

but different than the cast iron Roller R¡. The modulus of elasticity and the poisson,s

ratio of Rollers Rz and R3 were also identical between the two rollers. cast iron Roller R¡

12tChapter 5
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had three handling holes along with a flange width of 51 mm (2 in.),whereas, Rollers R2

and Rg were without handling holes and had. aflange (rim) width of 66.5 mm (2% in.).

This was the only difference between Roller Rr and Roilers R2 and R¡. as a result, the

stresses in Roller Rz (and in Roller R3), as well as the stresses in roller path plates p3

through P6 retrieved from program R3P3 (using two different load cases) were identical to
the stresses obtained in program RrPl as discussed in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.The only
difference was in the magnitude of the contact areas and stresses. Table 5.1 summarizes

the maximum values of all types of stresses in rollers and in roller path plates retrieved

from program R¡p¡ and R3p3.

5.5 comparison between FE Resurts and Labor atoryTest Resurts

A static compressive radial load only was applied to roiler and roller path plate in FE

ANSYS@ model' In laboratory testing program, constant radial compressive load along

with the lateral (frictional) load was applied to roller and roller path plate during cyclic
operation of the roller' Hence, results from the FE program and the results from the

laboratory cyclic tests cannot be compared because of the main reason that the roller and

roller path plate were in the state of dynamic motion and they were continuously moving

back and forth and therefore all strain values were fluctuating and changing with every

one tenth of a second' The only way to compare the results is to consider the strain data

from laboratory testing program when the roller and rolrer path plate were not moving.

Before initiating each cyclic test, the radial compressive load was applied gradually and

slowly by tensioning the four high strength rods using hydraulic jacks as discussed in
section 4'3' The values of the radial compressive load, after releasing jack pressure and
just prior to starting the cyclic testing, were used in the FE analysis. The strain values just
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prior to starting of the cyclic testing were retrieved to compare with the FE results. The

strain gauges 9 and 14 were installed on Roller Rr both sides, and strain gauge lg was

installed on roller path Plates Pr and P2. These three gauges were aligned in the same line

in the global y-axis and their location is shown in Fig. 5.i7.

A micro strain of +999'6 was recorded in strain gauge 9 under the static radial

compressive load of 838 kN (188% kips) after the release of jack pressure and just prior
to cyclic testing' The same radial compressive load of g3g kN (1gg% kips) was applied in
FE program RrPr' Fig. 5.18 shows apathplot of micro strain along a line on the rim
surface in global y-axis (retrieved from FE model) where strain gauge 9 (10 mm far from
the left hand) was installed on Roller Rr (program Rrpr) under the radial compressive

Strain Gauge 1B

Strain Gaugep

Strain

glob

Fig. 5.17 Locationof strain gauges g,74,and rg on Roiler Rr and plates p¡ and p2
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load of 838 kN (188% kips). A micro strain of +947.6was record ed at alocation where
gauge 9 was installed' The difference between the laboratory test result and FE result is
52 micro strains (5.2%).
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Fig' 5' 18 F'E' Strain along a line in global y-axis passing through the locarion of gauge

A micro strain of -1500'3 was recorded in strain gauge 14 under the static radial
compressive load of 838 kN (188% kips) after the release ofjack pressure and just prior
to cyclic testing' The same radial compressive load of g3g kN (1gg% kips) was applied in
FE program RIPr' Fig. 5.19 shows a path plot of micro strain along a line in the web area

in global y-axis (retrieved from FE model) where strain gauge 14 (269mm far from the

left hand) was installed on Roller R¡ (program Rrpr) under the radial compressive load of
838 kN (188% kips)' A micro strain of -1440.2 was record ed. at alocation where gauge

14 was installed' The difference between the laboratory test result and FE result is 60.1

micro strains (4.0%).
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A micro strain of +199'7 was recorded in strain gauge 1g in plate pr under the static
radial compressive load of 838 kN (188% kips) after the rerease ofjack pressure and just
prior to cyclic testing' The same radial compressive load of g3g kN (igg% kips) was
applied in FE program R¡P¡' Fig' 5'20 shows apathplot of micro strain along a line in
global y-axis (retrieved from FE model) where strain gauge ig (10 mm far from the reft
hand) was installed on Plate P¡ (program RrPr) under the radial compressive road of g3g

kN (188% kips)' A micro strain of +7g2.4was record ed, at arocation where gauge r g was
installed' The difference between the laboratory test result and FE result is r7.3 micro
strains (8'7%)' Table 5'2 summarizes the comparison between raboratory test resurts and
FE analysis results for some of the selected strain gauges.
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Fig' 5'19 Path plot arong a line in grobar y-axis where gauge 14 was insta'ed
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Table 5.2 comparison between FE resurts and laboratory test results

Test
Gauge

Number
Location

Micro Strain in

Laboratory Tests

Micro Strain in

FE Analysis
Difference

%

Rre

9 R¡ +999.6 +947.6 5.2

14 R1 - 1500.3 -1440.2 4.0

t8 P1 +199.7 +182.4 8.7

Rze
8 R, -100.9 -90.1 10.7

l4 P3 +30.3 +29.2 6.9
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5.6 Summary

High values of contact stresses were recorded in the contact zones of rollers and roller

path plates as shown in Table 5.1. These contact stresses are somewhat close to the

ultimate strength of rollers and roller path plates. Using hand calculations and formulae

given in (Roark 2002), contact stresses and contact areas for rollers and roller path plates

were computed and are shown in Appendix C. The FE results indicated that high stresses

in contact areas in both in roller and in roller path plate were critical. The maximum

values of all types of stresses were found in these zones in roller and in roller path plate.

The trend and style of stresses found in the contact area of roller and roller path plate

exactly matched with those found in the literature. The results obtained from FE analysis

and those from using hand calculations and formulae given in (Roark 2002) proved that

the contact stresses were higher than the yield strength of roller and roller path plate.
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Chapter 6 Fatigue Analysis

6.1 General

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of

Standards), a division of the U.S. Department of Commerce, completed a study in 1983

of the economic effects of fracture of materials in the United States (Milne 1994). The

total cost of the economic effects of fracture of materials in the United States was

estimated to be $119 billion dollars per year. This was 4o/o of the gross national product

(GNP) and therefore, represented a significant use of resources and work force. The

definition of fracture used in that study was quite broad, including not only fracture in the

sense of cracking, but also deformation and a host of related problems such as

delamination. Vy'ear and corrosion were not included in that study. Separate studies

indicated that adding these to obtain the total cost for materials durability would increase

the total to roughly 10% of the GNP. A study of fracture costs in Europe reported in 1991

also yielded an overall cost of 4o/o of the GNP, and similar value is likely to apply to all

industrial nations (Milne 1994).

At least half of the mechanical failures are structural failures due to fatigue loading

(Dowting 2007). No exact numbers are available, but many references have suggested

that 90 percent of all mechanical failures are fatigue related (Stephens et al. 2001).

Fatigue failures continue to be a major concem in engineering design. Mechanical

failures due to fatigue have been the subject of engineering efforts for more than 150

years. The term fatigue was used quite early, as in an 1839 book on Mechanics by J. V.

Poncelet of France (Dowling 2007).



6.2What is Fatigue?

Components of structures are frequently subjected to repeated loads and the resulting

cyclic stresses can lead to microscopic physical damage to the materials involved. Even

at stresses well below a given material's ultimate strength, this microscopic damage can

accumulate with continued cycling until it develops into a crack or other macroscopic

damage that leads to failure of the component. This process of damage and failure due to

cyclic loading is termed as fatigue (Dowling 2007). "Fatigue is the initiation and

propagation of microscopic cracks into macro cracks by the repeated application of

stresses (Fisher et al. 1998)." "Fatigue may be defined as the process of progressive

localized permanent structural change occurring in a material subjected to conditions that

produce fluctuating stresses and strains at some point or points and that may culminate in

cracks or complete fracture after a sufficient number of fluctuations (ASTM 1987)."

Most structural components are subjected to variation in applied loads, causing variation

in stresses in the parts. If the fluctuating stresses are large enough, even though the

maximum applied stress may be considerably less than the static strength of the material,

failure may occur when the stress is repeated often enough. This kind of failure is called a

fatigue failure (Davis et aI. 1982). "Metal fatigue is a process that causes failure or

damage of a component subjected to repeated stresses. It is a complicated metallurgical

process, which is difficult to describe accurately and model precisely on a microscopic

level. Despite these complexities, fatigue damage assessment for design of components

and structures must be performed" (Hassan et al. 1998).
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Metals are composed of aggregations of small crystals with haphazard orientations. The

crystals themselves are frequently non-isotropic. Experiments indicate that some crystals

in a stressed piece of metal reach their limit of elastic action sooner than others, which

permits slip to occur. In addition, the distribution of stress from crystal to crystal within a

piece of stressed metal is most likely non-uniform, and when a piece is subjected to

cyclic stress fluctuation; the constituent particles tend to move slightly with respect to

one another. This movement finally weakens some minute element to such an extent that

it ruptures. In the zone of failure, a stress concentration develops and with successive

recuffence of stress, the fracture spreads from this nucleus across the entire section. This

is the reason; fatigue failures are frequently termed to as progressive fractures (Davis et

al.1982).

The comparative movement of the elements of minute steel crystals was first observed in

1899. The movement became evident as parallel lines, called slip lines, across the face of

individual crystal grains as they were viewed under the microscope when illuminated by

oblique lighting. It was observed that the slip lines developed in steel by subjecting it to

repeated cycles of stress would grow into microscopic cracks that in turn spread and

cause failure of the piece (Gough 1933).

6.3 Stress-Based Approach

The traditional stress-based (stress-life) approach was developed to its present form by

1955. The analysis is based on the nominal stresses in the affected region of the structural

engineering component. The nominal stresses that can be resisted under fatigue loading
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are determined by considering mean stresses and by adjusting for the effect of stress

raisers, such as grooves, holes, fillets, and keyways (Dowling and Thangiitham 2000).

The stress-life technique was the first method used in an attempt to understand and

quantify metal fatigue damage and it was the standard fatigue design approach for almost

100 years. The S-N method is still widely used in design applications where the applied

stress is primarily within the elastic range of the material and the resultant lives (cycles to

failure) are lohg, such as power transmission shafts. The stress-life method does not work

well in low-cycle applications, where the practical strains have a significant plastic

component. In this choice, a strain-based technique is more appropriate. The dividing line

between low and high cycle fatigue depends on the material being considered, but usually

falls between 10 and lOs cycles. One of the major disadvantages of the stress-life

technique is that it ignores true stress-strain behavior and treats all strains as elastic. This

may be significant since the initiation of fatigue cracks is caused by plastic deformation.

The assumptions of the S-N approach are valid only if the plastic strains are small. At

long lives, most steels have only a small component of cyclic strain, which is plastic, and

in some cases, it is effectively too small to measure and hence the S-N approach is valid

(Bannantine et al. 1990).

If a test specimen of a material is subjected to a sufficiently severe fluctuating stress, a

fatigue crack or damage will develop, leading to complete failure of the specimen. If the

test is repeated at a higher stress level, the number of cycles to failure will be smaller.

The results of such tests from a number of different stress levels may be plotted to obtain
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a stress-life curve. The amplitude of stress oa or S", is commonly plotted versus the

number of cycles to failure, N¡ (McGregor and Grossman 1952).If S-N data arc found to

approximate a straight line on a log-log plot, the following equation can be fitted to

obtain a mathematical representation of the curve (Graham et al. 1968):

ou = or (zNÐb 6.r

Where o, fatigue strength coefficient and b is fatigue strength exponent. Constants for the

above equation are available in literature for several metals. These constants are based on

fitting test data for un-notched uniaxial specimens tested under completely reversed

(mean stress, om : 0) loading (Graham et al. 1968). In plain carbon and low alloy steels

there is a distinct stress level below which fatigue failure does not occur under ordinary

conditions and the S-N curve appears to become flat. Such lower limiting stress

amplitudes are called fatigue limits or endurance limits, S. (Brockenbrough and Johnston

1981).

6.4 Mean Stress

One of the methods used for developing data on mean stress effects is to choose several

values of mean stresses, running tests at various stress amplitudes for each of these and

the results can be plotted as a family of S-N curves. Another way of presenting the same

information is a constant-life diagram (Dowling2007). This is done by using points from

the S-N curves at various values of life in cycles, and then plotting combinations of stress

amplitude and mean stress that produce each of these lives. The stress amplitude for zero

mean stress can be designated as oar. On a constant-life diagram, o". is, therefore,

intercept at o* = 0 of the curve for any particular life. The graph can then be normalized
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in a meaningful way by plotting values of the ratio I versus the mean stress, as shown

in Fig. 6.1. Such a normalized amplitude-mean diagram forces agreement ato,r., = 0,

where 
6a - 1, and tends to consolidate the data at various mean stresses and lives into a
oar

single curve. This provides an opportunity to fìt a single curve that gives an equation

representing the data. For values of stress amplitude approaching zero, the mean stress

should approach the ultimate strength of the material, so that a line or curve representing

such data should also pass through the point (t,,,, #) = (ou,0). A straight line is often

used, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 6.1, and this is justified by the observation that for

tensile mean stresses, most data for ductile materials tend to lie near or beyond such a

line, as is the case in Fig. 6.1. Thus, the straight line is generally conservative and the

error is suchthat it causes extra safety in life estimates. The equation of this line is given

by (Dowling2007):

6.2#*l-'
Equation 6.2 and the corresponding straight line on the normalized plot (Fig. 6.1) were

developed by Smith (1942) from an early proposal by Goodman and they are called the

modified Goodman equation and line, respectively. A variety of other equations have

been developed and proposed to fit the central tendency of data of this type. One of the

earliest to be employed was the Gerber parabola (shown in Fig.6.1), and gives the

following equation (Dowling 2007):

-g"+lgl'=I
6ar \Ou,/

Better agreement for ductile metals is often achieved by replacing ou in Eq. 6.2 with

either (i) the corrected true fracture strength õ¡s froma tension test, or (ii) the constant o¡

6.3
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Such a modification of the Goodman line was proposed by J' Monow in the first edition

of the society of Automotive Engineers' Fatigue Design Handbook (Graham et al' 1968)'

The constant o¡ is often approximately equal to õ¡ø, and both of these values are

somewhat higher than ou for ductile metals. Equation 6.4 with o¡ generally gives

reasonable results for steels. substituting values of stress amplitude o" and mean stress

o- in Eq. 6.4 gives stress amplitude ou, that is expected to produce the same life at zero

mean stress as the (o", o-) combination. Therefofsl 0¿¡: can be thought of as an

equivalent completely reversed stress amplitude. Substituting oar into a stress-life curve
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for zero mean stress thus provides a life estimate for the (ou, o-) combination' For

example, assume that the s-N curve for completely reversed loading is known and has an

equation of the form of Eq. 6.1. Because tests at om:0 are employed to obtain the

constants o¡ and b, the stress amplitude oa coffesponds to the special case denoted

by ou., therefore, the equation needs to be written as (Dowling2007):

oar = o¡(ZN¡)b 6'5

Combining Eq. 6.5 with Eq. 6.4 yields a mole general stress-life equation that applies for

non-zero mean stress (Dowling 2007):

oar = (or-o-)(2Nr)b

6.5 Multi-Axial Fatigue

Engineering components of structures are often subjected to complicated states of stress

and strain. Parts such as crankshafts, propeller shafts, and rear axles are often subjected to

combined bending and torsion with complex stress states in which the three principal

stresses are non-proportional and/or whose directions change during a loading cycle'

Fatigue under these circumstances is termed as multi-axial fatigue and it is an important

design consideration for reliable operation and optimization of many engineering

components (Bannantine et at. 1990). Fatigue due to multi-axial loading where plastic

deformations take place is currently aî aÍea of active research' For ductile engineering

metals, it is reasonable to assume that the fatigue life is controlled by the cyclic amplitude

of the octahedral shear stress. The amplitudes of the principal Stresses' c1a' 62a' and o3u

can then be employed to compute effective stress amplitude, õu, using a relationship

similar to that employed for the octahedral shear yield criterion (Lampman 1996):

e ^: 
Ln 6'7

6.6
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An effective mean stress, õ,,,, can be calculated from the mean stresses

principal directions (Dowling 2007):

in the three

õ-=orm*o2rr.,*03¡,

The quantities õu and õ,r, can be combined into an equivalent completely reversed

uniaxial stress, ou., by generalizing Eq. 6.4 for the amplitude-mean diagram (Dowling

2007):

oâ
r\

at.om

6îl

6.6 Fatigue Life of Specimens

Many references suggest that the fatigue strength coefficient, c'r : (ou + 345) MPa, for

BHN < 500, where ou is the ultimate strength of the material (Bannantine et al. 1990).

This formula is conservative and was used to calculate oj for rollers and roller path plates

in this study. The fatigue strength exponent, b, of the tested rollers and roller path plates

was obtained from related literature and is listed in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Fatigue properties of rollers and roller path plates

q)

()
q)

(n

Fatigue Strength

Coefficient

o|(MPa)

Fatigue Strength

Exponent

b

Reference

R1 581.5 -0.123 (Tucker and Olberts 1969)

Rz I 159 -0.1Oss (Park and Stone 1981)

RJ 1670 -0.090 (Boller and Seeger 1987)

(Davis 1999)

(Lampman 1996)

(Shiozawa and Sakai 1996)

P¡ r069 -0.t27

P3 1 65s -0.083

6.8

6.9
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A point P, where high local contact stresses were found in the rolling contact surface area

of Roller R1 under aradial compressive load, F, of 734 kN (i65 kips), as discussed in

Sections 5.4.2, was considered. The three principal stresses,G1,c2, and o3 as given in

Table 5.1 at this point P are -820, -1299, and -1697 MPa, respectively. Assuming the

roller travels (rolls) a distance of 220 mm (a 30" rotation), as depicted in Fig. 6.2, the new

position of point P is designated as P'. The stresses in all three principal directions at

point P' will be zero. The fatigue life of Roller R1 due to movement of point P was

computed according to Sections 6.4 and 6.5 as follows:

Rolling Direction

Fig.6.2 Movement of point P in roller

oa1 : -g#: n-P: 410 MPa, laz: 649.5MPa,

6m2 = -649.5MPa,

oa3 : 848'5 MPa

0m3 = -B4B'5 MPa

These stresses were then used to form "equivalent" alternating and mean stresses. They

are equivalent because their joint effect gives the same life in uniaxial tests as that

expected from the multi-axial situations. The equivalent alternating stress is calculated

from Eq. 6.7 as follows:

o^=rt -3Bo'3MPa
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The equivalent mean stress, o-*, from Eq. 6.8 is simply the sum of the mean normal

stresses in three mutually perpendicular principal directions:

õ- : -4L0 - 649.5 - 848.5 = -L908 MPa

With the values for o" and o- known, the J.

uniaxial fully reversed fatigue strength, ou..

MPa. Thus,

Morrow Eq. 6.9 can be used to obtain the

From Table 6.1 for Roller Rr, or : 58i.5

oar : t# = BB.B3 MPa

Thus, the fatigue life for Roller Rr can be calculated using the S-N Equation 6.5 with

fatigue strength exponent b taken from Table 6.1 as -0.123, as follows:

t{' = i (ffi)* : 2'L5 million cYcles

This means that the l't macro crack will initiate or appear after 2.75 millions of cycles of

repeated loading. Since rollers and roller path plates were analyzed in ANSYS@ FE

program with the normal (radial) force only and no tangential or frictional forces were

incorporated, the principal stresses used in above example do not reflect the real life

situation. As discussed in Section2.3, the maximum compressive principal stress, o'1, is

always accompanied by tensile principal stress o2 ando3, for a roller on plane under the

influence of both normal and tangential (frictional) forces. By maximizing the effective
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stress amplitude, o-", and minimizing the equivalent mean stress, o--, and considering that

the compressive principal stress o, is accompanied by tensile principal stresses o2 and os

will constitute the worst-case scenario. In this case, the maximum compressive principal

stress, o1, in Roller R¡ is set equal to the ultimate strength of Roller Rl, which is236.5

MPa. The tensile principal stresses, o2 and 03, âre chosen in such a marìner as to get the

maximum effective stress amplitude, o-u, and minimum equivalent mean stress, o*. In

this option, a stress value equal to half of the principal stress, o, (.'. o2 = 6, =

tLB.25 MPa) is required. Repeating calculations in the above example with the principal

stress c1, G21and o3 as -236.5,118.25, and II8.25 MPa, respectively yield the following:

6ar = 118.25 MPa, 6a2:59.125 MPa, oa3 : 59'125 MPa

om1 = -LLB.25 MPa, cmz:59.125 MPa, om3 = 59'125 MPa

o^: 59.125 MPa, õ* = -LL825 + 59.L25 + 59.L25: 0.0 MPa

Nr = 58.9 million cycles

This means that the fatigue life of Roller Rr under the influence of both radial and

tangential (frictional) forces leading to worst-case scenario principal stresses is 58.9

million cycles. This high value of fatigue life of Roller Rr is due to the very low values of

principal stresses employed in above example. It is evident from the FE analysis that very

high contact stresses are present in the contact area of roller and roller path plate. One of

the three coupon test results on cast iron roller conducted by Muzykza (1992) revealed
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that the ultimate compressive strength of cast iron roller was 979 MPa. Repeating

calculations in the above example with the principal stress cy az, and o3 as -979, 489.5,

and 489.5 MP4 respectively yield the fatigue life of Roller Rr as % million cycles, which

makes sense and matches with the laboratory test results. Following a similar procedure,

the fatigue life of the rollers and the roller path plates examined in this study under the

influence of radial and tangential forces leading to worst-case scenario maximum

principal stresses, was computed and is listed inTable 6.2.

Table 6.2Fatigrc life of specimens under worst-case scenarlo

C)

oog
V)

Principal Stress, MPa Effective Stress

Amplitude, ou

MPa

Equivalent Mean

Stress, õ-
MPa

Life, N¡

million
O1 C2 O3

Rr -979 +489.5 +489.5 244.75 0.0 %

Rz -8 14 +407 +407 203.5 0.0 7t/¿

R¡ -t325 +662.5 +662.5 331.25 0.0 32

Pr -724 +362 +362 181 0.0 %

P¡ -1310 +655 +655 327.5 0.0 150

In all cases, the principal compressive stress 01 was chosen to be equal to the ultimate

strength of the specimen. If the three principal stresses at point P in Fig. 6.2 in Roller Rr

before rolling are set equal to -880, +440, and +440 MPa (principal stress, o, of 979 }v4Pa

is reduced by I0%) and the above calculations are repeated, the fatigue life of Roller R1
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is one million cycles. This means if the contact principal stresses are reduced by I)%io,the

life is increased by 100%. This proves that the high contact stresses are fatal to the

fatigue life of rollers and roller path plates.

6.7 Discussion of the Results

In laboratory tests, Roller Rr was rolled back and forth on roller path Plates Pr and P2 for

a total circumferential distance of 75 mm or 37 .5 mm from either side of the central strain

gauge. Rollers Rz and R¡ were rolled back and forth on roller path plates P3 tlrough P6

for a total circumferential distance of 50 mm or 25 mm from either side of the central

strain gauge. Thus, the variation of strains took place over a short distance of 37.5 mm or

25 mm. The strain gauges were installed on the top rim surface perpendicular to the rim-

rolling surface and they were 44.5 mm (l% in.) far from the critical contact stress zone.

In laboratory testing, the rollers and roller path plates were subjected to both radial and

tangential (frictional) forces; however, it was not possible to record the magnitude of the

lateral force. The fatigue life of the rollers and the roller path plates was computed on the

basis of the variation of worst-case scenario principal stresses over a distance of 220 mm

(Sk in.). The principal stresses used in fatigue analysis included the effect of both radial

and tangential forces. Stress amplitude in the laboratory testing is much smaller than that

in fatigue analysis.

During cyclic testing, it was not possible to record when the first crack appeared on the

rollers or roller path plates due to inaccessibility. Therefore, the strain variation results

obtained from laboratory tests cannot be directly compared to the results obtained from
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fatigue analysis. However, the final visual inspection and scanning electron microscope

results of the rollers and the roller path plates can be compared to the results of fatigue

analysis.

Theoretical analyses showed that the fatigue life of Roller Rr and roller path Plates P1 and

P2 under the influence of both radial (normal) and tangential (frictional) forces is '/, a

million cycles. Roller R1 and Plates Pr and P2 were subjected to a million and 0.82

million cycles, respectively. Visual inspection and SEM results showed complete failure

of Roller R¡ and Plates P1 and P2. There is an indication of a clear drop in strain values in

the strain gauge results. For example in strain gauge 5 in Roller R1, Side A, there was a

sudden drop of 900 ¡re in the minimum and maximum strain curves after 457,727 cycles,

as discussed in Section 4.4. This supports the assumption that there is an agreement

between laboratory results and fatigue analysis results.

The fatigue life of Rollers R2 and R3 and roller path Plate P3 is very high, as compared to

that of Roller Rl and roller path Plate P1. Laboratory test results, visual inspection and

SEM results of Rollers R2 and R: and roller path Plate P3 support the fatigue analysis

results. High principal compressive and tensile contact stresses under the influence of

both radial (normal) and tangential (frictional) forces, evidenced by both FE results and

literature review, are the main cause of fatigue failure of rollers and roller path plates.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

7.1 Summary

The main objectives of this doctoral thesis were to review current design standards of

rollers used by Manitoba Hydro, to test rollers and roller path plates under fatigue

loading, to perform finite element analysis of rollers and roller path plates, to assess

fatigue life of rollers and roller path plates, and, to make recommendations for the design

of rollers and roller path plates.

The design of gate rollers involves the use of an empirical formula, based on BHN, to

obtain the initial roller diameter and the tread width Q.{oonan and Strange 1934).

Currently, Tread surface Hertzian contact stresses and subsurface shear stresses are

computed using methods developed by Thomas and Hoersch (1930). Although the

Noonan and Strange (I93$ formula was based on tests involving small diameter

cylindrical forged steel rollers, it has been subsequently adopted for the design of large

diameter crowned wrought-steel wheels, some in excess of 760 mm in diameter. The

applicability of this formula to crowned wheels is questionable. Furthermore, this

formula provides no information on the fatigue life of rollers or the relationship between

the safe working loads and ultimate load capacity of the wheels, thereby making the safe

wheel capacity unknown.

To meet the objectives of this study, both experimental and theoretical work were carried

out. The experimental program involved laboratory testing of three rollers and six roller

path plates under cyclic loading. A unique testing station was developed to test rollers



and roller path plates under cyclic loading. Rollers were 838 mm (33 in.) in diameter with

an 89 mm (3k in.) flange thickness and a crown radius of 914 mm (36 in.). One of the

rollers (R1) was made of gray cast iron. The material in Roller R2 was AISI 1060 high

carbon steel without heat treatment, whereas the material in Roller R3 was AISI 1080

heat treated high carbon steel. Two of the rollers (R1 and R2) were obtained from the

Kelsey Hydro Generating Station in Manitoba. The third Roller, R3 wâS specially

ordered, manufactured, and shipped from the United States specifically for this research

project. Six rectangular steel Plates (P1 through P6), measuring 381 x 178 mm (15 x 7 in.)

with a thickness of 51 mm (2 in.) were used as roller path plates in this research program.

Plates Pr and P2 were AISI 1050 medium carbon steel without heat treatment, whereas,

Plates P3 through P6 were SS 410 heat-treated stainless steel. Strain gauges were installed

on all rollers and roller path plates in order to monitor and record the strain values during

cyclic loading.

The rollers were tested at two opposite locations labeled as side A and side B. For each

cyclic test, a roller was in contact with the roller path plate on one side only. Roller R¡

was tested to a million cycles on side A (Test Rre) and 818,726 cycles on side B (Test

Rre) with roller path Plates P1 and P2, respectively. The test was continuous and

uninterrupted during this trend. Roller R2 was tested continuously to 220,000 cycles on

side A (Test R2a) and 200,000 cycles on side B (Test R2s) with roller path Plates P3 and

Pa, respectively. Roller Rs was tested for 200,000 cycles at side A with roller path Plate

P5 (Test R¡nr). After completing 200,000 cycles, the test setup was dismantled and

indentation profiles in the roller path Plate P5 were measured. After this test, Roller R3
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was re-loaded at the same location side A along with same roller path Plate P5 and was

re-tested for an additional 200,000 cycles (Test R3a2). A similar procedure was used to

test Side B of the same Roller R: with roller path Plate Po up to 200,000 cycles (Test

R3s1) and up to an additional 200,000 cycles (Test &ez). Prior to testing the rollers and

the roller path plates under cyclic loading, a series of surface hardness measurements was

performed using Proceq EQUITOP electronic hardness testing equipment. Roller R¡ was

rolled back and forth on roller path Plates Pr and P2 for a total circumferential distance of

75 mm (3 in.). The Rollers Rz and R3 were rolled back and forth on roller path plates for

a total circumferential distance of 50 mm (2 in.). Before and after each cyclic test,

photographs were taken for all specimens. At the end of each cyclic test, the test-setup

was dismantled and the rolling contact surface of all specimens was examined by visual

inspection. Indentation measurements were taken for each roller path plate using a special

set-up.

In order to observe the extent of damage under cyclic testing, all tested contact areas of

rollers and roller path plates were scanned using an electron microscope and computer-

controlled optical microscope. Samples were extracted from both tested and non-tested

areas of all rollers and roller path plates. Initially, large pieces of chunk were cut from the

rollers and roller path plates using abrasive water-jet cutting technology. After that, small

samples in exact dimensions were cut using a lathe machine.

A finite element (FE) analysis was conducted on a three dimensional contact stress model

of a roller and a plate using the ANSYS@ general-purpose finite element program, version
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10.0 (Swanson 2005). Contact stress problems are highly nonlinear and require

significant computer resources to solve. The computer run time was reduced by taking

advantage of the symmetric geometry of the roller and roller path plate. As a result, one-

eighth of the roller was modeled along with one-quarter of roller path plate as a contact

stress problem. Two programs RlPl and R3P3 were developed in ANSYS@ to analyze

rollers and roller plates. The program R1P1 was developed to analyze Roller R¡ and Plates

Pr and P2, whereas, the program R3P3 was developed to analyze Rollers R¿ and R¡ and

roller path Plates P3 through Po. The program R1P¡ was run two times, once with an

external load of 838 kN (188% kips) to simulate laboratory testing of Roller Rrr and a

second time with an extemal load of 734 kN (165 kips) to simulate service load

conditions. The program R¡Pg was also run two times, once with an external load of 814

kN (183 kips) to simulate laboratory testing of Rollers R2a and R3a1 and a second time

with an external load of 734 kN (165 kips) to simulate service load conditions. The fixed

boundary condition applied to the back of the plate and the application of extemal load in

terms of pressure on an inside roller-hole area represented exactly the same situation as

that of laboratory testing. The CPU run time, using specially built personal computer with

2.93 GHz Intel@ Dual Core'n' 2 Extreme Processor, 4 GB of RAM, 64-bit version of both

Windows XP operating system and ANSYS@, was 29% days. Based on FE stress results,

fatigue life of rollers and roller path plates was assessed using the multi-axial stress-life

method.

The BHN of Rollers Rr, Rz, and & and roller path Plates P1 and P3 was 279,373, 473,

291, and 364, respectively. Very high strains were observed for the two cyclic tests
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conducted on Roller R1, whereas, much lower strains were found in Rollers R2 and R3 as

compared to those in Roller Rr. Although, the average radial cyclic load on Roller R3a2

was 3.6%o higher than that in Roller R1s, the maximum strain recorded during the ltt

cycle in Roller Rls was 11.7 times more than the maximum strain recorded during the l't

cycle in Roller R¡az. Likewise, despite the average radial cyclic load on Roller R2s was

8.9% higher than that in Roller Rre, the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle in

Roller R¡s was 7.7 times more than the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle in

Roller R2s. Although, the average radial cyclic load on Roller R¡az was 3.6%higher than

that in Roller R1s, the maximum principal strain recorded during the l't cycle in Roller

R¡s was 10.6 times more than the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle in Roller

R3a2. Likewise, despite the average radial cyclic load on Roller R2s was 8.9% higher than

that in Roller R1s, the maximum principal strain recorded during the l't cycle in Roller

Rre was 4 times more than the maximum principal strain recorded during the l't cycle in

Roller Rzs. It is clear from the above comparisons that the material in Roller Rt was less

stiff as compared to those of Rollers Rz and R3. The high values of strains found in Roller

Rr are most likely due to micro cracking on the roller contact surface. In addition, the

material in Roller R3 is more rigid than that of Roller R2. This hypothesis is also

confirmed by BHN, SEM examination, and physical inspection of the rollers after cyclic

testing.

Higher strains were observed in roller path Plates P1 and P2, whereas, lower strains were

found in roller path Plates P3 through P6. Although, the average radial cyclic load in Plate

Ps in Test R3a2 was 3.6% higher than that in Plate Pz, the maximum strain recorded
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during the I't cycle in Plate Pz was 4 times more than the maximum strain recorded

during the l't cycle in Plate P5 in Test &ez. This showed that the material in Plate P3

through P6 was far superior to that in Plates Pr and P2. This premise was also confirmed

by the BHN, indentation depths, SEM testing, and physical examination of the plates

after cyclic testing. Plates P1 and Pz exhibited higher indentation depths as compared to

roller path Plates P3 through P6. Two sets of major and minor visual cracks were observed

in Roller R¡ and in roller path Plates P1 and P2. Cracks were vertical, horizontal, diagonal

as well as longitudinal. There was no sign of any kind of crack or deformation in the

tested contact areas of both sides of Rollers R2 and R3 and in roller path Plates P3 through

P6.

A comparison between laboratory test results and FE analysis results indicated that the

two results were in good agreement with each other. The FE results indicated that a high

stress concentration zone in contact areas in both in roller and in roller path plate was

critical. The maximum values of all types of stresses were found in these zones in roller

and in roller path plate. The trend and style of stresses found in the contact area of roller

and roller path plate exactly matched with those found in the literature. The results

obtained from FE analysis and those from using hand calculations and formulae given by

Roark (2002) proved that the contact stresses were higher than the yield strength of roller

and roller path plate.

The average radial compressive load applied on rollers in laboratory testing during cyclic

movement varied from 753.17 kN (169.3i kips) to 903.21 kN (203.04 kips). The
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maximum seryice load limit for 838 mm (33 in.) diameter rollers is 734 kN (165 kips)

and 1050 kN (236 kips) for serviceability and strength criteria, respectively. The

objective of applying radial load during cyclic testing was to check the serviceability

criteria and not strength. The static ultimate strength of these rollers is quite high. The

indentation profile of roller path Plates Pr and P2 after cyclic testing failed serviceability

criteria, whereas, roller path Plates P3 through P6 passed serviceability criteria Roller path

plate deformation increases frictional forces that lead to higher principal tensile stresses

as predicted in the literature discussed in Section 2.3. Lubricating the roller path plate

surface could help in reducing the frictional forces but not if the indentation is very high.

In laboratory tests, Roller R1 was rolled back and forth on roller path Plates P¡ and Pz for

a total circumferential distance of 75 mm (3 in.). Rollers R2 and R3 were rolled back and

forth on roller path plates P3 through P6 for a total circumferential distance of 50 mm (2

in.). Thus, the variation of strains took place over a short distance of 37.5 mm (1 % in) or

25 mm (1 in.). The strain gauges were installed on the top rim surface perpendicular to

the rim-rolling surface and they were 44.5 mm (I% in.) far from the critical contact stress

zone. In laboratory testing, the rollers and roller path plates were subjected to both radial

and tangential forces; however, it was not possible to record the magnitude of the lateral

force. The fatigue life of the rollers and the roller path plates was computed on the basis

of the variation of worst-case scenario principal stresses over a distance of 220 mm (8%

in.). The principal stresses used in fatigue analysis included the effect of both radial and

tangential forces. Stress amplitude in the laboratory testing is much smaller than that in

fatigue analysis.
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During cyclic testing, it was not possible to record when the first crack appeared on the

rollers or roller path plates due to inaccessibility. Therefore, the strain variation results

obtained from laboratory tests cannot be directly compared to the results obtained from

fatigue analysis. However, the final visual inspection and scanning electron microscope

results of the rollers and the roller path plates can be compared to the results of the

fatigue analysis.

Theoretical analyses showed that the fatigue life of Roller Rr and roller path Plates Pr and

Pz under the influence of both normal and frictional forces, leading to worst-case scenario

principal stresses, was one half of a million cycles. Roller Rr and Plates Pr and P2 were

subjected to a million and 0.82 million cycles, respectively. Visual inspection and SEM

results showed complete failure of Roller R¡ and Plates P¡ and Pz. There is an indication

of a clear drop in strain values in the strain gauge results. For example in strain gauge 5

in Roller Rr, Side A, there was a sudden drop of 900 pe in the minimum and maximum

strain curves after 457,727 cycles. This supports the assumption that there is an

agreement between laboratory results and fatigue analysis results. The fatigue life of

Rollers Rz and R3 and roller path Plates P3 through P6 was very high as compared to those

of Roller R1 and roller path Plates P¡ and P2. Laboratory test results, visual inspection and

SEM results of Rollers Rz and R¡ and roller path Plates P3 through P6 support the fatigue

analysis results.

A reduction of 10% in the worst-case scenario principal stresses, under the influence of

both radial and tangential forces, resulted in an increase of 100% in fatigue life of Roller
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R1. High principal contact stresses under the influence of both radial and tangential

forces, evidenced by FE, fatigue analyses, and literature review, are the main cause of

fatigue failure of rollers and roller path plates.

In his laboratory testing, Muzyczka (1992) found that the ultimate load capacity of a

685.5 mm (27 in.) diameter cast iron roller under radial load only was 2197 kN (494

kips). This was based on an average value and the load was applied through handling

holes. Based on Muzyczka's (1992) experimental results, the author believes that the

ultimate load capacity of an 838 mm (33 in.) diameter Roller Rl would be atleast2669

kN (600 kips). The ultimate load capacity of Rollers R2 and R3 would be even higher,

because they were without handling holes. The maximum service load limit for 838 mm

(33 in.) diameter rollers is734 kN (165 kips) and 1050 kN (236 kips) for serviceability

and strength criteria, respectively. This clearly shows that the static ultimate load capacity

of these rollers is quite good. The main problem is the contact stresses and fatigue life of

the rollers.

7.2 Conclusions

Based on the results obtained from laboratory cyclic tests, visual inspection, scanning

electron microscope, finite element analyses, and fatigue analysis, the following

important conclusions are drawn from this research study:

l. The BHN of Rollers Rr recordedas219 was L7 arÅ 2.16 times less thanthat of

Rollers R¿ and R3, respectively. Very high strains were observed for the two
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cyclic tests conducted on Roller R¡, whereas, much lower strains were found in

Rollers Rz and R3 as compared to those in Roller Rl. Although, the average radial

cyclic loads on Rollers R2s and R3a2 were 8.9%o and3.6Yo respectively, higher

than those of Roller R¡s, the maximum strain recorded during the I't cycle in

Roller R¡s was 7 .7 and 1 1.7 times more than the maximum strain recorded during

the 1't cycle in Rollers Rzs and R3a2, reSpectively. Likewise, although, the average

radial cyclic loads on Rollers Rze and R3a2 were 8.9%o and 3.6%o respectively,

higher than those of Roller R¡s, the maximum principal strain recorded during the

l't cycle in Roller R1s was 4 and 10.6 times more than the maximum principal

strain recorded during the l't cycle in Rollers Rze and R3a2, respectively. It is

clear from the above comparisons that the material in Roller Rl was less stiff as

compared to those of Rollers Rz and R3. Roller Rl was subjected to a million and

0.82 million cycles. Visual inspection and SEM results showed complete failure

of Roller R¡. The fatigue life of Roller R1 under the influence of worst-case

scenario principal stresses was Yz a million cycles. Based on these results, it is

concluded that the cast iron Roller R¡ performed very poorly, as compared to

Rollers R¿ and R¡. The high values of strains found in Roller Ry are most likely

due to micro cracking on the roller contact surface.

2. The BHN of roller path Plates Pl and P2 recorded as 291 was 1.25 times less than

that of roller path Plates P¡-Po. Higher strains were observed in roller path Plates

Pl and P2, whereas, lower strains were found in roller path Plates P3 through P6.

Although, the average radial cyclic load in Plate Ps was 3.6Yo higher than that in
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Plate P2, the maximum strain recorded during the l't cycle in Plate P2 was 4 times

more than the maximum strain recorded during the ltt cycle in Plate Ps. Roller

path Plates Pr and P2 were subjected to a million and 0.82 million cycles,

respectively. Plates P1 and P2 exhibited higher indentation depths as compared to

roller path Plates P3 through P6. Visual inspection and SEM results showed

complete failure of these plates. The fatigue life of Plates P1 and P2 under the

influence of worst-case scenario principal stresses was one-half of a million

cycles. Based on above, it is concluded that the material in medium carbon steel

Plates Pr and P2 (without heat treatment) was less stiff as compared to those in

Plates P3 through P6, and thus, these plates performed very poorly.

3. Roller Rz was subjected to 0.20 to 0.22 million cycles. Visual inspection and SEM

results showed no sign of any kind of crack or damage in Roller Rz. The fatigue

life of Roller Rz under the influence of worst-case scenario principal stresses was

7Yo mlllion cycles. Therefore, this roller performed much better than Roller Rl

and roller path Plates Pr and Pz.

4. Strains in Roller R3 \ilere even lower than those found in Roller Rz. Roller R3 was

subjected to 0.20 to 0.40 million cycles. Visual inspection and SEM results

showed no sign of any kind of crack or damage in Roller R¡. The fatigue life of

Roller R3 under the influence of worst-case scenario principal stresses was 32

million cycles. Thus, Roller R3 performed far superior to that of Roller Rl. The

reason was that it was heat treated high carbon steel.
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5. The BHN of roller path Plates P3-P6 recorded as 364 was 1.25 times more than

that of roller path Plates Pr-Pz. Although, the average radial cyclic load on roller

path Plate P5 was 3.6% higher than that in Plate P2, the maximum strain recorded

during the l't cycle on Plate P5 was 4 times less than the maximum strain recorded

during the l't cycle on Plate P2. Thus, strains in roller path Plates P3-P6 were much

lower than that in roller path Plates Pr-Pz. Plates P3 through P6 exhibited much

lower indentation depths as compared to those of roller path Plates Pr-Pz. Visual

inspection and SEM results showed no sign of any kind of crack or damage in

roller path Plates P:-Po. The fatigue life of Plates P3-P6 under the influence of

worst-case scenario principal stresses was 150 million cycles. Based on above, it

is concluded that the material in Plates P3-P6 was far superior to those of Plates

Pr-Pz. Therefore, heat-treated stainless steel roller path Plates P3 through Po

performed extremely well.

6. The average radial compressive load applied on rollers in laboratory testing

during cyclic movement varied from 753.17 kN (169.31 kips) to 903.21 kN

(203.04 kips). The maximum service load limit for 838 mm (33 in.) diameter

rollers is734 kN (165 kips) and 1050 kN (236 kips) for serviceability and strength

criteria, respectively. The objective of applying radial load during cyclic testing

was to check the serviceability criteria and not strength. The static ultimate

strength of these rollers is quite high. The indentation profile of roller path Plates

P¡ and P2 after cyclic testing failed serviceability criteria, whereas, roller path

Plates P3 through P6 passed serviceability criteria Plate deformation increases

frictional forces that lead to higher principal tensile stresses as predicted in the
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literature discussed in Section 2.3. Lubricating the roller path plate surface could

help in reducing the frictional forces but not if the indentation is very high.

7 . A reduction of 10% in the worst-case scenario principal stresses, under the

influence of both radial and tangential forces, resulted in an increase of 100% in

fatigue life of Roller R¡. Thus, the high principal contact stresses under the

influence of both radial and tangential forces, evidenced by finite element

analyses, fatigue analyses, and literature review, are the main cause of fatigue

failure of rollers and roller path plates.

7.3 Recommendations

Based on the findings of this doctoral research, the following recommendations are

proposed:

1. Cast iron rollers should not be used as rollers.

2. Although high carbon steel Roller R2 performed very well, it is recommended that

the material be heat-treated in order to increase its fatigue life.

3. Medium carbon steel (without heat-treatment) plates must not be used as roller

path plates. Instead, heat-treated stainless steel or high carbon steel roller path

plates with heat-treatment must be used.

4. In order to reduce contact stresses, which are detrimental to the fatigue life of

rollers and roller path plates, the contact surfaces of rollers and roller path plates

must be covered with a very thick film of hard steel coatings (Erdemir 1992).
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Appendix A Present Method of Computing Stresses for Gate Wheels

Following is a sample calculation illustrating the application of Equation 2.1.

Case 1: Given: Wheel loads

Hardness of the wheel or roller path plate (lesser of the two)

Wheel diameter, and crown radius of the wheel

Find: Net tread width required to prevent permanent set (flattening)

Maximum shearing stress developed in tread

Solution: Assume wheel rim hardenedto BHN:375,685.5 mm (27 in.) diameter with a

974 mm (36 in.) crown radius, wheel load is 480.4 kN (108 kips) Normal load, l272kN

(286 kips) Overload (Muzyczka1992). Using F;q.2.1:

Critical Stress : (24.5 x 375) -2200: 6988 psi Qter inch diameter per inch width

Required Projected Area (diameter and tread width):

Allowable Stress : ry :2329 psi for Normal Loads

Allowable Stress :ry:3494 psi for Overloads Loads

-- ##: 46.4 sq. in. for Normal Loads, :m:76.7 sq. in. for Overloads

Net tread width required :T:2.84 in. Say 3 in.
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Case 2: Given: The lesser hardness of the wheel rim or roller path plate

Find:

Wheel diameter and wheel tread width

Maximum wheel load to prevent permanent set (flattening)

Assume forged steel wheel, rim hardened to BHN : 425, 685.5 mm (27 in.) diameter with

66.65 mm (2.625 in.) tread width (Muzyczka 1992).

Actual Projected Area: 27 x 2.625:70.875 sq. in.

From Eq.2.l: o,,: (24.5 " 425) -2200 : 8213 psi

Critical Load : o,, x Projected Area: 8.213 ksi x 70.875 sq. in. : 582 kips

Allowable Normal Load : ff: n+ mpt

Allowable Overload :ry:291 kips

Check Maximum Shear Stress Developed: Continuation of Case I by computing

contact stresses (Muzyczka 1992). Since wheel has a double curvature, assume crossed

cylinders with axes at right angles (Roark 1989) p. 651

Diameter of wheel, Dt:685.5 mm (27 in.)

Crown radius of wheel, D2l2:914 mm (36 in.)

Modulus of Elasticity of roller path plate, Et :29,500 ki

Modulus of Elasticity of wheel, E2:15,000 ksí

Poisson's ratio for roller path plate, v¡ : 0.30

Poisson's ratio for wheel, vz: 0.25
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Kn : DtDz 
-?f*ry:19.64, C, =*++:g.335x l0-8u D7+D2 27+7L EI E2

a, B, and2 depend on geometry of the wheel which is a function of 3 :?:2.667
D2 27

a: 1.286, P : 0.678, and 7: 0.784, major semi-axes, a: a (PKoCr)i

: L.2B6(L08,000 x 19.64 x 9.33s10-u)å: 0.749 in.

Similarly, minor semi-axes, b: P (PKDCI)ã :0.395 in.

Area of contact patch : rc a b:7T x 0.749 x 0.395 :0.9294 sq. in.

Maximum Compressive Stress o,, (atpoint of contact) :#: I74 ksi (1200 Mpa)

Maximum Shear Stress t,,,* developed (at approximately 0.44a below the surface)

:?:58.0 ¿s, at 0.33 in.below the point of contact.

From Current Manitoba Hydro Specifications: Maximum Shear Stress 2,, shall not

exceed: 350 x BHN for BHN < 255 or 90 lßi for BHN > 255, r < v,therefore oK

For Overload: P : 268 kips, a: 1.0148 in., b : 0.5349 in.

1.5x268o.: 

-: 

235.7 l<si- n7.0148x0.5349

,: o" :78.6 ksi <go AJi oK
J
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Appendix B FE Program Listing

Following is the listing of ANSYS@ FE Program RrPr developed to analyze Roller Rl

and roller path Plates P1 and P2.

! In the Name of God, Most Gracious, Most Compassionate

! Program RlPl to analyze roller Rl along with plates PI &.P2

! ANSYS RELEASE 10.0, University Version

! This program is developed by Abdul Nabi Lashari

! Roller Rl along with plate P1, Load Thru Handling Holes

! All dimensions are in mm, E in MPa

/TITLE,Roller Rl, Load: 838 KN Through Handling Holes

! this program is divided into following parts:

! Part 1: Scalar Parameters

I Part2: One Eighth of Actual Roller Geometry

! Part 3: One Quarter of Actual Plate Geometry

t Part 4: Element Types & Material Properties

! Part 5: Meshing

! Part 5a: Components for Meshing

! Part 5b: Meshing Solid Roller Volume

! Part 5c: Meshing Solid Plate Volume

! Part 5d: Meshing Roller Contact Area with TARGETIT0

! Part 5e: Meshing Plate Contact Area with CONTAL75

! Part 6: Boundary Conditions

I Part7: Solution

! Pat 8: Post Processing

! Part 8a: Post Processing Roller Model

! Part 8b: Post Processing Plate Model
I 
-_______

! PART 1: Entering Scalar Parameters

!*SET,X assigns values to user-named parameters
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*SET,Er,103420.5 !E for roller Rl is 103420.5MPa:15000ksi

xSET,nur,O.27 lpoisson's ratio for roller
*SET,Ep,20684l !E for plate Pl is206841MPa:30,000ksi
*SET,nup,O.28 lpoisson's ratio for plate

! Roller inside hole diameter D is 152.3334 mm

! Roller hub height is 239.6087 mm

! Radial load on roller Rl applied in laboratory 838.0858 N

! Pressure applied on inside roller hole areas p:Force/(h*D)

! p:Force/(h* D¡:3 3 g 
. 0 I 5 8 I (23 9 .6087 * I 52.3 3 3 4):22.9 6 I 0 087 2}/rP a

*SET,P,22.96100872 lpressure applied on inside roller hole area

*SET,Sl,0.7 lelement edge length size for volume component Rl in roller
*SET,S2,0.7 !element edge length size for volume component R2 in roller
xSET,S3,0.7 !element edge length size for volume component R3 in roller
*SET,S4,2.5 lelement edge length size for volume component R4 in roller
*SET,S5,10 !element edge length size for volume component R5 in roller
*SET,S6,15 lelement edge length size for volume component R5 in roller
*S8T,T1,0.7 !element edge length size for volume component P1 in plate

*SET,T2,0.7 !element edge length size for volume component P2 in plate

*SET,T3,2 !element edge length size for volume component P3 in plate

*SET,T4,25 lelement edge length size for volume component P4 in plate

| ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

! PART 2: Creating One Eighth of Actual Roller Geometry

/PREP7 ! enter preprocessorT

K,1,0,0,0 !K,NPT,X,Y,Z defrnes a keypoint

!NPT: reference number for keypoint

K,2,1i9.80435,0,0 !If zero, the lowest available number is assigned

K,3,0,76.1667,0

K,4, 1 1 9.80 43 5,7 6.1 667,0

K,5, 1 1 9. 80 43 5,1 61.061 45,0

K,6,25.3 889,11 4.5494,0

K,7,I9.0417 5,3 6g.i 405,0
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K,8,44.4307 5,368.1 405,0

K,9,44.43 07 5,41 4.43 02,0

K,T 0,3 9 .9 426,41 8.9 1 85,0

K,1 1,-39.9 426,418.91 85,0

K,12,0,-494.2087,0 lKl2 is used as centre to create cro\^/n radius

K,999,4 4.43 07 5,409 .43 02,0

K,991 ,44.43075,400,0

LARC, 1 0, 1 7,12,9 1 4.0004 ! crown radius of 9 1 4.0004mm

KDELE,l2 ldeleting K12

LDIV,1 ,0.5,,2,0 ldividing line I into two equal lines

LSTR,3,4 !creating straight line

LSTR,4,5

LSTR,5,6

LSTR,6,7

LSTR,7,8

LSTR,8,991

LSTR,991,999

LSTR,999,9

LSTR,g,1O

LSTR,12,3

LDELE,2,, , Meletin gline 2

LFILLT,5,6,15 lcreating line fillet b/w lines 5 &,6,r15 mm

LFILLT,6,7,1O

LANG,12,999,90, ,

LANG,15,15,90,,

LANG,i,17,9O,,

LANG,17,991,90, ,

LANG,14,19,90,,

L4NG,22,14,90,,

L4NG,24,13,90,,

ALj,4,5,2,27,26 ! creating areas using lines, anti-clockwise numbering
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y'^L,27,6,25,24

4L,25,73,20,23,22

1^L,7,9,2r,20

AL,2r,9,16,17

4L,16,10,1 7,1,r9

AL,23,77,15,r4

AL,I5,I9,I8,I2

CM,AITO4,AREA lcreating area component Alto4

lby using following command

!creating 1st set of volume by sweeping component Alto4 to 2 deg

!along a line thru KPs I to 2, Order is important

lthe last digit is for number of volumes which is one

VROTAT,AITO4,,,,,,l,2,2,l

CM,V2DEG,VOLU lcreating volume component

WPRO, ,2, hofating WP (XY plane) 2 degrees along -fXaxis

CSYS,4 lforcing active coordinate system to follow WP

ASEL,S,LOC,Z,0,0 lselect areas on (a2 deg-rotated WP along +Xaxis) XY plane, atz:0

lFollowing component AT2DEG consists of all areas on

CM,AT2DEG,AREA !a 2-deg-rotated WP along Xaxis, on XY plane atz:O

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL lrestore entire selection

lby using following command

lcreating 2nd set of volume by sweeping component AT2DEG to 2 deg

lalong a line thru KPs I to 2, Order is important

lthe last digit is for number of volumes which is one

VROTAT,AT2DEG,,,,,,I,2,2,I

CM,V4DEG,VOLU lcreating volume component in 4 deg segment

WPRO, ,2, trotating WP (XY plane) 2 degrees along +Xaxis

CSYS,4 !forcing active coordinate system to follow V/P

ASEL,S,LOC,Z,0,0 lselect areas on (a 4 deg-rotated WP along +Xaxis) XY plane, at z:0

lFollowing component AT4DEG consists of all areas on

CM,AT4DEG,AREA !a 4-deg-rotated WP along Xaxis, on XY plane atz:0
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ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

lby using following command

!creating 3rd set of volume by sweeping component AT4DEG to 26 deg

!along a line thru KPs 1 to 2, Order is important

lthe last digit is for number of volumes which is one

VROTAT,AT4DEG,,,,,,I,2,26,I

CM,V3ODEG,VOLU

WPRO, ,26, lrotating WP (XY Plane) +26 deg more along Xaxis, 30 deg from origin

ASEL,S,LOC,Z,0,0 lareas on XY plane at a distance of 0 from Zaxis

larea component AT3ODEG consists of all areas on

!a 3O-degree rotated WP from global origin along +Xaxis

CM,AT3ODEG,AREA lon XY plane at a distance of 0 from Zaxis

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

lby using following command

lcreating 4th set of volume by sweeping component AT30DEG to 30 deg

!along a line thru KPs 1 to 2, Order is important

lthe last digit is for number of volumes which is one

VROTAT,AT3ODEG ) ) ),,,1,2,60,r

CM,V9ODEG,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

WPRO, ,-30, lrotating WP -60 deg along Xaxis (back to global origin)

V/P4VE,0,0,0 lmoving WP to global origin

CSYS,0 !forcing active coordinate system to global origin

! 1/8 of roller without H.hole is complete here

! creating one half handling hole

! this is for applying load thru handling holes

K,125,-10,269.7571,0

KWPAVE,I25 lmoving WP to KPi25

wpro, , ,90 lrotating WP to 90 degrees about y-axis

! creating a half H. hole volume,r3I.l36l25mm, depth:l00mm

! by using following command one can
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! Create a cylindrical volume anywhere on the working plane

cYL4, , , , ,3I.136125, ,100

VSBV,V90DEG,33, , lsubtracting volume 36 from volume ROLLRV

wpro, , ,-90 rotating WP to -90 degrees about y-axis

WPAVE,0,0,0 lmoving WP to global origin (0,0,0)

CSYS,O !forcing active coordinate system to global origin

KDELE,125

VSEL,S, , ,ALL !select all roller volume

CM,ROLLER,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

, ,O*, 3: creating one quarter of plate geometry

KWPAVE,l2 Move working plane origin toKI2

CSYS,WP lforcing active coordinate system to follow WP

K,l50,0,0,0 lKl 10 is sitting exactly on top of the Kl2, a contact pair

K,151,20,0,0 llength of plate 20+20 mm

K,152,40,0,0 ldepth of plate 88.86115mm (3.5 inch)

K,153,88.86115,0,0 lthickness of plate 50.l7l\mm (2 inch)

K,154,0,50 .7178,0

K,155,20,50.7778,0

K, 1 56,88.8 6r r r 5,50.7 7 7 8,0

K,157,0,15.3889,0

K,758,25,25.3889,0

K,159,0,30.3889,0

LSTR,150,151

LSTR,15I,I52

LSTR,152,153

LSTR,15O,157

LSTR,I54,155

LSTR,155,I56

LSTR,153,156
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LSTR,151,155

LSTR,157,159

LSTR,154,I59

LANG,89,152,90, ,

LANG,217,157,90, ,

LANG,222,T59,90, ,

LANG,221 ,104,90,,

LANG,221,105,90, ,

LANG,216,T06,90, ,

LANG,261 ,107,90, ,

LDIV,40,0.5, ,2,0

LDIV,262,0.5, ,2,0

LDIV,264,0.5, ,2,0

LDLV,220,0.5, ,2,0

LSTR,1IO,I25

LSTR,125,126

LSTR,126,I27

AL,6,42,223,2r7

AL,-223,2r8,225,222

AL,-225,2r9,87,224

AL,24,217,258,257

AL,-258,222,260,259

AL,-260,224,89,221

AL,40,257,266,269

AL,-266,259,267,270

AL,-267,22r,220,27I

AL,265,269,262,216

AL,-262,270,264,26r

AL,-264,277,268,263 !I have created above 72 ateas on XY plane

! to create a plate I need to sweep above areas in *zaxis

! using following commands: creating plate volume in lentgwise direction
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VOFFSET ,2,10,, lby sweeping above areas norrnally to 20 mm in +Zaxis

VOFFSET,16,10,,

VOFFSET,18,1O,,

VOFFSET,79,1O,,

VOFFSET,51,1O,,

VOFFSET,53,IO,,

VOFFSET,54,TO,,

VOFFSET,86,1O,,

VOFFSET,88,1O,,

VOFFSET,I49,TO, ,

VOFFSET,l50,1O, ,

VOFFSET,151,1O, ,

VOFFSET,I52,IO, ,

VOFFSET,I79,7O, ,

VOFFSET,I84,IO, ,

VOFFSET,189,1O, ,

VOFFSET,I94,IO, ,

VOFFSET,T99,lO, ,

VOFFSET,2O4,IO, ,

VOFFSET,2O9,IO, ,

VOFFSET,214,7O, ,

VOFFSET,2I9,TO, ,

VOFFSET,224,70, ,

VOFFSET,229,IO, ,

VOFFSET,234,7O, ,

VOFFSET,239,7O, ,

VOFFSET,244,IO, ,

VOFFSET,249,IO, ,

VOFFSET,254,1O, ,

VOFFSET,259,IO, ,

VOFFSET,264,10, ,
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VOFFSET,269,IO, ,

VOFFSET,274,IO, ,

VOFFSET,279,1O, ,

VOFFSET,284,IO, ,

VOFFSET,289,IO, ,

CMSEL,U,ROLLER lunselect roller volume

CM,PLAT3O,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VOFFSET,294,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,299,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,304,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,3O9,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,3t4,t60.42, ,

VOFFSET,3I9,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,324,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,329,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,334,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,339,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,344,160.42, ,

VOFFSET,349,160.42, ,

CMSEL,U,ROLLER lunselect roller volume

CM,PLATE,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

CSYS,O !forcing active coordinate system to global origin

WPAVE,0,0,0 lmoving WP to global origin

l :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

! Part 4: Element Types & Material Properties

ET,1,SOLID45 lelement type 1, 8-node brick

ET,2,SOLID95 element type 2, 20-node brick

ET,3,TARGE170 lelement type 3 for contact area in roller

ET,4,CONTAI75 lelement type 4 for contact area in plate
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KEYOPT,4,5,3 lkey option for CONTAl75, keyoption 5, further option 3

MPTEMP,,,,,,,, lMateri al properties for rol I er

MPTEMP,I,0 lMaterial properties for roller

MPDATA,EX,I,,Er lModulus of elasticity for roller

MPDATA,PRXY, 1,,nur lpoisson's ratio for roller

MPTEMP,,,,,,,, lMateri al prop ertie s for plate

MPTEMP,I,0 lMaterial properties for plate

MPDATA,EX,2,,Ep lModulus of elasticity for plate

MPDATA,PRXY,2,,nup lpoisson's ratio for plate

I :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

! Part 5a: Creating components for Meshing

VSEL,S,,,8

CM,RI,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S, , ,6 lselect volume 5

VSEL,A, , ,7

VSEL,A, , ,16 lalso select volume l3

CM,R2,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,5

vsEL,A, , ,13

VSEL,A, , ,14

VSEL,A,,,15

CM,R3,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,1

VSEL,A,,,3

VSEL,A, , ,4

VSEL,A, , ,9

VSEL,A, , ,11

vsEL,A,,,12
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VSEL,A,,,34

VSEL,A,,,35

VSEL,A,,,36

VSEL,A,,,37

CM,R4,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,i7

VSEL,A, , ,19

VSEL,A,,,2O

VSEL,A, , ,21

VSEL,A,, ,22

vsEL,A,,,23

VSEL,A,,,24

CM,R5,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

vsEl,u, , ,Rl

VSEL,U, , ,R2

VSEL,U, , ,R3

VSEL,U, , ,R4

VSEL,U, , ,R5

VSEL,U, , ,PLATE

VSEL,U,,,38

CM,R6,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,2

CM,PI,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,10

VSEL,A,,,33

vsEL,A,,,47

CM,P2,VOLU
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ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,PLAT3O

VSEL,U, , ,Pl

VSEL,U,,,P2

CM,P3,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

VSEL,S,,,PLATE

VSEL,U, , ,Pl

VSEL,U, , ,P2

VSEL,U,,,P3

CM,P4,VOLU

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL
I 
--------

! Part 5b: Meshing Roller Volume

SMART,OFF ! Deactivate SmartSizing

! current settings of DESIZE will be used

! Elelemnt attributes

TYPE,I lelement type 1, SOLID 45

MAT,I lmaterial type 1 roller

REAL, real constant nothing (ansys default)

ESYS,O lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

MSHAPE,0,3 D 0-Mesh with hexahedral-shaped e lements

! i-Mesh with tetrahedral-shaped elements

MSHKEY,i !0-Use free meshing and l-Use mapped meshing

! Specifies whether free meshing or mapped meshing should be used to mesh a model

ESIZE,SZ,, !element edge length size set as 52

VSWEEP,R2, , , fills an existing unmeshed volume with elements by sweeping

! the mesh from an adjacent area through the volume

TYPE,2 lelement type2, SOLID 95

MAT,I lmaterial type 1
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REAL, lreal constant nothing (ansys default)

ESYS,O lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

MSHAPE,O,3 D ! 0-Mesh with hexahedral-shaped elements

! 1-Mesh with tetrahedral-shaped elements

MSHKEY,I l0-Use free meshing and l-Use mapped meshing

! Specifies whether free meshing or mapped meshing should be used to mesh a model

ESIZE,Sl,,

VSWEEP,RI lFills an existing unmeshed volume with elements by

! sweeping the mesh from an adjacent area through the volume

TYPE,1 !element type 1, SOLID 45

MAT,I lmaterial type I

REAL, real constant nothing (ansys default)

ESYS,O element coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

MSHAPE,O,3 D ! O-Mesh with hexahedral-shaped elements

! 1-Mesh with tetrahedral-shaped elements

MSHKEY,l !0-Use free meshing and 1-Use mapped meshing

ESIZE,S3,,

VSWEEP,R3,,,

ESIZE,S4,,

VSWEEP,38,,,

VSWEEP,R4, , ,

ESIZE,Ss, )

VSWEEP,R5, , ,

ESIZE,S6,,

VSWEEP,R6, , ,
I ________

, ,un r.' Meshing solid plate volume

TYPE,l lelement type 1, SOLID 45

MAT,Z lmaterial type 2, plate
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REAL, lreal constant nothing (ansys default)

ESYS,O lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, lSets the element section attribute pointer

MSHAPE,0,3 D 0-Mesh with hexahedral-shaped elements

! 1-Mesh with tetrahedral-shaped elements

MSHKEY,I !0-Use free meshing and l-Use mapped meshing

ESIZE,TZ, ,

VMESH,P2 lgenercfes nodes and elements within volume

TYPE,2 lelement type2, SOLID 95

MAT,2 lmaterial type 2, plate

REAL, lreal constant nothing (ansys default)

ESYS,O lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

MS HAPE,0,3 D ! O-Mesh with hexahedral-shaped elements

! 1-Mesh with tetrahedral-shaped elements

MSHKEY,I lO-Use free meshing and l-Use mapped meshing

ESIZE,TI,,

VMESH,Pl

TYPE,l !element type 1, SOLID 45

li4AT,2 lmaterial type 2, plate

REAL, lreal constant nothing (ansys default)

ESYS,O lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

MSHAPE,O,3D ! 0-Mesh with hexahedral-shaped elements

! 1-Mesh with tetrahedral-shaped elements

MSHKEY,I l0-Use free meshing and l-Use mapped meshing

ESTZE,T3, ,

VMESH,P3

ESIZE,T4,,

VMESH,P4
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! Part 5d: Meshing roller contact area with Target i70 element

KWPAVE,l2 lmoving WP toKl2 which is the contact point in roller

CSYS,4 lforcing active coordinate system to follow WP

ASEL,S, , ,41 !selecting contact area 41 in roller

NSLA,S,I lselecting all nodes "attached to" area4l

NSEL,R,LOC,Y,-3,0 !R means selecting only those nodes that are

! attached to above arca af a location of Y:0 to -3 mm

CSYS,0 !forcing active coordinate system to global origin

WPAVE,0,0,0 lmoving WP to global origin

TYPE,3 lelement type 3, TARGET 170

MAT,1 lmaterial type 1 roller

REAL, lreal constant nothing

ESYS,O lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

TSHAP,LINE lDefines simple 3-D geometric surfaces for target elements

ESURF, ,TOP, lGenerates target elements

! overlaid on the free faces of existing selected elements

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL
I ______-

! Part 5e: Meshing plate contact area with CONT A 175 element

KWPAVE,ISO lmoving'WP to KP150 in plate

CSYS,4 lforcing active coordinate system to follow WP

ASEL,S, , ,I75 !selecting area 175

ASEL,A, ,,235 lalso select area235

NSLA,S,1 !selecting all nodes attached to above areas

NSEL,R,LOC,Y,0,3 !R means selecting only those nodes

! that are attached to above areaat location of Y:0 to 3

CSYS,0 !forcing active coordinate system to global origin

WPAVE,0,0,0 lmoving WP to global origin

TYPE,4 lelement type is 4, CONTA 175

MAT,2 lmaterial type2
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REAL,I lreal constant (default)

ESYS,0 lelement coordinate system 0

SECNUM, !Sets the element section attribute pointer

TSHAP,LINE lDefines simple 3-D geometric surfaces for target segment elements

ESURI' !Generates elements overlaid

! on the free faces of existing selected elements

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL
I ________

, ,* U' Applying Boundary Conditions

ASEL,S,LOC,Z,0,0 lselect all areas on XY plane atz:0

CM,XYZ),AREA lcreating component XYZ} for applying symmetrical BCs

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

ASEL,S,LOC,X,0,0 !select all areas onYZ plane at x:0

CM,YZXO,AREA lcreating component YZXï for applying symmetrical BCs

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

ASEL,S,LOC,Y,0,0 !select all areas onXZ plane at y:0

CM,XZY\,AREA creating aÍea component XZYO for applying coupled DOF constraint

ALLSEL,ALL

KWPAVE,I54 lmoving WP to Kl54 in plate

CSYS,4 !forcing active coordinate system to follow V/P

ASEL,S,LOC,Y,0,0 !select all areas onXZ plane at Y:0

CM,FXZY0,AREA lcreating component FXZY} for applying FIXED BCs

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

CSYS,0 !forcing active coordinate system to global origin

WPAVE,0,0,0 lmoving WP to global origin

ASEL,S,,,9

ASEL,A, , ,44

ASEL,A,,,79

ASEL,A, ,,1r4
CM,PRS,AREA !Creating component PRS to apply pressure on inside roller hole areas

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL
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ASEL,S, , ,XZY} lareas onXZ plane at y:0, already defined above

NSLA,S,I lnodes attached to above area componentXZY}

CM,NXZY0,NODE lcreating NXZYO, all nodes attached to componentXZY}

ALLSEL,ALL,ALL

FINISH lexiting PREPT

/SOL !entering solution processor

DA,XYZ},SYMM lapplying symmet BCs on all XY plane areas atz:0

DA,YZX0,SYMM lapplying symmet BCs on allYZ plane areas at x:0

DA,FXZY0,UY,0.0 lapplying fixed BCs (0.0) on component FXZY), defined above

lback of the plate is fixed in Y direction ONLY

SFA,PRS, ,PRES,P !applying pressure on inside roller hole area

CP,l,UY,NXZY} lcoupled DOF constraint to component NXZYO in Y direction

!1 is refernce number, just arbitrary number

t PartJ: Solution

ANTYPE,STATIC lPerform a static analysis (Valid for all DOF)

NLGEOM,ON llnclude large-deflection effects

AUTOTS,OFF lUse automatic time stepping

TIME,100 ltime at the end of load step

NSUBST,35,0,0 !Specifies the number of substeps to be taken this load step

!NCNV,0,0,0,0,0 !Do not terminate analysis if solution fails to converge

KBC,O !Specifies stepped or ramped loading within a load step

! Loads are linearly interpolated (ramped) for each sub-step

! from the values of the previous load step to the values of this load step

IOUTRES,ALL,ALL lControls the solution data written to the database

lwrite all solution items

! OUTPR,ALL,ALL lControls the solution printout

! print all, every thing, in the result file

/STATUS,S OLU ! Provides a solution status summary

SAVE, , , ,ALL lsave every thing to the current job name file

SOLVE !Startasolution

FINISH ! Exit from solution processor
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SAVE, ,,,ALL
/EoF !stop reading this file and exit from ANSYS, if running in batch mode
I ----------

! Part 8: Post Processing

! A maximum of 100 paths can exist within one model

! However, only one path at a time can be the current path

! To change the current path, choose the PATH,NAME command

! Do not specify any other arguments on the PATH command

! The named path will become the new current path

! PATH,2RL 12,37,1 0,10 ! PATH,NAME,nPts,nSets,nDiv

! L is for lab load in Path Name

! Defines a path name and establishes parameters for the path

! The minimum number is two, and the maximum is 1000. Default is 2

! nSets: The number of sets of data which you can map to this path

! You must specify at least four: X, Y, Z, and S. Default is 30

! nDiv: The number of divisions between adjacent points

! Default is 20. There is no maximum number of divisions

! PPATH,POINT,NODE,X,Y,Z,CS

lDefines a path by picking or defining nodes

lor locations on the currently active working plane

!or by entering specific coordinate locations

!PDEF,Lab,Item,Comp,Avglab, Interpolates an item onto a path

| :::::::::::=:::::::::::::::-----
! Part 8a: Post Processing Roller Model

! LI2-L14-L22-L235 from Kl2-Kl6-K20-K2i-Kl16 deep in y-axis

! Kl2 (0,4t9.7917,0)

!Kl6 (0,409.4302,0)

I K20 (0,400,0)

! K2t (0,357.9129,0)

! Kl16(0,30t.4932,0)

/POSTI !Enter the database results postprocessor
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PATH,IRLY,88,,

PPATH,1,41O42

PPATH,2.4I9I7

PPATH,3,41918

PPATH,4,419I9

PPATH,s,4192O

PPATH,6,4T92I

PPATH,7,41922

PPATH,8,41923

PPATH,g,41924

PPATH,1O,41925

PPATH,11,41926

PPATH,|2,4T927

PPATH,13,41928

PPATH,14,4T929

PPATH,l5,4I93O

PPATH,16,4T994

PPATH,IT,4lgg5

PPATH,18,41996

PPATH,I9,41997

PPATH,20,41ggg

PPATH,2|,41999

PPATH,22,42OOO

PPATH,23,42OO7

PPATH,24,42002

PPATH,25,42003

PPATH,26,42OO4

PPATH,27,42OO5

PPATH,28,42006

PPATH,29,42007

PPATH,3O,42OO8
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PPATH,31,8584

PPATH,32,897O

PPATH,33,8971

PPATH,34,8972

PPATH,35,8973

PPATH,36,8974

PPATH,37,8975

PPATH,38,8976

PPATH,39,8977

PPATH,4O,8978

PPATH,4l,8979

PPATH,4L898O

PPATH,43,8981

PP4TH,44,8982

PPATH,45,8969

PPATH,46,l70g5g

PPATH,47,l70960

PPATH,48,T7096I

PP4TH,49,170962

PPATH,5O,170963

PPATH,5l,l70964

PPATH,52,l70965

PP4TH,53,170966

PPATH,54,170967

PP4TH,55,170968

PPATH,56,170969

PPATH,57,I7O97O

PPATH,58,I7O97I

PPATH,59,170972

PPATH,60,170973

PPATH,61 ,T70974
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PPATH,62,170975

PPATH,63,T]1489

PPATH,64,l71490

PPATH,65,T]1491

PPATH,66,T71492

PPATH,67,I71493

PPATH,68,I71494

PPATH,69,l71495

PPATH,70,l71496

PPATH,71,I71497

PPATH,72,I7l498

PPATH,73,I7T499

PPATH,74,171500

PPATH,75,17150i

PPATH,76,I7I5O2

PPATH,77,I71503

PPATH,78,T7I5O4

PPATH,79,T]1505

PPATH,8O,T71506

PPATH,81,T7I5O7

PPATH,82,171508

PPATH,83,l71509

PPATH,84,171510

PPATH,85,l7l5ll

PPATH,86,I7I5I2

PPATH,87,I7I5I3

PPATH,88,l71400

PDEF,S1,S,1 lprincipal stress I

PDEF,S2,S,2 lprincipal stress 2

PDEF,S3,S,3 lprincipal stress 3

PDEF,SI,S,INT ! stress intensity
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PDEF,SE,S,EQV lvon Mises or equivalent stress

PCALC,ADD,OCTNI,Sl,S2, , , ldo not use this value

PCALC,ADD,OCTN,OCTN 1,S 3, 1 I 3,1 I 3, ! Octahedral normal stress

! PCALC,OPERR,LABR,LAB 1,LAB2,FACT 1,FACT2,CONST

!Forms additional labeled path items by operating on existing path items

PCALC,ADD,OCTS,SE,,O.47 140452,, ! OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR STRESS

PCALC,ADD,PS1,S2,S3, ,-1, , ! (S2-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS2,S1,S3,,-I,, ! (S1-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS3,S1,S2, ,-1,, ! (S1-S2) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PSHI,PSl, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress I

PCALC,ADD,PSH2,PS2, ,0.5,, ! Principal shearing stress 2

PCALC,ADD,PSH3,PS3, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 3

lfrom Kl2-K18-K10 in X-axis

t Klz (0,419.7917,0)

! Kl 8 (29.69613,419.3091,0)

! Kl o (39.9426,41 8.91 85,0)

PATH,1RLX,lOO,,

PPATH,1,41O42

PPATH,2,4I972

PPATH,3,41971

PPATH,4,4197O

PPATH,5,41969

PPATH,6,41968

PPATH,7,41967

PPATH,8,41966

PPATH,9,41965

PPATH,IO,41964

PPATH,11,41963

PPATH,I2,4T962

PPATH,13,4T96T
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PPATH,14,4T960

PPATH,15,4T959

PPATH,16,47958

PPATH,17,41957

PPATH,18,41956

PPATH,l9,41955

PPATH,2O,41954

PPATH,21,41953

PPATH,22,4I952

PPATH,23,4I95I

PPATH,24,4I95O

PPATH,25,41949

PPATH,26,47948

PPATH,27,47947

PPATH,28,41946

PPATH,29,41945

PPATH,30,47944

PPATH,3I,41943

PPATH,32,41942

PPATH,33,41941

PPATH,34,4I94O

PPATH,35,41939

PPATH,36,41938

PPATH,37,41937

PPATH,38,41936

PPATH,39,41935

PPATH,4O,41934

PPATH,4i,41933

PPATH,42,41932

PPATH,43,4I93I

PPATH,44,4IO2I
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PPATH,45,4IO2O

PPATH,46,4IOI9

PPATH,47,41O18

PPATH,48,4IOI7

PPATH,49,4T016

PPATH,sO,41O15

PPATH,sl,4l0l4

PPATH,52,4IOI3

PPATH,53,4TOI2

PPATH,54,41O11

PPATH,55,41O1O

PPATH,56,4TOO9

PPATH,57,41OO8

PPATH,s8,47007

PPATH,59,41006

PPATH,6O,41OO5

PPATH,61,41004

PPATH,62,41OO3

PPATH,63,4IOO2

PPATH,64,41OO1

PPATH,65,41000

PPATH,66,40999

PP4TH,67,40998

PPATH,68,40997

PPATH,69,40996

PPATH,7O,40995

PP4TH,71,40994

PPATH,72,40993

PPATH,73,40992

PPATH,74,4O99I

PPATH,75.40990
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PPATH,76,40989

PPATH,77,4O988

PPATH,78,40987

PPATH,79,40986

PPATH,8O,40985

PPATH,81,40984

PPATH,82,40983

PPATH,83,40982

PPATH,84,40981

PP4TH,85,8765

PP4TH,86,8779

PPATH,87,8778

PPATH,88,8777

PPATH,89,8776

PPATH,gO,8]75

PPATH,g1,8774

PP4TH,92,8773

PPATH,93,8772

PPATH94,8777

PPATH,95,877O

PPATH,96,8769

PP4TH,97,8768

PPATH,98,8767

PPATH,99,8766

PPATH,100,8800

PDEF,S1,S,1 !principal stress 1

PDEF,S2,S,2 lprincipal stress 2

PDEF,S3,S,3 lprincipal stress 3

PDEF,SI,S,INT ! stress intensity

PDEF,SE,S,EQV lvon Mises or equivalent stress

PCALC,ADD,OCTNI,S1,S2, , , ldo not use this value
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PCALC,ADD, OCTN,OCTN 1,S 3, 1 I 3,1 I 3, ! Octahedral normal stress

! PCALC,OPERR,LABR,LAB l,LAB2,FACT i,FACT2,CONST

lForms additional labeled path items by operating on existing path items

PCALC,ADD,OCTS,SE,,O.47 140452,, ! OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR STRESS

PCALC,ADD,PSI,S2,S3, ,-1,, ! (S2-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS2,S1,S3, ,-1, , ! (S1-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS3,SI,S2, ,-1,, ! (S1-S2) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PSHI,PS1, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 1

PCALC,ADD,PSH2,PS2,,0.5,, ! Principal shearing stress 2

:::':::- ji::::1*::ll*l::iî'l:ïi::
! from KI2-K42-K62inZaxis not straight line

! Ktz (0,419.79t7,0)

! K42 (0,4t9.53 6,t 4.65052)

I K62 (0,41 8.7 69 t,29 .283 t9)

PATH,1RLZ,64,,

PPATH,7,4IO42

PPATH,2,4IO22

PPATH,3,41O23

PPATH,4,4IO24

PPATH,s,41O25

PPATH,6,41026

PPATH,7,4IO27

PPATH,8,41O28

PPé.TH,g,41029

PPATH,1O,4103O

PPATH,l I,4TO3T

PPATH,12,4IO32

PPATH,13,4IO33

PPATH,14,4TO34

PPATH,15,41035
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PPATH,16,41036

PPATH,17,4IO37

PPATH,18,41038

PPATH,l9,4IO39

PPATH,2O,4IO4O

PPATH,21 ,4IO4I

PPATH,22,4I973

PPATH,23,41974

PPATH,24,4I975

PPATH,25,41976

PPATH,26,41977

PPATH,27,41978

PPATH,28,47979

PPATH,29,4198O

PPATH,3O,4I98I

PPATH,31,41982

PPATH,32,41983

PPATH,33,41984

PPATH,34,41985

PPATH,35,41986

PPATH,36,41987

PPATH,37,41988

PPATH,38,47989

PPATH,39,4I99O

PPATH,4O,4I99I

PPATH,4l,41992

PPATH,42,41993

PPATH,43,8689

PPATH,44,8648

PPATH,45,8649

PPATH,46,865O
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PPATH,47,8651

PPATH,48,8652

PPATH,49,8653

PPATH,sO,8654

PPATH,s1,8655

PPATH,52,8656

PPATH,53,8657

PPATH,54,8658

PPATH,55,8659

PPATH,56,866O

PPATH,s7,8661

PPATH,s8,8662

PPATH,59,8663

PPATH,6O,8664

PPATH,61,8665

PPATH,62,8666

PPATH,63,8667

PPATH,64,8647

PDEF,S1,S,1 !principal stress 1

PDEF,S2,S,2 tprincipal stress 2

PDEF,S3,S,3 lprincipal stress 3

PDEF,SI,S,INT ! stress intensity

PDEF,SE,S,EQV lvon Mises or equivalent stress

PCALC,ADD,OCTNI,S1,S2, , , ldo not use this value

PCALC,ADD,OCTN,OCTN 1,S 3, 1 I 3,1 I 3, ! Octahedral normal stress

! PCALC,OPERR,LABR,LAB 1,LAB2,FACT l,FACT2,CONST

lForms additional labeled path items by operating on existing path items

PCALC,ADD,OCTS,SE, ,0.4]140452, , ! OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR STRESS

PCALC,ADD,PSl,S2,S3, ,-1,, ! (S2-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS2,S1,S3,,-1,, ! (S1-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS3,Sl,S2,,-1,, ! (S1-S2) do not use these values
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PCALC,ADD,PSHI,PSl, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress I

PCALC,ADD,PSH2,PS2,,0.5,, ! Principal shearing stress 2

PCALC,ADD,PSH3,PS3, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 3

!comparison of results with lab

! K999-K36-K56 rim gauge

I K999 (44.4307 5,409.43 02,0)

! K36 (44.4307 5,409. I 808, 1 4.28891)

! K56 (44.4307 5,408.4328,28.5604 1 )

PATH,1RLzuM,3,,

PPATH, 1,,44.4307 5,409.4302,0

PPATH,2,,44.4307 5,409. I 808, 14 .28891

PPATH,3,,44.4307 5,408.4328,28.5 6041

PDEF,l RLYzuM,EPEL,Y

! K991-K35-K55 rim gauge

! K991 (44.4301 5,400,0)

! K35 (44.4307 5,399.7 563,13.9598)

! K55 (44.4307 5,399.0256,27 .90259)

PATH,lRLRIM,3, ,

PPATH, 1,,44.4307 5,400,0

PPATH,2,,44.4307 5,399.7 563,13.9598

ppATH,3,,44.4307 5,399.025 6,27 .90259

PDEF,lRLYRIM,EPEL,Y

! K-14-K15 web gauge

! Kl4 (19.38036,357.8128,0)

! Kl 1 5 (21.22687,30t.4932,0)

PATH, 1 RLWEB,2,5OO,5 OO

PPATH, 1,, 1 9.38036,3 57 .8128,0

PPATH,2,,2r .22687,301 .4932,0

PDEF,l RLYWEB,EPEL,Y
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! Part 8b: Post Processing Plate Model

! from Kl50-K157-K159-K154 in Yaxis

! Kl50 (0,419.7917,0)

I K157 (0,435.1806,0)

!Kl59 (0,450.1906,0)

!Kl54 (0,470.5695,0)

PATH,lRLY,4,,

PPATH, 1,,0,4T9.79T7,0

PPATH,2,,0,435. 1 906,0

PPATH,3,,0,450. 1 906,0

PPATH,4,,0,47 0.5695,0

PDEF,S1,S,1 lprincipal stress 1

PDEF,S2,S,2 lprincipal stress 2

PDEF,53,S,3 !principal stress 3

PDEF,SI,S,INT ! stress intensity

PDEF,SE,S,EQV lvon Mises or equivalent stress

PCALC,ADD,OCTNI,S1,S2, , , ldo not use this value

PCALC,ADD, OCTN,OCTN l,S3,I I 3,1 I 3, ! Octahedral normal stress

! PCALC,OPERR,LABR,LAB 1,LAB2,FACT l,FACT2,CONST

lForms additional labeled path items by operating on existing path items

PCALC,ADD,OCTS,SE,,O.47 140452,, ! OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR STRESS

PCALC,ADD,PSl,S2,S3, ,-7,, ! (S2-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS2,Sl,S3, ,-I,, ! (S1-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS3,SI,S2, ,-1,, ! (S1-S2) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PSHI,PS1, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 1

PCALC,ADD,PSH2,PS2,,0.5,, ! Principal shearing stress 2

PCALC,ADD,PSH3,PS3, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 3

lKl 50-Kl 5 I -K1 52-Kll 0-K1 53 in Xaxis

! K150 (0,419.79t7,0)

!Kl5t (20,419.79t7,0)

I Kt52 (40,4t9.7917,0)
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! K1 1 0 (64.43058,419.79t7,0)

! Kl 53 (88.861 15,419.79n,0)

PATH,1RLX,5, ,

PPATH,I,,O,4T9.79I7,O

PPATH,2,,20,419.7 917,0

PP4TH,3,,40,419.7917,0

PPATH,4,,64.43058,419.7 9I7,0

PPATH,5,,88.86 1 I 5,419.7 917,0

PDEF,S1,S,1 lprincipal stress 1

PDEF,S2,S,2 lprincipal stress 2

PDEF,S3,S,3 lprincipal stress 3

PDEF,SI,S,INT ! stress intensity

PDEF,SE,S,EQV lvon Mises or equivalent stress

PCALC,ADD,OCTNI,Sl,S2, , , ldo not use this value

PCALC,ADD,OCTN,OCTNl,S3, I 13,I 13, !Octahedral normal stress

! PCALC,OPERR,LABR,LAB 1,LAB2,FACT l,FACT2,CONST

!Forms additional labeled path items by operating on existing path items

PCALC,ADD,OCTS,SE,,O.47T40452,, ! OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR STRESS

PCALC,ADD,PSl,S2,S3, ,-I,, ! (S2-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS2,SI,S3, ,-1,, ! (S1-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS3,S1,S2,,-1,, ! (S1-S2) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PSHI,PS1, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 1

PCALC,ADD,PSH2,PS2,,0.5,, ! Principal shearing stress 2

PCALC,ADD,PSH3,PS3, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 3

! K 1 50-K 1 28-K I 86-K2 3 4-K282 in Z-axis

! K150 (0,4r9.7917,0)

! Ki28 (0,419.79t7,10)

!Kl86 (0,4t9.7917,20)

!K234 (0,419.7917,30)

! K282 (0,419.7 9 17,190.42)

PATH,1RLZ,s, ,
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PPATH, 1,,0,4T9.79T7,0

PPATH,2,,0,419.7917,I0

PPATH,3,,0,419.l 917,20

PPATH,4,,0,419.7 917,30

PPATH,s,,0,419.7 917,190.42

PDEF,S1,S,1 !principal stress I

PDEF,S2,S,2 lprincipal stress 2

PDEF,53,S,3 lprincipal stress 3

PDEF,SI,S,INT ! stress intensity

PDEF,SE,S,EQV lvon Mises or equivalent stress

PCALC,ADD,OCTNI,S1,S2, , , ldo not use this value

PCALC,ADD,OCTN,OCTNl,S3,l 13,l 13, !Octahedral normal stress

! PCALC,OPERR,LABR,LAB l,LAB2,FACT 1,FACT2,CONST

!Forms additional labeled path items by operating on existing path items

PCALC,ADD,OCTS,SE, ,0.47140452, , ! OCTAHEDRAL SHEAR STRESS

PCALC,ADD,PS1,S2,S3, ,-7,, ! (S2-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS2,S1,S3,,-I,, ! (S1-S3) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PS3,S1,S2,,-7,, ! (S1-S2) do not use these values

PCALC,ADD,PSHI,PSl, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 1

PCALC,ADD,PSH2,PS2,,0.5,, ! Principal shearing stress 2

PCALC,ADD,PSH3,PS3, ,0.5, , ! Principal shearing stress 3

! comparison of results with lab

! Kl53-K108 plate central gauge

! Kt 53 (88.861 15,4t9.7917,0)

! Kl08 (88.861 14,435.1806,0)

PATH, I RLPLATE,2,5OO,5OO

PPATH, 1,,88.86 1 15,419.7917,0

PPATH,2,,88.86 1 1 4,435.1 806,0

PDEF, l RLPLATE,EPEL,Y
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Appendix C Contact Stresses

Following is a sample calculation for calculating contact stresses and contact area for

Roller Rr and roller path Plate P1 using formulae given in (Roark 2002).

' Modrrlus of elasticity of roller path Plate P t : E t : 206 .8 GPa (3 0,000 ksi)

Modulus of elasticity of Roller Rt : Ez : 103.4 GPa (15,000 ksi) (Muzyczka 1992)

Wheel radial compressive load P : 838 kN (188.4 kips)

rPoisson's ratio of roller path Plate Pl : v I : 0.28

Poisson's ratio of Roller Rr : :u2:0.27 (Mrtzyczka1992)

V/heel crown radius : + 
:9 I 4 mm (3 6 in.)

Wheel diameter:Dz:838 mm (33 in.)

Since roller has a double curvature, assume crossed cylinders and axes at right angles.

According to Roark (2002, p702), the maximum compressive contact stress and contact

area is given by:

Maximum Compressive Stress or:#, Afea of contact patch :'tE ab,where:

r -- , _-1 DtDz t-vl,t-vl
a:a(PKoCr)2, b:p(PKrCr)2, Ko=1â, L'E-î+-;

a, B, and2 are constants and they depend on geometry of the roller which is a function of

fr. for ';:# - 2.78, a: 1.193, B:0.717, and )":0.798 (Roark 2002,p702)

rlDavis 
1996), (Davis 1999) (Gale and Totemeier 2004), (Harvey 1982),

(Shackelford and Alexander 2000), (Smith 1993), and (Steiner 1996)
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K^ _ ,rr, _ 1828x838 :514.514.
" u Dr+D.z 1B2B+B3B

/- - t-u? -7-u" :1.342 * 10-st-s=-4- *

a: a (PKpCr)i:1.193 (838000 x 574'5LxL'34 x 10-s)ã:22'22mm

Minor semi-axes, b: P (PKDC;)!':13.36 mm

Area of contact patch :'IE ab: n x 22.22 x 13.36 :932.5 mlnt 11 '45 in2)

Maximum Compressive Stress o,,:#: l#99: 1348 MPa (195'5 ksi)

Maximum Shear Stress r,nax:!: ++O.t MPa (65'2 ksi)

Table C.1 Contact stresses and areas using formulae given in (Roark 2002)

Roller Rz-R¡, Plate P¡Roller R1, Plate P¡

814 kN
(183 kips)

734 kN
(165 kips)

838 kN
(188% kips)

Maximum
Stress, MPa

tonly one-quarter of the contact area is given in order to compare with the one-quarter of the contact area

retrieved from FE analYsis.
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